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LABOR CODE
Division 4. Workers' Compensation and Insurance

Part 2. Computation of Compensation

Chapter 2. Compensation Schedules

Article 5. Subsequent Injuries Payments

Cal Lab Code $ 4751 (2016)

$ 4751. Injury of employee permanently partially disabled resulting in 70 percent permanent disability

If an employee who is permanently partially disabled receives a subsequent compensable injury resulting in

additional permanent partial disability so that the degree of disability caused by the combination of both disabilities is

greater than that which would have resulted from the subsequent injury alone, and the combined effect ofthe last injury
and the previous disability or impairment is a permanent disability equal to 70 percent or more of total, he shall be paid

in addition to the compensation due under this code tbr the permanent partial disability caused by the last injury
compensation for the remainder of the combined permanent disability existing after the last injury as provided in this

article; provided, that either (a) the previous disability or impairment affected a hand, an arrn, a foot, a leg, or an eye,

and the permanent disability resulting from the subsequent injury affects the opposite and corresponding member, and

such latter permanent disability, when considered alone and without regard to, or adjustment for, the occupation or age

of the employee, is equal to 5 percent or more of total, or (b) the permanent disability resulting from the subsequent

injury, when considered alone and without regard to or adjustment for the occupation or the age of the employee, is

equal to 35 percent or more oftotal,

HISTORY: Added Stats 1945 ch 1161 $ 2. Amended Stats 1949 ch 1525 $ 1; Stats 1955 ch 1092 $ 1; Stats 1959 ch

1034 $ r.

NOTES: Amendments:

1949 Amendment:

Deleted "by reason of the loss of, or loss of use of, a hand, an arm, a foot, a leg, or an eye" after "If an employee
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Cal Lab Code $ 4751

who is permanently partially disabled" at the beginning of the section.

1955 Amendment:

Added the proviso.

1959 Amendment:

(l) added "and such latter permanent disability, when considered alone and without regard to, or adjustment for, the

occupation or age of the employee, is equal to 5 percent or more of total," after "corresponding member" in the proviso;

(2) added "or adjustment for the occupation or" after "regard to"; and (3) substituted "35" for "40" before "percent".

Cross References:

"Permanent partial disability": Lab C { 4452.5.

Application of this section: Lab C $ 475 j.

Reimbursement of state for expenses: Lab C $ 4753.5.

Withdrawal of sum to be used as cash revolving fund from appropriation: Lab C $ 4755.

Appeals board not to commute compensation to lump sum when compensation is payable under this section: Lab C

f st00.s.

Employer liability for occupational disease or cumulative injury: Lab C S 5500.5.

Collateral References:

CaL Forms Pleading & Practice (Matthew Bender(R)) ch 577 "Workers' Compensation".

2 Witkin Summary ( lOth ed) Workers' Compensation $ $ 260, 297 , 299.

Meeting statutory deadlines: Workers'compensation. CEB Action Guide, Winter 1993.

Hanna, Cal Emp Inj & I{orkers'Comp. 2d (Rev) S 8.09 [2].

Herlick, Cal Workers'Comp Handbook $$ 6.21, 14.11,11. 17.

Law Review Articles:

Injury to disabled employee under Califomia workmen's compensation laws.44 Cal LR 548.

Annotations:

Validity, Construction, and Application of State Workers' Compensation Laws to Claim for Hearing Loss --

Resulting from Long Term Noise Exposure. 99 ALR6th 643.

Hierarchy Notes:

Div. 4, Pt. 2 Note

Div. 4, Pt. 2, Ch. 2 Note
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Cal Lab Code $ 4751

Div. 4, Pt.2,Ch.2, Art. 5 Note

NOTES OF DECISIONS I . Generally 2. Legislative Purpose and Intent 3. Construction and Application 4.

Employer's Knowledge of Employee's Pre-existing Condition 5. Existence and Extent of Disability and Amount of
Compensation 6. Practice and Procedure 7. -Limitation of Action or Claim 8. --Evidence

1. Generally

Subsequent Injuries Fund is neither "employer" nor is liability fixed on it found in article 2 or 3 but in article 5.

State, Subsequent Injuries Fundv. Industrial Acci. Com. (1957, Cal App lst Dist) l5l Cal App 2d 147, il I P2d 42,

1957 Cal App LEYIS 1736

Person who is already permanently partially disabled may need encouragement afforded by subsequent injuries

fund as inducement to seek further gainful employment. Ferguson v. Industrial Acci. Com. (1958) 50 Cal 2d 469, 326

P2d 145, 1958 Cal LEXIS 168.

Person who is already permanently partially disabled may risk, by employment, aggravated effect of loss of "the

opposite and corresponding member" as defined in subd (a), or grave percentage oftotal disability described in subd (b).

Ferguson v. Industrial Acci. Com. (1958) 50 Cal 2d 469, 326 P2d 145, 1958 Cal LLYIS 168.

An applicant may obtain benefits from the Subsequent Injuries Fund on the ground that the combination ofhis prior

disability and the disability resulting from a subsequent injury is greater than that which would have resulted from the

subsequent injury alone, even though he was unaware ofthe existence ofa prior disability before bringing the

compensation proceeding to collect benefits for the subsequent injury. Subsequent Iniuries Fund v. Workers' Comp.

Appeals Bd. (1970) 2 Cal 3d 56, 84 Cal Rptr 140, 465 P2d 28, 1970 Cal LEXIS 254.

2. Legistative Purpose and Intent

When the state enacts this section and appropriates money for payment of additional compensation for subsequent

injury provided for by this section, the reasonable intendment is to pay such compensation as adjudicated, including

costs properly awarded byjudgment, when procedure prescribed for such adjudication has been followed. Slale

(Subsequent Injuries Fund) v. Industrial Acci. Com. (1954, Cal App) 126 Cal App 2d 740, 273 P2d 342, 1954 Cal App

LEXIS 2081.

Although the legislature, when providing for reimbursement of attorney general and State Compensation Insurance

Fund for certain kinds ofexpenses incurred by them, defined expenses involved and declared that such expenses are

payable out of appropriations for payment for special additional compensation specified in $ 475 I, it may not be

infened, from failure in like manner to make employee's litigation costs a charge against those appropriations, an intent

to disallow the latter, since the two types of expenditure are not comparable, the reimbursable expenditures of attorney

general and of Compensation Insurance Fund bearing no such incidental relationship to employe e's judgment for

compensation as do litigation costs awarded employee by that judgment. State (Subsequent Iniuries Fund) v. Industrial

Acci. Com. (1954, Cal App) 126 Col App 2d 740, 273 P2d 342, 1954 Cal App LEXIS 2081.

This section was expressly designed to impose on taxpayers burden (in certain specified instances) ofpayments

additional to those bome by employer. Dahlbeckv. Industrial Acci. Com. (1955, Cal App 2d Dist) 135 Cal App 2d 394'

287 P2d 353, 1955 Cal App LLYIS 1373.

This section, neither in its original form nor in its present form gives any indication that Legislature intended that

either term "disability," or "impairment" was not to be limited to actual manifest and symptomatic disabilities which

antedated industrial injury. State, Subsequent Injuries Fund v. Industrial Acci. Com. (1955, Cal App lst Dist) 135 Cal

App 2d 544, 288 P2d i1, 1955 Cal App LEXIS 1394, overruled on other grounds, Fergusonv. Industrial Acci. Com.

/)
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(1955) 50 Cal 2d 469, 326 P2d 145, 1958 Cal LEXIS 16& overruled on other grounds, Subsequent Iniuries Fundv.

Industrial Acci. Com. (1961) 56 Cat 2d 842, l7 Cal Rptr 144, 366 P2d 496, l96l Cal LEXIS 345; State, Subsequent

Injuries Fundv. Industrial Acci. Com. (1957, Cal App lst Dist) 147 Cal App 2d 818, 306 P2d 64, 1957 Cal App LEYIS

2322, ovenuled on other grounds, Fergusonv. Industrial Acci. Com. (1958) 50 Cal 2d 469, 326 P2d 145, 1958 Cal

LEXIS 168, overruled on other grounds, SubsequentlrTuries Fundv. Industrial Acci. Com. (1961) 56 Cal 2d 842, 17

Cal Rptr 144, 366 P2d 496, I96l Cal LEXIS 345, but see Ferguson v. Industrial Acci. Com. (1958) 50 Cal 2d 469, 326

P2d 145, 1958 Cal LEXIS 168 and SubsequentlnTuries Fundv. Industrial Acci. Com. (1961) 56 Cal 2d842, l7 Cal

Rptr 144, 366 P2d 496, 1961 Cal LEXIS 345.

This section was not intended to apply to asymptomatic disease processes which were unknown to both employee

and employers and which in no wise interfered with employee's ability to work. State, Subsequent Injuries Fund v.

Industrial Acci. Com. (t955, Cal App lst Dist) 135 Cal App 2d 544, 288 P2d 31, 1955 Cal App LEXIS 1394, ovem:led

on other grounds, Ferguson v. Industrial Acci. Com. (1958) 50 Cal 2d 469, 326 P2d 145, 1958 Cal LEXIS 168,

ovemrled on other grounds, Subsequent Injuries Fundv. Industrial Acci. Com. (1961) 56 Cal 2d 842, 17 Cal Rptr 144,

366 P2d 496, l96t Cal LEXIS 345; Urquizav. Industrial Acci. Com. (1956, Cal App lst Dist) 144 Cal App 2d 322, 300

P2d 871, t 956 Cal App LEXIS t 721, overruled on other grounds, Ferguson v. Industrial Acci. Com. (1958) 50 Cal 2d

469, 326 P2d 145, 1958 Cal LEXIS /6E ovemrled on other grounds, Subsequent Injuries Fundv. Industrial Acci. Com.

(1961) 56 Cal 2d 842, l7 Cal Rptr 144, 366 P2d 496, l96l Cal LEXIS 345; State, Subsequent Iniuries Fundv.
lndustrial Acci. Com. (1957, Cal App I st Dist) 147 Cal App 2d 818, 306 P2d 64, 1957 Cal App LEXIS 2322, overruled

on other grounds, Fergusonv. Industrial Acci. Com. (1958) 50 Cal 2d469, 326 P2d 145, 1958 Cal LEXIS 168,

overruled on other grounds, Subsequent Injuries Fundv. Industrial Acci. Com. (1961) 56 Cal 2d 842, l7 Cal Rptr 144,

366 P2d 496, t96l Cal LEXIS i45; State, Subsequent Injuries Fundv. Industrial Acci. Com. (1957, Cal App 2d Dist)

150 Cal App 2d 716, 31 I P2d 26, 1957 Cal App LEXIS 2230, overruled on other grounds, Fergusonv. Industrial Acci.

Com. (1958) 50 Cal 2d 469, 326 P2d t45, 1958 Cal LEXIS 168, overruled on other grounds, Subsequent Iniuries Fund

v. Industrial Acci. Com. (1961) 56 Cal 2d 842, l7 Cal Rptr 144, 366 P2d 496, 1961 Cal LEXIS 345, butsee Fergusonv.

Industrial Acci. Com. (1955) 50 Cal 2d 469, 326 P2d 145, 1958 Cal LEXIS 168 and SubsequentlnTuries Fundv,

Industrial Acci. com. (1961) 56 Cal 2d 842, l7 Cal Rptr 144, 366 P2d 196, l96l Cal LLYIS 345.

Purpose ofsection is to encourage employment ofphysically handicapped persons, veterans in particular, and to

make logical adjustment of liability vnder Workmen's Compensation Law. State, Subsequenl lniuries Fund v. Industrial

Acci. Com. (1957, Cal App tst Dist) 147 Cal App 2d818, 306 P2d 64, 1957 Cal App LEXIS 2322, overruled on other

grounds, Fergusonv. Industrial Acci. Com. (1955) 50 Cal 2d 469, 326 P2d 145, 1958 Cal LEXIS /6& overruled on

other grounds, Subsequent Injuries Fundv. Industrial Acci. Com. (1961) 56 Cal 2d 842, l7 Cal Rptr 144, 366 P2d 496,

l96l Cal LEXIS 345.

Section indicates legislative policy that every person is entitled to the right ofself-support even after he has been

physically handicapped by injury or disease. State, Subsequent Iniuries Fundv. Industrial Acci. Com. (1957, Cal App

lst Dist) 147 Cal App 2d 818, 306 P2d 64, 1957 Cal App LEXIS 2322, ovemrled on other grounds, Fergusonv.

Industrial Acci. Com. (1955) 50 Cal 2d 469, 326 P2d 145, 1958 Cal LEXIS /68, overruled on other grounds,

Subsequent Injuries Fundv. Industrial Acci. Com. (t961) 56 Cal 2d 842, l7 Cal Rptr 144, 366 P2d 496, 1961 Cal

LLYIS J45,

1955 amendment of this section shows legislative recognition of, and intention to obviate or at least strictly limit,

opportunities of converting subsequent injuries fund into state health plan. Ferguson v. Industrial Acci. Com. (1 958) 50

Cal 2d 469, 326 P2d 145, 1958 Cal LEXIS 168.

3. Construction and Application

Phrase "permanently partially disabled" should be given liberal construction so as to extend benefits ofthis section

to disabled employee, and if employee may properly be rated at 100 per cent disability to qualifi him for basic form of
workmen's compensation, though his earning power has not for practical purposes been impaired, it should be at least

I
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equally permissible to penetrate fiction of 100 per cent disability and accept truth of his remaining earning ability so

that further truth of subsequent injury with increased actual disability may be compensated from fund set up for that

purpose. Smith v. Industrial Acci. Com. (1955) 44 Cal 2d 364, 282 P2d 64, 1955 Cal LEXIS 236.

Subsequent injuries plan for compensation of injured employee having previous permanent disability or impairment

applies only to employee whose previous disability is partial. Smith v. Industrial Acci. Com. (1955) 44 Cal 2d 364, 282

P2d 64, 1955 Cal LEXIS 236.

Term "impairment," as used in compensation law, has reference to loss of function of body in whole or in part.

State, Subsequent lnjuries Fundv. Industrial Acci. Com. (1955, Cal App lst Dist) 135 Cal App 2d 544, 288 P2d 31,

195 5 Cal App LLYIS 1394, overruled on other grounds, Ferguson v. Industrial Acci. Com. (1958) 50 Cal 2d 469, 326

P2d 145, 1958 Cal LEXIS /6& ovemrled on other grounds, Subsequent Injuries Fundv. Industrial Acci. Com. (1961)

56 Cal 2d 842, t7 Cal Rptr t44, 366 P2d 496, t96t Cal LEXIS 345.

In term "disability," as used in compensation larv, there is combination of partial or total physical incapacity and of
inability to work. State, Subsequent Injuries Fundv. Industrial Acci. Com. (1955, Cal App lst Disl) 135 Cal App 2d

544, 288 P2d 31, 1955 Cal App LEXIS 1394, overruled on other grounds, Fergusonv. Industrial Acci. Com. (1958) 50

Cal 2d 469, 326 P2d 145, 1958 Cal LEXIS 168, overruled on other grounds, Subsequent Injuries Fund v. Industrial
Acci. Com. (1961) 56 Cal 2d 842, l7 Cal Rptr 144, 366 P2d 496, l96l Cal LEXIS 345.

"Impairment" is not an unknown condition but one that causes loss of function of body in whole or in part. State,

Subsequent Injuries Fundv. lndastrial Acci. Com. (1957, Cal App lst Dist) 147 Cal App 2d 818, 306 P2d 64, 1957 Cal

App LEXIS 2 322, overruled on other grounds, Ferguson v. Industrial Acci. Com. (1958) 50 Cal 2d 469, 326 P2d I 45,

1958 Cal LEXTS /68, overruled on other grounds, SubsequentlrTuries Fundv. Industrial Acci. Com. (1961) 56 Cal 2d

842, l7 Cal Rptr 144, 366 P2d496, l96l Cal LEXIS i45,butsee Fergusonv. Industrial Acci. Com. (1958) 50 Cal 2d

469, 326 P2d 145, 1958 Cal LEXIS 168 and Subsequent Injuries Fundv. Industrial Acci. Com. (1961) 56 Cal 2d 842,

l7 Cal Rptr 144, 366 P2d 496. l96l Cal LEXIS 345.

"Disabled" means combination of partial or total incapacity and of inability to work. State, Subsequent Iniuries

Fundv. Industrial Acci, Com. (1957, Cal App lst Dist) 147 Cal App 2d 818, 306 P2d 64, 1957 Cal App LLYIS 2322,

overruled on other grounds, Fergusonv. Industrial Acci. Com. (1958) 50 Cal 2d 469, 326 P2d 145, 1958 Cal LEXIS

168, overruled on other grounds, Subsequent Injuries Fund v. Industrial Acci. Com. (1961) 56 Cal 2d 842, l7 Cal Rptr

144, 366 P2d 496, 1961 Cal LEXIS 345.

This section is constituent part of subsequent injuries legislation. Ferguson v. Industrial Acci. Com. (l 9 58) 50 Cal

2d 469, 326 P2d 145, 1958 Cal LEXIS 168.

This section should not be applied to more than easily recognizable permanent disabilities. Ferguson v. Industrial

Acci. Com. (1958) 50 Cal 2d 469, 326 P2d 145, 1958 Cal LEXIS 168.

This section contemplates that previously sustained disablement must be actually "labor disabling," and that such

disablement, rather than "employer knowledge," is pertinent factor to be considered in determining whether employee is

entitled to subsequent injuries payments. Ferguson v. Industrial Acci. Com. (1958) 50 Cal 2d 469, j26 P2d 115, 1958

Cal LEXIS.168; Subsequenl Injuries Fundv. lndustrial Acci. Com. (1961) 56 Cal 2d 842, l7 Cal Rptr 144, 366 P2d

496, 1961 Cal LLYIS 345.

Code sections concerning compensation from Subsequent Injuries Fund are part of workmen's compensation laws

and are not to be construed in manner to make them state health plan pr welfare ordinance. Subsequent lniuries Fund v.

Industrial Acci. Com. (1963, Cat App lst Dist) 217 Cal App 2d 322, 3l Cal Rptr 508, 1963 Cal App LEXIS 1914.

IJnder L,ab C S 475 t,the Subsequent Injuries Fund is not liable to pay benefits the employer avoided liability for

under former Lab C $ 4750, relating to compensation for a subsequent injury to an employee already suffering from a

rJ
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previous permanent disability or physical impairment,.except where the employee has qualified for a life pension and

where the subsequent injury itself is rated at 35 percent permanent disability or more. Dow Chemical Co. v. Worl<ers'

Comp. Appeals Bd. (1967) 67 Cal 2d 483, 62 Cal Rptr 757, 432 P2d 365, 1967 Cal LEXIS 235.

Forthepurposesofsubsequentinjurystatutes,(formerLabC$ 4750andLabC$4751)thedateonwhicha
cumulative injury will be deemed to have been incurred is the last day of the period in which the Workmen's

Compensation Appeals Board finds that cumulative injury was received by repetitive exposure to stress or other cause;

or, if disability does not appear until yet a later date, the time when the employee becomes disabled. Dow Chemical Co.

v. workers,comp. Appeals Bd. (1967) 67 Cal 2d 483,62 Cal Rpt 757, 432 P2d 365, 1967 Cal LEXIS 235.

4. Employer's Knowledge of Employee's Pre-existing Condition

Court will annul and remand for further proceedings order of Industrial Accident Commission determining that

prior to industrial injury, petitioning employee had no permanent disability entitling him to compensation from

Subsequent Injuries Fund where, despite fact that his condition brought him within provisions ofthis section, as to any

employer who knew of condition, pommission assumed to the contrary and did not determine whether employer had

such knowledge. Urquizav. Industial Acci. Com. (1956, Cal App lst Dist) 144 Cal App 2d 322. 300 P2d 871, 1956 Cal

App LEXIS 1721, ovenuled on other grounds, Ferguson v. lndustrial Acci. Com. (1958) 50 Cal 2d 469, 326 P2d 145,

1958 Cal LEXIS 168, ovenuled on other grounds, Subsequent Injuries Fundv. Industrial Acci. Com. (1961) 56 Cal 2d

842, 17 Cal Rptr 144, 366 P2d 496, 196l Cal LEXIS i45,butsee Fergusonv. Industrial Acci. Com. (1958) 50 Cal 2d

469, 326 P2d t45, lg58 Cal LEXIS 168 and Subsequent Injuries Fundv. Industrial Acci. Com. (1961) 56 Cal 2d 842,

l7 Cal Rptr 144, 366 P2d 496, l96l Cal LLYIS 345.

Where injured employee had serious mental condition pre-existing industrial injury, but apparently experienced no

difficulty in respect to employer's work, and where there was no evidence touching on question of employer's

knowledge of previous disability, commission should determine whether employer had such knowledge. S/a/e,

Subsequent Injuries Fundv. Industrial Acci. Com. (1957, Cal App 2d Dist) 150 Cal App 2d 716, 311 P2d 26, 1957 Cal

App LEXIS 22.30 overruled on other grounds, Fergusonv. Industrial Acci. Com. (1958) 50 Cal 2d 469, 326 P2d 145'

1958 Cal LLUS 168, overruled on other grounds, Subsequent Injuries Fundv. Industrial Acci. Com. (1961) 56 Cal 2d

812, l7 Cal Rptr 144, 366 P2d 496, 1961 Cal LEYIS 345,butsee Fergusonv. Industrial Acci. Com. (1958) 50 Cal 2d

469, 326 P2d 145, lg58 Cal LLYIS 168 and Subsequent Injuries Fundv. Industrial Acci. Com. (1961) 56 Cal 2d 842,

l7 cal Rptr 144, 366 P2d 496, 196l Cal LEXIS 345.

Employers are entitled to know relevant and material facts conveming physical condition of prospective

employees, but such matters should be subject of discussion before contract of employment is made. Ferguson v.

Industrial Acci. Com. (1958) 50 Cal 2d 469, 326 P2d 145, 1958 Cal LEXIS 168.

prospective employers are in position to acquire pertinent data concerning pre-existing disabilities by means of

requiring filling out of application blank, including statement of physical condition, or by requiring physical

examination. Fergusonv. Industrial Acci. Com. (1955) 50 Cal 2d 469, 326 P2d 145, 1958 Cal LEXIS 168.

Neither this section, nor any other provision ofsubsequent injuries legislation nor any decision ofsupreme court

requires that employer have knowledge of employee's pre-existing condition as basis for subsequent injuries fund claim

by employee who already is permanently partially disabled and who receives subsequent compensable injury. Ferguson

v. Industrial Acci. Com. (t955) 50 Cal 2d 469, 326 P2d 145, 1958 Cal LEXIS 168.

Employee must show that prior to occurrence of subsequent industrial injury he had attained factual status of

"permanently partially disabled" and that such previously incepted disablity was labor disabling, but previous

knowledge thereof by employer is not inherently as matter of law required as condition to award of payments from

subsequent injuries fund. Fergusonv. Industrial Acci. Com. (1955) 50 Cal 2d 469, 326 P2d 145, 1958 Cal LEXIS 168.

t
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5. Existence and Extent of Disability and Amount of Compensation

On application of deaf-mute, who had been awarded six and one-half per cent permanent disability benefits for

injury to hand, seeking additional compensation under this section, from Subsequent Injuries Fund, Industrial Accident

Commission errs in rating his congenital condition of deaf-mutism, to which he had so far adjusted himself as to be

reasonably employable after injury as well as before, by standard applicable had he lost hearing and speech in same

accident in which he injured hand. State, Subsequent Injuries Fundv. Industrial Acci. Com. (195a, Cal App) 129 Cal

App 2d 302, 276 P2d 820, 1951 Cal App LEXIS 1603.

Combined effect of permanent partial disability and subsequent compensable injury should be valued under this

section on appraisal ofall elements, past, present and prospective, including prospective loss offuture earning power

under existing handicap of physical impairment. Dahlbeckv. Industrial Acci. Com. (1955, Cal App 2d Dist) 135 Cal

App 2d 394,287 P2d 353, 1955 Cal App LEXIS 1373.

Employee may receive permanent disability rating of 100 per cent and be entitled to disability payments incident to

such rating although he is able to work at wages received before injury which caused disability, there being distinction

between formula establishing 100 per cent disability for certain rating purposes and actual total disability insofar as

productive work or compensated employment is concerned. Dahlbeckv. Industrial Acci. Com. (1955, Cal App 2d Dist)

135 Cal App 2d 394,287 P2d 353, 1955 Cal App LEXIS 1373.

Ruling of Industrial Accident Commission that injury from burns is not previous permanent partial disability within

meaning ofthis section so as to form basis for award for subsequent injury to wrist about year later, because disability

did not become stationary by time of latter injury, is incorrect since it rests solely on eroneous interpretation of
applicable law. Dahlbeckv. Industrial Acci. Com. (1955, Cal App 2d Dist) I j5 Cal App 2d 394, 287 P2d 353, 1955 Cal

App LEXIS 1j73.

Condition precedent to recovery of benefits under section is permanent partial disability which must be in existence

prior to industrial injury for which compensation is sought from employer. State, Subsequent Iniuries Fundv. Industrial

Acci. Com. (1957, Cal App I st Dist) 147 Cal App 2d 818, 306 Pzd 64, 1957 Cal App LEXIS 2322, overruled on other

grounds, Ferguson v. Industrial Acci. Com. (1958) 50 Cal 2d 469, 326 P2d 145, 1958 Cal LEXIS /6& overruled on

other grounds, Subsequent Injuries Fundv. Industrial Acci. Com. (1961) 56 Cal 2d 842, l7 Cal Rptr 144, 366 P2d 496,

l96l Cal LEXIS 345.

Permanent partial disability or impairment is not a slight enlargement of employee's knee and ankles without pain,

without limitation of motion or quickness, and without affecting his performance on the job, in absence of evidence

showing that such enlargement was caused by any "disease process," such as latent arthritic condition. State, Subsequent

Injuries Fundv. Industrial Acci. Com. (t957, Cal App lst Dist) 147 Cal App 2d 818, 306 P2d 64, 1957 Cal App LEXIS

2322, overruled on other grounds, Fergusony. Industrial Acci, Com. (1958) 50 Cal 2d 469, 326 P2d 145, 1958 Cal

LLYIS 168, ovemrled on other grounds, Subsequent Injuries Fundv. Industrial Acci. Com. (1961) 56 Cal 2d 842, 17

cal Rptr 144, 366 P2d 496, 1961 Cal LEYIS 345.

Where decedent had suffered industrial injury which, added to pre-existing disability, amounted to total disability

in excess of 70 per cent, and where industrial accident commission made award to decedent's minor child, as his sole

dependent, for proportion ofsuch disability occurring before his death attributable to injury incurred in decedent's

employment, award could not properly be made against Subsequent Injuries Fund for balance of total disability. Stale,

Subsequent Injuries Fundy. lndustrial Acci. Com. (1957, Cal App tst Dist) l5l Cal App 2d 147, 3l I P2d 42, 1957 Cal

App LWIS 1736.

It is error to rate congenital condition of deaf-mutism to which claimant for compensation has so far adjusted

himself as to be reasonably employable after injury as well as before by the same standard that it would have been rated

if he had lost his hearing and speech in same accident in which he received industrial injury . Gonzales v. lndustrial

Ai
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Acci. Com. (1958) 50 Cal 2d 360, 325 P2d993, 1958 Cal LEXIS 162.

Prior injury need not be reflected in actual disability in form of loss of eamings, but should be least be of a kind

which could suppoft award of permanent partial disability. Ferguson v. Industrial Acci. Com. (i,958) 50 Cal 2d 469, 326

P2d 145, 1958 Cal LEXIS 168.

Deafness amounting to 88.5 per cent at time of examination and which could not improve but could only worsen

was sufficiently "permanent and stationary" at time of subsequent compensable industrial injury to support award under

this section. Tarr v. Industrial Acci. Com. (l 958, Cal App I st Dist) I 61 Cal App 2d 834, 3 3 I P2d 417, 1958 Cal App

LEXIS 1689.

A binaural hearing loss of 88.5 to 97 per cent, requiring wearing of hearing aid, was disability or impairment within

meaning of this section, and should have been considered in determining combined permanent partial disability of
employee. Tarr y. lndustrial Acci. Com. (1958, Cal App lst Dist) 164 Cal App 2d 834, 331 P2d 417, 1958 Cal App

LEXIS 1689.

Award of additional compensation to injured employee from Subsequent Injuries Fund, based on report of
independent medical specialist that employee's percentage of total disability was increased due to preexisting but

unknown permanent partial loss of hearing, was proper where such preexisting disability was labor disabling, though it
had not resulted in loss of earnings and had not interfered with his employment in particular field in which he was then

working, and where it was of kind that could support award of permanent partial disability, such as condition of
substantial deafness, which can reasonably be expected to handicap employee's ability in general labor market to get

and hold new job, if once he should be displaced from job he has had. Subsequent Iniuries Fundv. Industrial Acci.

Com. (1961) 56 Cal 2d 842, l7 Cal Rptr 144, 366 P2d 496, 1961 Cal LEXIS 315.

Physical harm to an employee does not qualify as an injury for purposes ofthe subsequent injury statutes (former

Lab C g 4750 and Lab C $ 4751)until it results in permanent disability; and thus cumulative injury to an employee

cannot date from a time at which there is no indication in the record that the employee was disabled. Dow Chemical Co.

y. tl'orkers,comp. Appeals Bd. (1967) 67 Cal 2d 483, 62 Cal Rptr 757, 432 P2d 365, 1967 Cal LLYIS 235.

Under former Lab C $ 4750, relating to compensation for a subsequent injury to an employee already suffering

from a previous permanent disability or physical impairment, an employer's insurers did not have to pay for an

employee's life pension where an entire cumulative injury, rated at 60 percent, was subsequent to two other

compensable injuries, each rated at 7ll2 percent, since pension payments are available to a claimant only where the

permanent disability rating in a case is 70 percent or higher (Lab Code, $ a658); but, since the subsequent injury well

exceeded 35 percent, the Subsequent Injuries Fund must pay the employee his life pension (Lab. Code, $ 475 l). Dow

Chemical Co. v. Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd. (1967) 67 Cal 2d 483, 62 Cal Rpft 757, 432 P2d 365, 1967 Cal LE-YIS

23 5.

To warrant a workman's recovery from the Subsequent Injuries Fund under Lab. Code, f 4751, his permanent

partial disability need not have existed prior to work exposure, nor need it be of industrial origin, known to the claimant

at the time of the subsequent injury, or the subject of a prior rating, or known to the employer, but it must antedate the

subsequent injury and it must be permanent in character. Although the prior disability need not be reflected in the form

of loss of earnings, if it is not, it must be of a kind upon which an award for partial permanent disability could be made

had it been industry caused, so as to distinguish it from a "Lighting up," aggravation, or acceleration ofa preexisting

physical condition where the employer is held liable for the whole. Moreover, the burden of proof is on the one seeking

the benefit of the fund to prove that he meets the requirementof Lab. Code, $ 4751. Brown v. l4/orkers' Comp. Appeals

Bd. (l97l,CalApp2dDist)20CalApp3d903,98CalRptr96, l97l CalAppLEXIS l233.

To constitute a permanent partial disability within the meaning of Lab. Code, $ 4751, a preexisting injury,

condition or disease must have been "labor disabling," but need not have interfered with the employee's ability to work

clo
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at his employment in the particular field in which he was working at the time of his subsequent injury' Moyer v.

Workmen's Compensation Appeals Bd. (1972, Cal App 4th Dist) 24 Cal App 3d 650, 100 Cal Rptr 540, 1972 Cal App

LLYIS I I60.

If successive injuries produce separate and independent diminutions in the ability of the injured employee to

compete in an open labor market, each injury is properly rated separately without concem for the theoretical 100 percent

assigned to "total" disability, and each may be considered in determining liability of the Moyer v. Workmen's

Compensation Appeals Bd. (1972, Cal App 4th Dist) 24 Cal App 3d 650, 100 Cal Rptr 540, 1972 Cal App LEXIS I 160.

6. Practice and Procedure

Though Industrial Accident Commission makes no express finding that employee who suffered acute coronary

occlusion had pre-existing disease, such finding is explicit in commission's determination that employee's subsequent

disability is 78o/o, of which 25o/o only is chargeable to industrial injury, especially where commission states that injury

caused "permanent partial disability, after apportionment of l9ll2 yo," since commission had to find pre-existing

condition in order to make apportionment. Bowlerv. Industrial Acci. Com. (1955, Cal App lst Dist) I j5 Cal App 2d

531, 287 P2d 562, 1955 Cal App LLYIS 1393.

Where injured employee had serious mental condition requiring hospitalization prior to sustaining industrial eye

inj ury, interpretation of period of hospitalization and of employee's prior and subsequent history into terms of labor

disablement are better left for determination by expertise of Industrial Accident Commission whose facilities for

determining facts, like those oftrial judge, are superior to those ofreviewing court; appraisal ofgenuineness of
personality disorder and its disabling effect can better be made by the commission with its expert independent medical

examiners and its referees experienced in such matters and actually confronted with applicant, than by court of review.

Subsequent Injuries Fundv. Industrial Acci. Com. (1960) 53 Cal 2d 392, I Cal Rptr 833, 348 P2d 193, 1960 Cal LEXIS

222.

There is no statutory requirement that proceedings against an employer to obtain workmen's compensation and

against the Subsequent Injuries Fund must be heard simultaneously. Subsequent Iniuries Fund v. Workers' Comp.

Appeals Bd. (1970) 2 Cal 3d 56, 84 Cal futr 140, 465 P2d 28, 1970 Cal LEXIS 254.

Applicants for workmen's compensation would be well advised to join the Subsequent Injuries Fund with the

employer in every proceeding seeking permanent disability benefits oh the remote possibility that some unknown prior

disabling condition will be discovered entitling them to benefits from the fund or a known prior condition might be held

to have contributed to the total disability, even though a reasonable person would believe otherwise. Subsequent

Injuries Fundv. Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd. (1970) 2 Cal 3d 56, 84 Cal Rpt 140, 465 P2d 28, 1970 Cal LEYIS 254-

Whether an employee should reasonably be deemed to have known, prior to the time his proceeding against the

Subsequent Injuries Fund would have been barred, that there was a substantial likelihood he would be entitled to

subsequent injuries benefits, is a question offact for the Workmen's Compensation Appeals Board. Subsequent Iniuries

Fundv. Workers'Comp. Appeals Bd. (1970) 2 Cal 3d 81, 84 Cal Rptr 155, 465 P2d 43, 1970 Cal LEXIS 257.

In a hearing involving a claim for compensation from the workmen's compensation Subsequent Injuries Fund made

by an applicant whose heart disability had been rated at 100 percent, the issue ofhis purported preexisting hearing loss

was before the Workmen's Compensation Appeals Board, even though not alleged in the application, where it appeared

that he had been referred to an ear specialist by agreement ofthe parties, and that the doctor's report was received in

evidence without objection. Moyer v. Workmen's Compensation Appeals Bd. (1972, Cal App 4th Dist) 24 Cal App 3d

650, 100 cal Rptr 540, 1972 Cal App LLWS I160.

7. --Limitation of Action or Claim

I
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An application against the Subsequent Injuries Fund will not be barred where, prior to the expiration of five years

from the date of injury, an applicant does not know and could not reasonably be deemed to know that there will be

substantial likelihood he will become entitled to subsequent injuries benefits, even if he applied for normal benefits

against his employer, provided he files a proceeding against the fund within a reasonable time after learning from the

board's findings on the issue of permanent disability that the fund has probable liability. (Disapproving Subsequent

Injuries Fund y Industrial Acci. Com. (1960) l 7S CA2d 55, 2 Cal Rpt 616, 1960 Cal App LEXIS 2559, and State,

Subsequent Injuries Fundv. Industrial Acci. Com. (1962, Cal App lst Dist) 198 Cal App 2d818, l8 Cal Rptr 458, 1962

Cal App LEXIS 1473, to the extent that some oftheir language cannot be reconciled herewith.) Subsequent Iniuries

Fundv. Workers'Comp. Appeals Bd. (1970) 2 Cal 3d 56, 81 Cal Rptr 140, 465 P2d 28, 1970 Cal LEXIS 254.

There are no statutes oflimitation applicable specifically to proceedings against the Subsequent Injuries Fund, but

this lacuna has been filled by decisional law. Subsequenl Injuries Fundv. Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd. (1970) 2 Cal 3d

56, 84 Cal Rptr 140, 465 P2d 28, 1970 Cal LLYIS 254.

The Workmen's Compensation Appeals Board should resolve, in the first instance, the factual issue whether an

employee must reasonably have been deemed to know prior to five years from the date of her injury that there was a

substantial likelihood that she would become entitled to subsequent injuries benefits. Subsequent Iniuries Fund v.

Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd. (1970) 2 Cal 3d 56, 84 Cal Rptr 140, 465 P2d 28, 1970 Cal LLYIS 254.

An employee's claim against the Subsequent Injuries Fund is barred where he knew or could be reasonably deemed

to have known prior to a date five years after his injury that there was a substantial likelihood he would be entitled to

subsequent injuries benefits. Subsequent Injuries Fundv. Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd. (1970) 2 Cal 3d 74, 84 Cal Rptr

151,465 P2d 39, 1970 Cal LEXIS 255.

As a matter of law, an employee must be held to have known of the substantial likelihood that the Subsequent

Injuries Fund would be liable for payment of benefits to him less than five years from the date of his injury where, prior

to the expiration of the five years, he was aware that he would qualifr for benefits from the fund if his total disability

rating was increased by only one-halfpercent and had filed a claim against his employer alleging that he suffered a new

and further disability on account of a second injury; therefore, his filing of a claim against the fund more than five years

from the date of his injury was untimely. Subsequentlrjuries Fundv. Workers'Comp. Appeals Bd. (1970) 2 Cal 3d 74'

84 Cal Rptr 151,465 P2d 39, 1970 Cal LEXIS 255.

The Workmen's Compensation Appeals Board must determine whether an employee delayed an unreasonable time

in filing for subsequent injuries benefits after becoming aware, from the board's findings on the issue of permanent

disability, that the fund would be liable where the application for benefits against the fund was not filed until eight years

after he was aware that the injury was of industrial origin but within a year of the time benefits were provided by the

employer. Subsequentlryuries Fundv. llorkers'Comp. Appeals Bd. (1970) 2 Cal 3d81,84 Cal Rptr 155,165 P2d43,

1970 Cal LEYIS 257.

8. --Evidence

Where employee suffered acute aoronary occlusion during course of his employment, whether effect of occlusion

had stabilized and considerable portion ofemployee's disability is due to continued effect ofpre-exising arteriosclerosis,

is question on which medical men are competent to give their opinion. Bowler v. Industrial Acci. Com. (1955' Cal App

tst Dist) 135 Cal App 2d 534, 287 P2d 562, 1955 Cal App LEXIS 1393.

Where pre-existing condition of employee is asymptomatic and industrial injury causes disability other than death,

there is question which generally can only be determined by medical testimony as to whether ensuing disability is

entirely due to injury or partially to continuance of pre-existing condition. Bowler v. lndustrial Acci. Com. (1955' Cal

App lst Dist) t 35 Cal App 2d 534, 287 P2d 562, 1955 Cal App LLYIS 1393-

10
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Claimant was not entitled to additional benefits from subsequent injuries fund, where evidence disclosed among

other things, that claimant had been deaf-mute from early childhood, and there was no showing that industrially-caused

injury would force him to change his occupation, in which case his congenital deaf-mutism might be greater handicap'

Gonzales v. Industrial Acci. Com. (1955) 50 Cal 2d 360, 325 P2d 993, 1958 Cal LLYIS 162.

Finding of Industrial Accident Commission that injured employee, prior to industrial accident resulting in loss of

sight in one eye, was permanently partially disabled within meaning of this section so as to entitle him to benefits from

Subsequent Injuries Fund, was sustained by evidence that he was twice hospitalized for psychiatric survey during navy

service, by medical opinion that he was suffering from pre-existing personality disorder with borderline adjustment and

that industrial injury aggravated this pre-existing disorder so as to be labor-disabling, and by recommendation of
commission's rating expert, to which parties did not object, that there be a 79 per cent total permanent disability rating,

with 46 per cent chargeable to industrial injury and 25 per cent chargeable to aggravation resulting from employee's

schizophrenic condition. Subsequent Injuries Fundv. Industrial Acci. Com. (1960) 53 Cal 2d 392, I Cal Rptr 833, 348

P2d 193, 1960 Cal LEXIS 222.

A workman failed to establish a right to benefits under Lab. Code, $ 4751, setting forth conditions for recovery

from the Subsequent Injury Fund, where he claimed such right on the basis that he was partially labor-disabled by a

lung ailment prior to the date on which he became totally disabled therefrom, where he had waived any right he might

have had to compensation for such prior disability from his employers by compromise settlement with them of his total

disability claim, where the reports of three doctors as to the workman's condition did not address themselves to the

question whether he had a permanent partial disability prior to becoming totally disabled that would support an

independent award if it had been work-related and caused, and where another doctor appointed by the Workmen's

Compensation Appeals Board reported that he could not apportion what percentage of the applicant's disability was due

to preexisting bronchitis and what percentage was attributable to chronic bronchitis and emphysema due to work

exposure. Brownv.Workers'Comp.AppealsBd. (1971,CalApp2dDist)20Cal App3d903,98CalRptr96, 197 I Cal

App LEXIS 1233.

Physicians' testimony as to the propriety of attributing a portion of an applicant's disability to his preexisting

condition is not binding onthe Workmen's Compensation Appeals Board. Moyer v. Workmen's Compensation Appeals

Bd. (1972, Cal App 4th Dis, 24 Cal App id 650, 100 Cal Rptr 540, 1972 Cal App LLWS I 160.

A pre-existing permanent partial disability, within the meaning of Lab. Code, $ 4751, providing for additional

compensation in the case of subsequent injuries, was established by a physician's report and the applicant's testimony

indicating that he had a pre-existing hearing loss ratable at 33 percent. Moyer v. Workmen's Compensation Appeals Bd.

(1972, Cal App 4th Dis) 24 Cal App 3d 650, 100 Cal Rptr 540, 1972 Cal App LEXIS I 160.

A physician's testimony that a workmen's compensation claimant was not disabled from work by the claimant's

preexisting heart condition did not constitute substantial evidence that the claimant was not permanently partially

disabled, within the meaning of Lab. Code, $ 4751. Moyer v. Workmen's Compensation Appeals Bd. (1972' Cal App 4th

Dist) 24 Cal App 3d 650, 100 Cal Rptr 540, 1972 Cal App LEXIS 1160.

An applicant for workmen's compensation was inappropriately denied subsequent injuries fund benefits vnder Lab.

Code, $ 175l,the permanent disability resulting from his industrial injury equaling the requisite 35 percent disability'

where the permanent disability resulting from the industrial injury, standing alone and without regard to adjustment for

age and occupation, was 60 percent, where his preexisting heart condition was actually "labor disabling," of a kind that

would support an award of permanent partial disability had it been industrially incurred, where the applicant's combined

disabilities were greater than that which would have resulted from the industrial injury alone, the combined disability

was determine d to be 77 percent while the industrial injury was determined to be 65 percent, and where the combined

effect of both disabilities thus resulted in 70 percent or more disability. Bookout v. Worktnen's Comp. Appeals Bd.

(t976, Cal App lst Dist) 62 Cal App 3d 2ll, 132 Cal Rptr 864, 1976 Cal App LLYIS 1899.

LL
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HEADNOTES FROM CALIFORNIA COMPENSATION CASES

Permanent Disability-subsequent Injuries Benefits Trust Fundl

WCAB reversed WCJ's decision and held that applicant, who sustained industrial injuries to her hands and wrists

on. 10/21188, 2125191, and during cumulative period through 10127198 and received stipulated award for 60-percent

permanent partial disability, was not entitled to Subsequent Injuries Benefits Trust Fund benefits, when there was no

evidence that applicant's pre-existing CREST syndrome was labor disabling prior to her subsequent industrial injuries,

as required under Labor Code $ 4751. Diaz y. Workers' Compensation Appeals Bd., 2007 Cal. Wrk. Comp. LEXIS 218'

72 Cal. Comp. Cas 1295 (Cal. App. 2d Dist. 2007).lsee generally Hanna, CaL Law of Emp Ini. and Workers'Comp'

2d S 8.09; The Lawyer's Guide to the AMA Guides and Califomia Workers' Compensation , Ch.2.l

Subsequent Injuries Benefits Trust Fund:

WCAB held that applicant/correctional officer who suffered 85 percent permanent disability as result of 411312000

industrial injuries to his back, hips, legs, shoulder, and psyche, and had previously undergone cervical fusion for 1991

neck injury, did not establish entitlement to SIBTF benefits pursuant to requirements in Labor Code $ 47 5 I , when

applicant did not present substantial medical evidence to show that he had pre-existing pennanent partial disability prior

to subsequent industrial injury, as medical records reviewed by agreed medical evaluator showed that applicant was

returned to work without restriction after cervical fusion and was not found to have suffered any perrnanent disability,

and WCAB found that agreed medical evaluator's application of retroactive prophylactic restriction from very heavy

work as result of cervical fusion was insufficient to establish pre-existing disability. Timmons v. Workers' Compensation

Appeals Board, 201I Cal. Wrk. Comp. LLYS 210, 77 Cal. Comp. Cases 193 (Cal. App. 4th Dist. 201 l). lSee generally

Hanna, Cal. Law of Emp Inj. and Workers' Comp. 2d $$ 8.09, 31.20[4].1

Subsequent Injuries Benefits Trust Fund--Labor Disabling Injury:

WCAB reversed WCJ's decision and found that applicant, who suffered industrial injuries to his right upper

extremity and right thumb on 611012003 and during period 6/8/2003 through 61812004, and had at age nine suffered

non-industrial amputation to his left arrn two inches below shoulder, was entitled to Subsequent Injuries Benefits Trust

Fund benefits pursuant to Labor Code $ 475 l,when applicant's amputation rated at 70 percent under 1997 Schedule for

Rating Permanent Disabilities, rating was not rebutted by showing that applicant had long career as pharmacist since

this did not establish that applicant had rehabilitated from amputation, WCAB found that amputation was not

susceptible to rehabilitation, applicant testified that he performed his job as pharmacist with great effort and some

difficulty, and applicant's vocational rehabilitation expert testified that applicant was excluded from 68 percent ofjobs

in labor market due to his amputation and was precluded from 97.5 percent of all jobs when amputation disability

combined with his industrially-related disability . Rea v. Workers' Compensation Appeals Bd., 2007 Cal. Wrk. Comp.

LEXIS l96, 72 Cal. Comp. Cas t0i5 (Cal App 5th Dist. 2007). [See generally Hanna, CaL Low of Emp. Ini. and

Ll/orkers' Comp. 2d $ 8.09.1

WCAB treiO tf,at applicant did not meet threshold requirements for Subsequent Injuries Benefits Trust Fund

liability under Labor Code $ 4751 because applicant did not have ratable permanent disability (labor disabling) at time

of subsequent injury and applicant did not have 70 percent permanent partial disability . Binstock t. llorkers'

Compensation Appeals Board, 2012 Cal. I4/rk. Comp. LEXIS 20, 77 Cal. Comp. Cases 365 (Cal. App. lst Dist. 2012).

[See generally Hanna, Cal. Lqv, of Emp. Ini. and llorkers' Comp. 2d S$ 8 09, 31.20ft].)

Subsequent Injuries Benefits Trust Fund--Threshold Requirements for Eligibility:

WCAB upheld WCJ's finding that applicanVproduct demonstrator who suffered right shoulder injury did not meet

threshold for Subsequent Injuries Benefits Trust Fund eligibility under Labor Code $ 475 l, when evidence in record did

not support finding that applicant's industrial injury alone caused at least 35-percent disability, nor did evidence support

finding that applicant had disability or impairment to her left minor extremity (opposite and corresponding member to

lrtL.2
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industrially injured member) from pre-existing kidney disease that required that applicant undergo hemodialysis

through shunt in her left arm. Dorso y. Workers' Compensalion Appeals Board, 20 I 0 CaL Wrk. Comp. LWIS 60' 7 5

Cal. Comp. Cas. 517 (Cal App tst Dist. 2010).lsee generally Hanna, Cal. Ltrw of Emp. Ini. andWorkers'Comp. 2d $$

8.0e, 3 t.20[4].l

Subsequent Injuries Benefits Trust Fund--Threshold Requirements for Liability:

WCAB affirmed WCJ's finding that applicanVpainter, who suffered specific and cumulative industrial injuries to

multiple body parts between 1989 and 1993, did not meet his burden of establishing entitlement to Subsequent Injuries

Benefits Trust Fund benefits pursuant to requirements in Labor Code $ 47 5 I , when WCAB found that applicant's

permanent total disability resulted from combination of different dates of injury, not single date of injury, that, pursuant

to Hernandez y. Commercial Bldg. and Maintenance (1978) 43 Cal. Comp. Cases 341 (Appeals Board en banc

opinion), permanently partially disabled employee must satisfy requirements for Subsequent Injuries Benefits Trust

Fund benefits based on additional disability from one subsequent injury, and that additional subsequent injuries cannot

be combined to meet statutory threshold, notwithstanding principles set forth inWilkinsonv. W.C.A.B. (1977) l9 Cal.

3d 191, I38 Cal. Rtpr. 696, 564 P. 2d 848, 42 Cal. Comp. Cases 406. Catrucco v. Workers' Compensation Appeals

Board, 20t2 Cal. Wrk. Comp. LEXIS 21, 77 Cal. Comp. Cases 372 (Cal. App. 2d Dist. 2012). [See generally Hanna,

Cal. kru of Emp Inj. and Workers'Comp. 2d $$ 8.09,27.01fiJ[c],31.20.1

WCAB, reversing WCJ, held that applicanVeligibility worker who suffered two cumulative trauma injuries to her

neck and upper extremities failed to establish threshold requirements for entitlement to Subsequent Injuries Benefits

Trust Fund benefits under Labor Code $ 475 t,when WCAB found that (l) although there was substantial evidence to

support finding of hvo cumulative trauma injuries rather than single period of cumulative trauma, combined permanent

disability from trvo cumulative trauma injuries did not meet 70 percent threshold requirement, and (2) applicant failed to

prove that her pre-existing psychiatric condition was labor disabling before her subsequent injury, as applicant took no

time off work due to her psychiatric condition and there was no evidence that applicant was unable to perform her job

functions, so that, in absence ofpre-existing ratable permanent disability attributable to applicant's psychiatric

condition, applicant did not meet threshold requirements entitling her to Subsequent Injuries Benefits Trust Fund

benefits. Ruizv. Workers'CompensationAppeals Board,20l3 Cal. Wrk. Comp. LEXIS 149,78 Cal. Comp. Cases

I t 82(Cal. App. 6th Dist. 2013)lSee generally Hanna, Cal. Lqw of Emp. Ini. and Ll'orkers' Comp. 2d $$ 8.09,

27.0 1 [ t ] [cJ, 3 1.20 [4].).

Subsequent Injuries Fund Liability:

WCAB held applicant did not qualify for benefits under Subsequent Injuries Fund and applicant had no further

permanent disability beyond 90 percent previously awarded, when WCAB found applicant claimed three industrial

injuries, 8131177,5112183, and cumulative trauma ending 10/14194, applicant had no pre-existing disability before these

three injuries, parties resolved claims for these three injuries with stipulated award approved 71212002 that included

award for 90-percent permanent disability and this permanent disability was due solely to these three injuries, applicant

requested further disability, up to 100 percent, due to cumulative trauma injury ending l0ll4l94, applicant did not suffer

any subsequent injury within meanin g of Labor Code $ 475 l, applicant did not present any new medical evidence of

increase in disability above 90 percent, and medical reports applicant offered were cumulative to reports already

obtained prior to 7l2l2OO2 approval of stipulated award. Shaw v. Workers'Compensation Appeals Bd., 2004 Cal. Wrk.

Comp. LEXIS 103, 69 Cal. Comp. Cases 430 (Cal. App. 3rd Dist. 2004) lsee generally Hanna, Cal. Law of Emp. Ini.

and Workers' Comp. 2d $ 8.09 [ I ], l2).)

Subsequent Injuries Fund Liability--Pre-existing Disabitity:

WCAB held applicant did not establish pre-existing disability for purposes of qualifying for Subsequent Injuries

Fund benefits under Labor Code $ 475l,when WCAB found that intemal medicine agreed medical evaluator gave

applicant retroactive prophylactic restriction for pre-existing hypertension condition and that this restriction was based

tnL!}
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on incorrect legal theory and was not substantial evidence oflabor disability before applicant's subsequent 1993 back

injury. Sazs y. l(orkers' Compensation Appeals Bd., 200i Cal. Wrk. Comp, LEXIS 95, 68 Cal. Comp. Cases 287 (Cal.

App. 2nd Dist. 2003) [See generally Hanna, Cal. Laty of Emp Ini. and Workers' Comp. 2d $ 8.09[1],l2).)
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LABORCODE
Division 4. Workers' Compensation and Insurance

Part 2. Computation of Compensation

Chapter 2. Compensation Schedules

Article 5. Subsequent Injuries Payments

Cal Lab Code S 4753 (2016)

S 4753. Reduction of compensation to extent of payments from other sources; Application of this section and $

4751

Such additional compensation is not in addition to but shall be reduced to the extent of any monetary payments

received by the employee, from any source whatsoever, for or on account of such preexisting disability or impairment,

except as to payments being made to the employee or to which he is entitled as a pension or other compensation for

disability incurred in service in the armed forces of the United States, and except as to payments being made to him or

to which he is entitled as assistance under the provisions of Chapter 2 (commencing with Section I1200), Chapter 3

(commencing with Section 12000), Chapter 4 (commencing with Section 12500), Chapter 5 (commencing with Section

13000), or Chapter 6 (commencing with Section 13500) of Part 3, or Part 5 (commencingwith Section 17000), of
Division 9 of the llelfare and lnstitutions Code, and excluding from such monetary payments received by the employee

for or on account of such preexisting disability or impairment of a sum equal to all sums reasonably and necessarily

expended by the employee for or on account of attomey's fees, costs and expenses incidental to the recovery of such

monetary payments.

All cases under this section and under Section 475 I shall be govemed by the terms of this section and Section 4751

as in effect on the date of the particular subsequent injury.

HISTORY: Added Stats 1945 ch 1161 $ 3. Amended Stats 1949 ch 786 $ l, ch 1525 $ 2; Stats 1951 ch 646 $ 1; Stats

1955 ch 1092 5 2; Stats 1957 ch2061 $ 1; Stats 1959 ch 1034 $ 2; Stats 1971 ch 438 $ 149.

NOTES: Editor's Notes
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FormerChapters3and4ofPart3ofDivisiongoftheWelfareandlnstitutionsCode,consistingotll/&lC$$
12000-12252 and 12500-t2850,andrelating to old age security and aid to the blind, have been repealed. New Chapters

3 and 4 of Part 3 of Division 9 of the Welfare and Institutions Code, relating to state supplementary program and

emergency payments and special circumstances for the aged, blind, and disabled, appear as W & I C SS 12000-12400

and 12500-12601.

Amendments:

I949 Amendment:

Substituted the section for the former section which read: "From such additional compensation, there shall be

deducted any monetary payments for permanent disability or impairment which the employee is entitled to receive after

the occurrence ofthe last injury, from any Federal or State funds to which he has not directly contributed, except that

payments made to the employee or to which he is entitled as a pension or other compensation for disability incurred in

service in the armed forces of the United States shall not be deducted therefrom."

1951 Amendment:

Added "and except as to payments being made to him or to which he is entitled as assistance under the provisions

of Chapter I of Part 2 of Division 2, or Chapter I of Division 3, or Chapter 2 of Division 4, or Division 5, of the

Welfare and Institutions Code" at the end of the section.

1955 Amendment:

Amended the section to read: "Such additional compensation is not in addition to but shall be reduced to the extent

of any monetary payments received by the employee, from any source whatsoever, for or on account of said

pre-existing disability or impairment, except as to payments being made to the employee or to which he is entitled as a

pension or other compensation for diability incurred in service in the armed forces of the United States, and except as to

payments being made to him or to which he is entitled as assistance under the provisions of Chapter I of Part 2 of
Division 2, or Chapter 1 of Division 3, or Chapter 2 of Division 4, or Division 5, of the Welfare and Institutions Code,

and excluding from such monetary payments received by the employee for or on account of said pre-existing disability

or impairment a sum equal to all sums reasonably and necessarily expended by the employee for or on account of
attorney's fees, costs and expenses incidental to the recovery ofsuch monetary payments.

"The provisions ofthis section and Section 4751 as amended at the 1955 Regular Session ofthe Legislature shall

apply only to disabilities resulting from an original subsequent injury sustained after this section and Section 4751 as

amended at the 1955 Regular Session ofthe Legislature become effective; provided, however, that all rights presently

existing under this section and Section 4751 shall be continued in force.

"The amendments to this section and Section 4751 adopted at the 1955 Regular Session of the Legislature shall

remain in effect until the ninety-first day after the final adjournment ofthe 1957 Regular Session ofthe Legislature.

While such amendments are in effect they shall supersede the provisions of this section and Section 475 I as they

existed prior to such amendment; but such provisions are not repealed by such amendments, and after such amendments

are no longer effective shall have the same force as though such amendments had not been enacted."

1957 Amendment:

Amended the third paragraph by (l) substituting "1959" for "1957" in the first sentence; and(2) adding the third

sentence to read: "The Department ofFinance and the Attorney General shall study and survey the operation and effect

ofthis section and the financial consequences ofthe operation ofthis section and shall submit a report thereon to the

Legislature at the commencement of the 1959 Regular Session."

.".ij.i, 1"6
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1959 Amendment:

Substituted the section for the former section which read: "Such additional compensation is not in addition to but

shall be reduced to the extent of any monetary payments received by the employee, from any source whatsoever, for or

on account of said pre-existing disability or impairment, except as to payments being made to the employee or to which

he is entitled as a pension or other compensation for disability incurred in service in the armed forces of the United

States, and except as to payments being made to him or to which he is entitled as assistance under the provisions of
Chapter I of Part 2 of Division 2, or Chapter I of Division 3, or Chapter 2 of Division 4, or Division 5, of the Welfare

and Institutions Code, and excluding from such monetary payments received by the employee for or on account of said

pre-existing disability or impairment a sum equal to all sums reasonably and necessarily expended by the employee for

or on account of attomey's fees, costs and expenses incidental to the recovery of such monetary payments.

"The provisions ofthis section and Section 4751 as amended at the 1955 Regular Session ofthe Legislature shall

apply only to disabilities resulting from an original subsequent injury sustained after this section and Section 4751 as

amended at the 1955 Regular Session ofthe Legislature become effective; provided, however, that all rights presently

existing under this section and Section 4751 shall be continued in force.

"The amendments to this section and Section 475 I adopted at the 1955 Regular Session of the Legislature shall

remain in effect untit the ninety-first day after the final adjournment of the 1959 Regular Session of the Legislature,

While such amendments are in effect they shall supersede the provisions of this section and Section 4751 as they

existed prior to such amendment; but such provisions are not repealed by such amendments, and after such amendments

are no longer effective shall have the same force as though such amendments had not been enacted. The Department of
Finance and the Attorney General shall study and survey the operation and effect ofthis section and the financial

consequences of the operation of this section and shall submit a report thereon to the Legislature at the commencement

of the 1959 Regular Session."

1971 Amendment:

Amended the first paragraph by substituting (l) "Chapter 2 (commencing with Section 11200), Chapter 3

(commencing with Section 12000), Chapter 4 (commencing with Section 12500), Chapter 5 (commencing with Section

13000), or Chapter 6 (commencing with Section 13500) of Part 3, or Part 5 (commencing with Section 17000), of
Division 9" for "Chapter I of Part 2 of Division 2, or Chapter I of Division 3, or Chapter 2 of Division 4, or Division

5,"; and (2) "such preexisting" for "said pre-existing" in two places'

Collateral References:

2 Witkin Summary (l0th ed) Workers' Compensation $ 300.

Law Review Articles:

Injury to disabled employee under Califomia workmen's compensation laws.44 Cal LR 548.

Hierarchy Notes:

Div. 4, Pt. 2 Note

Div. 4, Pt. 2, Ch. 2 Note

Div. 4, Pt. 2, Ch. 2, Art. 5 Note

?^LI
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Cal Lab Code $ 4753

NOTES OF DECISIONS 1. Generally 2. Legislative Intent 3. Construction 4. Particular Determinations

1. Generally

Legislature may impose such restrictions and limitations on Subsequent Injuries Fund as it deems fit for payments

made thereunder. Subsequent Injuries Fund v. Industrial Acci. Com. (1963, Cal App lst Dist) 217 Cal App 2d 322' 3l
Cal Rptr 508, 1963 Cal App LEYIS 1914.

2. Legislative Intent

Section should be interpreted in manner similar to Welfare and Institutions Code section under which one may not

receive aid if he has certain amount of property or other income. Subsequent Iniuries Fundv. Industrial Acci. Con.

(1963, Cal App lst Dist) 217 Cal App 2d 322, 3l Cal Rptr 508, 1963 Cal App LEXIS 19l4-

Section was enacted to avoid depletion ofSubsequent Injuries Fund and to prevent double recovery for same

disabilities; section must be construed to give effect to evident purpose and object ofstatute. Subsequent Iniuries Fund

v. Industrial Acci. Com. (1963, Cal App lst Dist) 217 Cal App 2d 322, 3l Cal Rptr 508, 1963 Cal App LEXIS 1914.

Legislature's change of section so as to eliminate crediting Subsequent Injuries Fund with payments employee

receives from federal or state funds to which he has not directly contributed and provide instead that fund be credited

with payments received for preexisting disability from any source whatsoever indicates Legislature's intent to credit

fund with social security disability payments. Subsequent Injuries Fund v. Industrial Acci. Com. (1963, Cal App lst
Dist) 217 Cal App 2d 322, 3l Cal Rptr 508, 1963 Cal App LEXIS 1914.

That the Legislature, in amending section, intended to provide for credit to Subsequent Injuries Fund for more than

industrial awards is demonstrated by exceptions of payments to be credited for disability incurred in armed forces, for

assistance to needy children, for old age, for reliefto indigents, and for blind, none ofwhich are for industrial disability;

had Legislature intended that payments to be credited should be limited to industrial liability payments, there would

have been no reason to expressly exclude nonindustrial payments. Subsequent Iniuries Fundv. Industrial Acci. Com.

(1963, Cal App lst Dist) 217 Cal App 2d 322, 3l Cal Rptr 508, 1963 Cal App LEXIS 1914.

3. Construction

Where social security disability payments are paid to employee because industrial injury and certain preexisting

disability combined to render him totally industrially disabled, Subsequent Injuries Fund is entitled to credit of
percentage ofsocial security disability payments attributable to preexisting disability. Subsequent Iniuries Fundv.

Industrial Acci. Com. (1963, Cal App lst Dist) 217 Cal App 2d 322, jl Cal Rptr 508, 1963 Cal App LEXIS 1914.

When an award issues against Subsequent Injuries Fund, section requires that credit should be taken by fund for

payments already received by employee for his preexisting disability, except from sources specifically enumerated, and

social security disability benefits already received when fund's weekly payment become due employee should be

credited to fund. Subsequent Injuries Fundv. Industrial Acci. Com. (196j, Cal App lst Dist) 217 Cal App 2d 322, 3l
cal Rptr 508, 1963 Cal App LEXIS 1914.

4. Particular Determinations

Employee was entitled to additional benefits from the Subsequent Injuries Fund where his disability retirement

pension was based upon his work-related orthopedic injuries and not on his workers' compensation award for a

pre-existing hypertension and gastrointestinal condition; thus, the Workers'Compensation Appeal Board erred in

reducing his workers' compensation award by the amount of his disability retirement pension by operation of Lab. Code

S 4753. ybarra v. Il'orkers' Comp. Appeals Bd. (2002, Cal App 2d Dist) 103 Cal App 4th 987, 127 Cal Rptr 2d 208,

iS
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Cal Lab Code $ 4753

2002 Cal App LLYIS 5009.

HEADNOTES FROM CALIFORNIA COMPENSATION CASES

Subsequent Injuries Fund-Credit:

Court of Appeal held Subsequent Injury Fund was not entitled to reduce applicant's workers' compensation award

by taking credit for benefits applicant received from work-related disability retirement pension because pension was not

payment from another source due to pre-existing disability within meaningof Labor Code $ 4753,which allows credit

for such payments, when Court of Appeal found that retirement board based its decision granting pension on its

evaluating physician's opinion that applicant was unable to work due solely to orthopedic shoulder and knee conditions

and that pension decision was not related to workers' compensation award for applicant's pre-existing hypertension and

gastrointestinal conditions. Ybarrav. Il'orkers' Compensation Appeals Bd., 2002 Cal. l{rk. Comp. LLYIS 1523, 103

Cal. App. lth 987; 127 Cal. Rpt. 2d 208; 67 Cal. Comp. Cases 1282 (Cal. App. 2nd Dist. 2002) lSee generally Hanna,

Cal. Law of Emp. Inj. andlY'orlrers'Comp. 2d $$ 8.09[2J, [a],31.20[a][a].1

7nLJ
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JERENTY GUNDERSON,

Applicant,

YS.

AIRPORT HOME APPLIANCE; MID-
CENTURY INSURANCE COMPANY;
SUBSEQUENT INJURIES BENEFITS
TRUST FI./ND,

OPINTON AND DECISION
AFTER

RECONSIDERATION

Defendnnts,

We previously granted applicant's petition for reconsideration of our earlier OcLober 27,

2009 Opinion and Order Granting Reconsideration and Decision After Reconsideration (Decision)

wherein we granted the petition of the Subsequent krjuries Benefits Trust Fund (SIBTF) for

reconsideration of the earlier August 6, 20W Findings, Order and Award of the workers'

compensarion administrative law judge (WCJ), who found that applicant incurred industrial rnjury

to his low back while employed as a salesperson by Airport Home Appliance on December 24,

2005, affecting his right leg and causing 12Vo permanent disability based upon a standard rating

before adjustment for age or occupation of more than 57o. The WCJ further found that before the

subsequenr industrial injury applicant had sustained injury to his psyche, left knee and to his back

affecting his left leg, causing permanent partial disability that when combined with his disability

from the subsequent industrial low back injury resulted in combined permanent disability of L)OVo'

Based upon these findings, the WCJ awarded SIBTF benefits to applicant.

In our Ocrobei 27,2009 Decision we reversed the WCJ's August 6,2009 finding that

applicant's condition met the requirements of Labor Code section 4751because applicant did not

:0
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present substantial medical evidence that he met the statutory requirements by incurring a

subsequent injury that affected an "opposite and conesponding member"' and did not prove by

substantial evidence that he had a prior partial disability on Decembet 24,2005 that would have

supported an independent award of workers' compensation benefits if it had been work-related'r

Applicant contends that he is newly aggrieved by our October 27,2009 Decision because

the WCJ did not admit into evidence the reporting of Robert Weinmaru:, M.D', which would have

provided substantial medical evidence that applicant meets the threshold requirements of section

4751, and that we misconstrued section 475I in concluding in our Decision that applicant was

obligated to show that his subsequent injury involved "injury" to the hand, an arm, a foot, a leg, or

an eye when all that is required by section 4751 is that the subsequent injury "affects" an opposite

and coresponding body part by causing a change in pattrology or impairment.

As our Decision After Reconsideration, we rescind our earlier October 27,2OOg Decision

as well as the WCJ's August 6, 2009 Findings, Order and Award. The case is returned to the trial

level for development of the record, further proceedings and a new decision by the WCJ

concerning applicant's eligibility for SIBTF benefits pLlrsuant to section 4751' Upon return'

applicant can present his contentions conceming the reguirements of section 4751to the WCJ for

decision in the first instimce'

t Further statutory references are to the l-abor Code. Section 475 I provides in full:

..If an employee who is permanenrly partially disabled recrcives a subseguent

"nn.,p"nrubl. 
injury resulting in additional permanent partial disabiliry so that the

degre.e of disabiliry caused by the combination of both disabilities is greater than

ttrat which would have tortt.C from the subsequent injury alone' and the

combined effect of the last injury and the previous disability or impakment is a

permanent disability equal to ?0 percent or mors of total' he shall be paid in

addition to the compensation dui under this code for the permanent partial

disability caused by the last injury compensation for the remainder of the

comtlnea p*.*un"nt disability "iitiing 
after the last injury as provided in this

article; provided, that either (a) ttre pre"ious disability or impairment atl'ected a

hand' an arm, a foot' a leg, or an eye, and the permanent disabiliiy resulting from

the subsequent injury afficts the opposite and corresponding member, and such

ir,r", p"r,nunent disauility, when considered alone and without regard to, or

adjustrnent for, thc occupition or age of the employee, is equal to 5 percent or

mo,eottotal,or(b)thepermanentdisabilityresultingfromthesubsequent
injury, wnen considered aione and without regard to or adjustmen-t for the

o""rprtion or the age of the employee, is equal to 35 percent or more of total."

.ll*L
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The facts are set forth in our earlier October 27,2009 Decision, which is incorporated by

this reference, and will not be repeated in detail herein. In essence, applicant seeks SIBTF benefits

based upon his clairn that he is totally disabled as a result of a combination of the effects of his

industrially caused December ?4,2OO5low back injury, and the effects of pre-existing spine, lower

extremity, left knee, and gastrointestinal and psychiarric conditions. Following an April 29, 2009

rrial, the WCJ issued the August 6, 2009 clecision, as described above. SIBTF's petition for

reconsideration of that decision was granted, and we reversed the WCJ for the reasons set forth in

our Octobe r 27,2O}9Decision, which applicant now challenges'

Applicant contends that the WCJ should have received the reports of Dr. Weinmann into

evidence, and that rhose reports provide substantial evidence in support of the WCJ's earlier

August 6, 2009 Award. We did not address the admissibility or substantiality of Dr. Weinmann's

reporting in our October 27, 2OOg Decision because neither issue was raised by SIBTF's earlier

petition for reconsideration.2 Although we now conclude that the reports of Dr. Weinmann should

have been received into evidence, we do not make a finding concerning the evidentiary weight

those reports should be afforded. After both parties have had an opportunity to develop the record

as provided herein, applicant may address that and his other contentions to the WCJ for

determination in the first instance'

In his Opinion on Decision the WCJ explained why he disallowed the reporting of Dr.

Weinmann as follows:
.'sIBTF',s objection to the admissibility of Applicant's Exhibit 2
(Reporrs of Robert Weinmann M.D. dated 4130109 and 10/10/08) is

sustained. Both Dr. weinmann and the [sic] Dr. Gravina, the

[Agreed Medical Examiner] AME, are neurologists. No evidence

was offered that Dr. Gravina was unavailable or unwilling to address

SIBTF issues. No reason was given why Dr. Weinmann was enlisted

for further neurological evaluation and commentary instead of Dr.

Gravina, the AME. The provisions of Labor Code sections 4062.3

and 4067 lend some guidance and sUongly suggest a preference for

2 we agree that applicant is newly aggrieved by our October 27,20O9 reversal of the WCJ's August 6' 2009 Award,

and agrie that the petition tbr reconsideration following that action was timely filed. (Lab. Code, $ 5900; Brunau v'

l ndustrial Acc. Com. ( 1 933) 1 35 C A 21 7 11 9 |.A.C. 2471.)

GLINDERSON, JeremY 3
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utilizing the same AME or qualified medical evaluator [o address

subseqrient disputes. The whole statutory scheme of Division 4,P,nl

1, Chapter 7, Article 2 of the l-abor code commencing with section

4060 suggests a policy designed to ]imit the number of physicians

employJto address a claim and to prevent 'doctor shopping.' In

this particular case, since no evidence was introduced to demonstrate

that Dr, Gravina was unavailable or unwilling to address the SIBTF

issues, there is an appearance of 'doctor shopping.' Dr. weinmarul's

reports are excluded from evidence"'

As can be seen, the WCJ concludes, as he did in his Opinion on Decision, that applicant

was ,,doctor shopping" because he did not retum to Dr. Gravina, the AME who was eariier selected

by agreement with the defendant employer/insurer. ln response to the WCJ's conclusion, applicant

avers in his petition that Dr. Gravina is unwilling to provide medical reporting conceming SIBTF

benefits. However, we need not address whether that assertion by applicant is factually correct

because we conclude that neither applicant nor the SIBTF are obligated to obtain supplemental

reporting conceming the claim for SIBTF benefits from the physicians who previously reported on

applicant's claim for workers' compensation benefits' Instead' in the absence of controlling

statutory provisions, we look to principles of due process and fundamental fairness to provide

guidance on how discovery should proceed to address the unique issues involved in an sIBTF

claim.

Applicant correctly asserts in his petition for reconsideration that no statute specifically

addresses the procedure to be followed in developing medical evidence concerning a claim for

SIBTF benefits. In addition, we find that the sections of the l-abor Code that address the

development of medical reports in claims for workers' compensation benefits involve issues thai

are specific to such claims and do not address the discovery needs of the parties in a claim for

SIBTF benefits. (See Lab. Code, $$ 4060- 4068')

Section 4060 and the other sections address rhe compensability of an injury when there is a

dispute between an "employee" and the "employer" (and by extension the employel's "insurer")

regarding workers' compensation benefits. However, applicant is not an employee of the SIBTF

and the SIBTF is not applicant's employer or an insurer. section 4061 addresses permanent
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disability indemnity to be provided as a workers' compensation benefit, Section 4061.5 refers to

reports by treating physicians concerning a claimed industrial injury. Section 4062 concerns

medical treatment issues for industrial injuries. Section 4062.1 concerns the rights of

unrepresented employees when an examination is sought concerning a workers' compensation

claim, and section 4062.2 addresses the rights of a represented employee, Sections 4062'3, 4062.5

and 4067.8 address process issues involving the earlier sections. Section 4063 addresses the

commencement of payment of compensation by an "employer," and section 4064 addresses the

payments of costs and fees by the "employer." Although it might be argued that section 4067

describes a process that might appty to a SIBTF claim, an examination of its provisions shows it

addresses subsequent claims for additional workers' compensation benefits due to new and further

disability pursuant to section 5803. (L,ab. Code, $ 4067.)

As discussed in our earlier Decision, the issues involved in a claim for workers'

compensation benefits are different ihan those involved in a claim for SIBTF benefits. Moreover,

SIBTF was not party to the stipulation to use Dr. Gravina to address workers' compensation issues,

and there is no basis under that agreement to require Dr. Gravina to report on SIBTF issues' This

does not mean that a person claiming SIBTF benefits and the SIBTF cannot agree to use a

specified examiner to provide medical reporting on SIBTF issues. Howevet, in the absence of such

an agreement the statutes that provide for the development of the rnedical record in a workers'

compensation claim through the use of an AME do not require that the same AME be used to

report on SIBTF issues.

I-n the absence of a specified statutory process for obtaining medical discovery regarding

SIBTF claims we are guided by principles of due process, which essentialiy require that the parties

be allowed a fair opportunity to be heard. (Beverly Hills Multispeciahy* Group, Inc. u. Workers'

Cctmp, Appeals Bd. (Pinkney) (1994) 26 Cal.App.4th 789 [59 Cal.Comp.Cases 461]; Fortich v.

Workers Comp. Appeals Bd. (1991) 233 Cal.App.3d 1449 [56 Cal.Comp.Cases 381); Abron v.

Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd. (19'73) 34 Cal.App.3d 232 [38 Cal.Comp.Cases 591); Cedeno v.

American National Ins. Co. (1997) 62 Cal.Comp.Cases 939 (panel decision).) A fundamentally

GUNDERSON, Jeremy
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fair process.conceming a claim for SIBTF benefits must inciude an opportunity to obtain and

present medical reports conceming the issues that are unique to such claims'

In order to assure that the parties have a fair opportunity to be heard, we conclude that they

may either agree to the use of a specified examiner, oI they may each obtain an evaluation and

reporting from a qualified physician. A quatified physician who reports on the medical issues

involved in a sIBTF claim is entitled to a reasonable fee in accordance with the official medical-

legal fee schedule, and paid by the SIBTF pursuant to section 4753.5-1

After medical reporting concerning SIBTF issues has been obtained by both parties,

relevant reporrs may be offered into evidence at a duly noticed hearing. The wcJ should

determine any issues of admissibility consistenr. with due process. Thereafter, the wcJ should

corrsider whether there is a need to further develop the record, and if there is not, should weigh all

the evidence and provide a reasoned opinion that identifies the substantial medical opinions that

were followed, and whY.

Turning to this case, we conclude that it is necessary to rescind our earlier October 27,2009

Decision as well as the WCJ's earlier August 6, 2009 decision and return the case to the trial level

for development of the record, further proceedings and a new decision' Upon retum' applicant

may oft'er the reporting of Dr. weinmann into evidence and the sIBTF may obtain and offer into

evidence reporting by a qualified physician concerning the issues raised by applicant's sIBTF

claim. When the WCJ has substantial medical evidence available that allows the SIBTF issues in

3 Section 4753.5 provides in full as follows:

t:

i

ii

il

"In any hearing, investigation, or proceeding' the state shall be represented by

the Atiorney General, orihe attorneys of the Department of Indusriai Relations'

as appoi,tei by the director. Expenies incident to representation. in-cluding costs

for investigation, medicat examinations,other expert rePorts' fees for witnesses,

and other i"""rr*y and proper expenses, but excluding the salary of any of the

Amorney General-'s Oeputi"s, slhdl be reimbursed from the Workers'

Compensation Administiation Revolving Fund' No witness fees or fees for

rneclical services shall exceed those fees prescribed by the appeals board for the

same services in those cases where ttre appeals board, by rule, has prescribed

fees. Reimbursement pursuant to this section shall be in addition to, and in

augmcntationof,anyotherappropriationsmadeorfundsavailablefortheuseor
rufport of the legal iepresentation." (Emphasis added')
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dispute to be properly addressed, a decision should be prepared that fairly decides those issues and

fully discusses the reasons for the determinations.

For the foregoing reasons,

IT IS ORDERED as the Decision After Reconsideration of the Appeals Board that the

October 27, 2OO9 Opinion and Order Granting Reconsideralion and Decision After

Reconsideration of the Appeals Board is RESCINDED.

IT IS FURT}IBR ORDERED as the Decision After Reconsideration of the Appeals

Board that the August 6, 2009 Findings, Order and Award of the workers' compensation

administrative law judge is RESCINDED.
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IT IS FURTHER ORDFIRED as the Decision After Reconsideration of the Appeals

Board that the case is RETURNED to the trial level for development of the record, further

proceedings and a new decision by the wotters' compensation administrative law judge in

accordance with this decision.

WORKERS' C OM PEN SATI ON APPEALS BOARD

JAMES C. CUNEO
I CONCUR,

-."' 'f#fm;frss

DATED AND FILEDAT SAN FNENCISCO, CAtrf,FORNIA i

ll
i

irFEB t { 2010

ilERVI)E MADE BY MAIL ON ABow DATE ON rHE PEftSONS LISTED-?E-!9y o' i''"

D,,.ttt'lpt-t. iiSERVICE MADE 6I MAll' Ul\ trttl"Y'a L'taut) vtl ^^^",:-"::::'^':^-;;.; ii

THEIR ADDRESSES AS ST'OIYN OX TNg CI]RRENT OFFICIALADDRESS RECORD: iJ

i

Jeremy Gunderson
Butts & Johnson
Director of Industrial Relations - OD Legal
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Srarn op Celtronr'nl ll

SUSAN MOYERS,

Applicant,

case No. ADJ3374876 (SJO'*t',-' 

I
vs. I oPINIoN AND DEcIsIoN liOPINION AND DECISION

AFTER li

RECONSIDERATIONI RECONSIDERATIUN ii

COUNCIL oN AGING; SrATE I ii

COMPENSATION INSURANCE FIJND; I ii

SUBSEQI.JENT INJURIES BENEFITS I II

rRUSr FUND, I ti

Derendant' _i 1l

ii
ii
I

We previously granted the petition of the Subseguent Injuries Benefits Trust Fund (SfBTn 
ii

for reconsideration of the September 1,2009 Order Conceming Medical-Legal Discovery in ii

Subsequent Injuries Benefits Trust Fund Claim (Order), wherein the workers' comPensation ll
liI
il

administrative law judge (WCJ) issued the following order: li

^---^*-:-r- ^-,{ --I-.,o-r mcrlinql-leoql il"Applicant may obtain appropriate and relevant medical-legal lril

evaluations in her SIBTF case without returning to her [Agreedevaluations in her slts]'r, case wrthout leturnrng to ner L/\grees il

Medical Examinerl AME in the case in chief and otherwise li
without using the AMHQME [Qualified Medical Examiner] ii

process to select her medical-legat exPerts, and that SIBTF is 
li

responsible to pay the reasonable cost of these evaluations as 
1l

otherwise provided by law." (Bracketed material added.) 
ll

Applicant's claim of cumulative industrial injury to her uPPer extremities and shoulders, ji

Medical Examinerl AME in the case in chief and otherwise
without using the AMHQME [Qualified Medical Examiner]
process to select her medical-legat exPerts, and that SIBTF is

knees and back during rhe period through November 30,}A}l,while ernployed as a clerk by the 
i:

Council on Aging, was earlier settled by compromise and release with a lump sum puymerrt of i,
,!

$3,000.00 as approved by the WCJ on March 4, 2OO9. After filing the claim for workers' li

ii

compensation benefits, applicant filed an application for SIBTF benefits on December 2, 2008, and 
ll

il
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tlre WCJIs Ord_e5 i,ssued yith lgspect to that cleim,

An answer and supplemental answer were received and considered, and the WCJ provided

a Report and Recommendation on Petitior for Removal (Report).I

SIBTF contends that the WCJ's Order is improper because the medical discovery process

that applies to applicant's SIBTF claim is the same process that applied to applicant's claim for

workers' compensation benefits, and it is found in Labor Code Sectio n 4062.2.2

We granted reconsideration in order to further study the legal issues presented' As otu

Decision After Reconsideration, we affirm the September 1, 2009 Order for the reasons stated by

&e WCJ in his Report, which ar-e incorporated by this reference, and for the reasons set forth

below. No statute prescribes the specific procedure to be followed in developing medical evidence

to address a claim for SIBTF benefits, and the statulory process that applies to claims for workersl

compensation benefits addresses workers' compensation issues and not the unique issues involved

in a claim for SIBTF benefits. For that reason, the parties may either agree to use a specified

examiner like an AME, or they may each obtain an evaluation and reporting from a qualified

physician like a QME. Any qualified physician who reasonably rePorts on the SIBTF claim is

enrjtled to receive a reasonable fee to be paid by the SIBTF pusuant to section 4753.5 and in

accordance with the official medical-legal fee schedule'3

The procedural facts in this case are not in dispute. Applicant filed a claim for cumulative

I Because we granted SIBTF s petitioo for reconsiderarion, its petition for removal is moot and it is dismissed as part

of our Decision After Reconsideration'
2 Further shtutory references are to the Labor Code.
3 Section 4753.5 provides in full as follows:

"In any hearing, investigation, or proceeding, the state shall be represented by

the Atiorney G-eneral, or-the attorniys of thebepartment of Industrial Relations'

as appointed by the director. Expenies incident to representation, including costs

for investigation, medical examinatioru, other expert reports, fees for witnesses,

and other i.".rrury and proper expenses' but excluding the salary-of any of the

Ahorney Generais aeputies, sirall be reimbursed from the Workers'

Compensation Administiation Revolving Fund. No witness fers or fees for

medical services shall exceed those fees prescribed by the appeals board for the

same services in those cases where the ippeals board, by rule, has prescribed

fees, Reimbursement pursuant to this sectjon shall be in addition to, and in

augmentation of, any other appropriations made or funds available for the use or

support of the legal representation." (Emphasis added')
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il
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trauma industrial injury and initiated an application for SIBTF benefits. As part of the workers'

compensation proceedings applicant and the insurer agreed to utilize Mark Anderson, M'D', as

their AME. After receiving Dr. Anderson's reporting, the wotkers' compensation claim was

settled by compromise and release as described above. Following the settlement, applicant notified

the SIBTF that she was ro be examined by Norman Panting, M.D., regarding issues related to her

SIBTF claim. SIBTF objected and the objection was heard by the WCJ, who thereafter issued his

September l, 2009 Order as quoted above. SIBTF challenged the Order by petitioning for

reconsideration or removal of the case to the Appeals Board. We granted reconsideration to study

the issues presented.

SIBTF conrends that the procedures for development of the medical record conceming

applicant's claim for SIBTF benefits are controlled by section 4Q62.2, and under that section

applicant is required to return to Dr. Anderson to obtain reporting concerning any SIBTF issues.a

a Section 4062.2 provides in full as follows:

,'(a) Whenever a comprehensive medical evaluation is required to resolve any

dispute arising out of an injwy or a claimed injury occuning on or after January

t, ZOOS, and the employee isiepresented by an attomey, the evaluation shall be

obtained only as provided in this section

"(b)Ifeitherparryrequests amedicalevatuationPursuanttoSection4060,4061'
or 4O62, eittrer parfy may cornmence the selection Process for an agreed medical

evaluator by making a written request naming at least one proposed physician to
be the evaluator. The parties shall seek agreement with the other party on the

physician, who need not be a qualified medical evaluator, to prepare a leport

iesolving the disputed issue. If no agreem€nt is reached within l0 days of the

firsl written proposal that names a propOsed agreed medical evaluator, or any

additional tirne not to exceed 20 days agreed to by the parries, either party may

request the assignment of a three-member panel of qualified medical evaluators

to conduct a comprehensive medical evaluatiOn. The party submitting the request

shall designate the specialty of the rnedical evaluatol, the specialty of thc

medical evaluator requested by the other party if it has been made known to the

pany submitting rhe request, and the specialty of the ueating physician' The

pany suUmining the request form shall serve a copy of the request form on the

other party.

"(c) Within l0 days of assignment of the panel by the administrative director, the

parties shall conier and anempt to aglee upon an agreed medical evaluator

ielected from the panel. If the parties have not agleed on a medical evaluator

from the panel by the lOth day after assignment of the panel, each party may

then striki on. ,i1r1e from the panel. The remaining qualified medical evaluator

shall serve as the medical evaluator. If a party fails to exercise ttre right to strike

a name from the panel within &ree working days of gaining the right to do so'

the other pafiy may select any physician who remains on the panel to selve as the

MOYERS, Susan
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w-e.find that.sec.tion 4062.2-and,{he.other the statutes-conceming the workers' compensation

medical discovery process do not apply to claims for SIBTF benefits.

The issues involved in a claim for workers' compensation benefits are distinctly different

than those involved in a claim for SIBTF beneSts and, as in this case, frequently involve body parts 
ll

and medical conditions that were not evaluated in connection with the claim for workers' 
ii
il

compensation benefits. A review of the sections in rhe Labor Code concerning the procedure for li
ii

development of the medical record regarding workets' compensation claims shows that they ll

address issues that are specific to workers' compensation and do not address the discove'y *'d' "f 
ji

l1

the parties in a claim for SIBTF benefits. (See Lab. Code, $$ 4060- 4068.) 
ll

Section 4060 and rhe other sections address the compensability of an injury when there it " l!'il
dispute between an "employee" and the "employer" (and by extension the employer'S "insurer") 

tj
il

regarding workets' compensation benefits. The applicant herein is not an "emptoyee" of StsTF 
li

and SIBTF js not applicant's "employer" as those terms are used in the statutes' Section 4061 
ii

addresses perrnanent disability indemnity to be provided as a workers' compensation benefit' ii
ii

Section 4061.5 refers to reports by treating physicians concerning a claimed industrial injury' li
ll

Section 4062 concems medical trearment issues for industrial injuries. Section 4062'l concerns 
il

the rights of unrepresenred employees when an examination is sought concerning a workers' 
ll

compensation claim, and secrion 4062.2 addresses the rights of a represented emPloyee' Sections 
l!
li

4062.3,4062.5 and 4062.8 address issues related to the earlier sections- Section 4063 addresses 
li
tl

the commencement of payment of compensation by an "employer," and section 4064 addresses the 
il
ii

payments of costs and fees by the "employer." Although it might be argued that section 4067 li
il

il

medical evaluator. The administrative director may plescribe the form, the ll
^- L^.L L., .,,L:^L +k- ^oiicc "l,oll nnnrlrrcf the se-lectiOn DrOCeSS. llmanner, or both, by which the parties shall conduct the selection process'

"(d) The represented employee shall be responsible, .for arraaging the

appointment ior ttre examination, but upon his or her failure to inform the

employer of the appointrnent within 10 days after the medical evaluator has been

seticteA, the empioyer may arrange rhe appointment and notify the ernployee of

the arrangements.

.,(e) If an employee has received a comprehensive rnedicalJegal evaluation

under this ,""tion, and he or she later ceases to be represented, he or she Shall

not be entitled to an additional evaluation."

ll

tt

4tul
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describes a process that might apply to a SIBTF claim, a careful examination of its provisioru

shows its provisions are directed to subsequent claims for additional workers' compensation

benefits due to new and further disability pursuant to section 5803. (Lab, Code, $ 4067.I

In short, the statutes that address the development of the medical record concerning a

workers' compensation claim do not prescribe the process for development of the medical record

regarding a claim for SIBTF benefits. Because there is no statute specific to the process that

applies to a claim for SIBTF benefits, we look to other provisions of the code and principles of due

process to determine the medical discovery process that applies to a SIBTF clairn. Due process

essentially requires that the parties have a fair opportunity to be heard. (Beverly Hilts

Multispecialry.Group, Inc. v. Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd. (Pinknev) (199a) 26 Cal.App.4th 789

[59 Cal.Comp.Cases 461); Fortich v. Workcrs Comp. Appeals Bd (1991) 233 Cal.App.3d L44;9

[56 Cal.Comp.Cases 381)i Abron v. Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd. (1973) 34 Cal.App.3d 232 [38

Cal.Comp.Cases 59ll; Ced.eno v. American National Ins. Co. (1997) 62 Cal.Comp'Cases 939

(panel decision).)

A fundamentally fair process concerning a claim for SIBTF benefits must allow both the

claimanr and the SIBTF a reasonable opportunity to obtain and offer into evidence medical reports

that address the unique issues presented by such a claim. Thus, the parties may either agree to use

a specified medical examiner like an AME, or they may each obtain evaluations and reporting from

5 Section 4067 provides in full:

"If the jurisdiction of the appeals board is invoked pursuant to Section 5803

upon the grounds that the effects of the injury have recurred, increased,

diminished, or terminared, a formal medical evaluation shall be obUined
pursuant to thiS article. When an agreed medicat evaluator or a qualified

medical evaluator selected by an unrepresented employee from a three-member
panel has previously made a formal medical evaluation of the same or similar
issues, ttre subsequent or additionat formal medical evaluation shall be

conducted by the same agreed medical evaluator or qualified medical evaluator,

unless the workers' compensation judge has made a finding that he or she did not

rely on the prior evaluator's formal medical evaloation, any party contested the

original medical evaluation by filing an applicarion for adjudication, the

unrepresented employee hired an attorney and selected a qualified medical

evaluator tO conduct another evaluation pursuant to subdivision (b) of Section

4064, or the prior evaluator is no longer qualified or readily available to Prepare
a formal medical evaluation, in which case Sections 4061 or 4A62, as the case

may be, shall apply as if there had been no prior formal medicai evaluation-"

nnu(
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a qualified physician, likg g QME. In either tnstance the medical examiners are entiiled pursuant to

secrion 4753.5 to receive a reasonable fee for their services, to be paid by the SIBTF in accordance

with the official medical-legal fee schedule'

After medical reporting concerning the SIBTF issues has been obtained by both parties,

evant reports may be offered into evidence at a duly noticed hearing' The WCJ should

etermine any issues of admissibi)ity consistent with due process. Thereafter, the WCJ should

consider whether there is a need to funher develop the record, and if there is not' should weigh all

the evidence and provide a reasoned opinion that identifies the substantial medical opinions that

were followed, and whY.

Here, the WCJ correctly determined that applicant was not required to return to the AME

who reported on workers' compensation issues, but could select another medical:legal expert to

port on issues related to her claim for SIBTF issues, and that SIBTF is responsible to pay the

asonable cost for that evaluation and reporting.

The September I, 2009 Order of the WCJ is affirmed'

For the foregoing reasons:

IT IS ORDERED as rhe Decision After Reconsideration of the Appeals Board that the

petition of the Subsequent Injuries Benefits Trust Fund for removal of this case to the Appeals

Board is DISMISSED.
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED as the Decision After Reconsideration of the Appeals

Board rhat the September l, 2009 Order Conceming Medical-l*gal Discovery in Subsequent

Injuries Benefits Tnrst Fund Claim of the workem' compensation administrative law judge herein

is AFFIRMED.

}?ONI(ERS' C OMPEN SATION APPEAI'S BAARD

: tr,. -gi +- t \l ar
FRANK M. BRA98

I CONCUR,

DATED AND FILED AT SAN ^T'XANCISCO, CAUFORNIA

FEB 85 2010 '
SERVICE MADE BY MAIL ON ABOVE DATE ON THE PERSONS LISTED BEI.OW AT
THEIR ADDRESSES AS SHOWN ON THE CARRENT OFFICIALADDNESS RECORD:
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SUBSEQUENT INJURIES FUND OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, Petitioner
v. WORKERS COMPENSATION APPEALS BOARD OF THE STATE OF

CALIFORNIA; and STANLEY J. POST, Respondents'

16034

Court of Appeal, Fourth Appellate District, Division I

41 Cal. Comp. Cases 436; 1976 CaL Wrk. Comp. LEXIS 2546

Augusl

SUBSEQUENT HISTORY: [**ll
Hearing in Supreme Court denied September 15,7976.

PRIOR HISTORY: W.C.A.B. No. 72 SD

31597-Appeals Board Decision (WCAB Judge

DISPOSITION: Petition for writ of review denied

CALIFORNIA COMPENSATION CASES

HEADNOTES

SUBSEQUENT INJURIES FUND--THE
SUBSEQUENT INJURIES FUND WAS LIABLE FOR

BENEFITS WHERE THE INJURED EMPLOYEE HAD
A PRE-EXISTING RIGHT HAND DISABILITY
THOUGH THE SUBSEQUENT INDUSTRIAL INJURY
RESULTED IN A DISABILITY OF LESS THAN 5%

TO HIS LEFT HAND, WHERE THE OVERALL
DISABILITY CAUSED BY THE SUBSEQUENT

INDUSTRIAL INJURY WAS EQUAL TO 5% OR

MORE OF THE TOTAL. [See generally Hanna,

California Law of Employee Injuries and Workmen's

Compensation, Vol. 2, $ 14.05U1.1

SUBSEQUENT INJURIES FUND--POST-1972

12,1916

INJURIES..THE LIABILITY OF THE SUBSEQUENT

INruRIES FLIND FOR POST-APRIL I, 1972

INJURIES IS AT THE HIGHER END OF THE

PROGRESSIVE PERMANENT DISABILITY
SCHEDULE APPLICABLE [**6] TO POST-APRIL 1,

1972 INJURIES AND IS DETERMINED BY
DEDUCTING FROM THE TOTAL AMOUNT DUE

THE INruRED EMPLOYEE LNDER THAT
PROGRESSIVE SCHEDULE FOR HIS TOTAL

DISABILITY THE AMOUNT AWARDED THE

EMPLOYEE AGAINST HIS EMPLOYER AS

REPRESENTING THE DISABILITY CAUSED BY
THE INDUSTRIAL INJURY ALONE. [See generally

Hanna, California Law of Employee Injuries and

Workmen's Compensation, Vol. 2, $ 14.05[3].1

CALIFORNIA COMPENSATION CASES

SUMMARY

Stanley J. Post sustained injuries to his right knee'

back, left shoulder, neck, and to his left wrist and thumb

on August 12, 1972 while employed as a clerk by

McKee's Bay Liquor Store. Post filed an application for
workers' compensation benefits as well as an application

for Subsequent Injuries Fund benefits. He alleged that the

o7
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combined effects of the industrial injury of August 12,

1972 and a pre-existing disability, caused by the loss of
three fingers on his right hand in a non-industrial

accident, equalled or exceeded a 70o/o permanent

disability. He also alleged that (l) the previous disability

and impairment affected a hand and that the perrnanent

disability resulting from the subsequent industrial injury
affected the opposite and corresponding member and (2)

the permanent disability to such opposite and

corresponding member caused by the subsequent

industrial injury, when considered alone, was equal to a

50lo or more permanent disability.

Dr. Howell E. Wiggins, in a medical report dated

May 14, 1975, l*x}l apportioned 907o of Post's disability

to pre-existing degenerative arthritis and l0% to the

industrial injury of August 12, 1972. Following the

submission of a request for a recommended permanent

disability rating by the Workers' Compensation Judge the

permanent disability rating specialist found that Post had

a total disability of 93 3/4% including his pre-existing

disability caused by the loss of three fingers on Post's

right hand. The rating without the pre-existing disability
was 82oh. In the formula used by the rating specialist the

left hand disability rated26 llZVo.

The Workers' Compensation Judge adopted Dr.

Wiggins' opinion concerning apportionment and issued a

Finding and Award on January 27, 1976 holding that the

industrial injury of August 12, l97Z resulted in a

permanent disability of only 8 114%. The judge also

denied Post's claim for Subsequent Injuries Fund

[*438]

benefits noting in his Opinion and Decision that the

industrial injury to Post's left hand only rated 2 7l2Yo

after apportionment and not the 5% disability in a

corresponding member required by statute to quali! Post

for Subsequent Injuries Fund benefits.

Post filed a petition for reconsideration which was

granted by [**3] the Appeals Board. The Board held that

Post was entitled to Subsequent Injuries Fund benefits.

The Board held that it was suffrcient that the entire

disability resulting from the subsequent industrial injury
equalled 5%o or more of total disability and part of it was

to a corresponding member, here Post's left hand.

According to the Board, statute does not require that the

disability in the corresponding member alone equal 5%o or

more of total disability.

Page2

The Appeals Board also held that the liability of the

Subsequent Injuries Fund to a person disabled by both

pre-1912 and post-1972 injuries will be on the "higher

end" of the progressive pernanent disability schedule

applicable to injuries occurring after April 1, 1972. ln

such a case, according to the Board, there is subtracted

from the employee's total disability the amount of his

pre-existing pre-1972 disability and an award for the

monetary value of his remaining permanent disability,

that which is solely attributable to the industrial injury

standing alone, is made in favor of the employee against

his employer. Then the total amount due the employee for
his total disability on the progressive permanent disability

schedule applicable [**4] to injuries occurring after

April 1, 1972 is determined, the amount awarded to the

employee as against his employer is subtracted from that

amount, and the balance of the total amount is the

liability of the Subsequent Injuries Fund to pay' The

Legislature's intent, said the Board, in enacting the

Subsequent Injuries Fund legislation was to provide an

injured employee suffering from a previous disability and

qualifying for payments from the Subsequent Injuries

Fund the same benefits he would have received had his

overall disability been the result of his industrial injury.

In seeking a writ of review the Subsequent Injuries

Fund contended that (l) before Fund liability can attach

under the opposite and corresponding member theory the

industrial injury must have caused a 5oZ or more

disability to the opposite and corresponding member

alone, and (2) the Board erred in awarding benefits

against the Fund from the "high end" of the progressive

schedule. Respondent contended that the Subsequent

Injuries Fund was liable for benefits where the injured

employee had a pre-existing right hand disability though

the subsequent industrial injury resulted in a less than 5%o

disability to his left hand [**5] where the overall

disability caused by the subsequent industrial injury was

5olo or more. Respondent also contended that the proper

method of computing the liability of the Subsequent

Injuries Fund for post-1972 injuries with pre'7972

pre-existing disabilities is deducting from the total

amount due the employee for his total disability under the

post-1972 progressive disability schedule the. amount

awarded him against his employer and making the Fund

liable for the balance.

WRIT DENIED August 12,1976. l*4391

COUNSEL: For petitioner--Evelle J. Younger, Jeffrey T'

41 Cal. Comp. Cases 436, *;1976 Cal. Wrk. Comp. LEXIS 2546,'o*6

On
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4l Cal. Comp. Cases 436,*4391,l976Cal. Wrk' Comp. LEXIS 2546,**5

Miller l*4371

For respondent employee--Butler and Schroeder, by

Irwin L. Schroeder
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SUBSEQUENT INJURIES FUND, Petitioner v. INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENT
COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA ANd EARL HILLENBURG,

Respondents.

Comm. No. 64 F 12195; Civil No.23026

First District Court of Appeal, Division I

3l Cal. Comp. Cases 60; 1966 Cal. Wrk. Comp. LEXIS 48

March 8, 1966

DISPOSITION: [**11 WRIT DENIED.

CALIFORNIA COMPENSATION CASES

HEADNOTES

SUBSEQUENT INJURIES FUND--WHERE
EMPLOYEE WHO HAS PREEXISTING

PERMANENT DISABILITY TO zuGHT ELBOW
SUFFERS SUBSEQUENT PERMANENTLY
DISABLING INJURY TO LEFT THUMB, LATER
DISABILITY IS ONE AFFECTING OPPOSITE AND
CORRESPONDING MEMBER WITHIN MEANING
OF LABOR CODE .SECZON 4751(a), THEREBY
E,NTITLING EMPLOYEE TO BENEFITS FROM

SUB SEQUENT INJURIES FLND.

CALIFORNIA COMPENSATION CASES

SUMMARY

J*601 Commission Decision

Earl Hillenburg lost his left thumb in an industrial

accident on March 21,1963, while employed by Big Bear

Timber Company as a box factory worker at Redlands.

Rating for such a disability is 13 ll2%o, but no formal

rating was issued as the case was settled for $ 1,960 with
the employer's insurer, Argonaut Insurance Company, by

compromise and a release approved by the Commission.

At the time of the left thumb injury, Hillenburg was

suffering from several preexisting disabilities, including a

previous injury to the right elbow resulting in immobility
of the joint in 90 degrees flexion.

Based upon his preexisting disabilities, Hillenburg

applied for benefits from the Subsequent Injuries Fund

(hereinafter [**2] called the Fund), contending he was

qualified under Labor Code section 4751(a). The statute

in question, under certain specified conditions not in
issue, provides for benefit from the Fund to an employee

who having a preexisting permanent disability to a hand,

arm, foot, leg, or eye suffers a subsequent injury resulting

in permanent disability which "affects the opposite and

corresponding member," and which subsequent injury

when considered alone without adjustment is equal to at

least 5% or more of total disability. Hearing on the

application was held on February 19, 1964, and on June

18, 1964, the referee ruled in favor ofthe Fund, stating:

"lf the applicant recovers in this
proceeding at all, it will have to be under

-, 3s



the 'opposite and corresponding member'

theory; however, [*61] since the statute

specifically separates the hand from the

arm, I must conclude that this is what was

intended by the Legislature, and must

conclude that a left thumb is not an

opposite and corresponding member to a

right elbow."

Hillenburg petitioned for reconsideration, which was

granted on August 6, 1964. The Panel issued a decision

and award after reconsideration on luly 22, 1965,

granting Hillenburg [**31 benefits. The Panel stated that

it was relying on the case of Koryki v. Subsequent

Injuries Fund, 62 LA 234-564, and further stated in part:

"To interpret Section 4751(a) as

requiring disabilities in a hand and a hand,

. and excluding a hand and an arm, is to
apply a strict interpretation not warranted

by the language in the section or by the

mandate of I iberal interpretation.

"The Panel is accordingly of the

opinion in this case that applicant

sustained iniury to opposite members of
his anatomy and that the left thumb is a

Page2

coruesponding member of the right
elbow."

In seeking writ of review the Fund contended that the

Commission exceeded its powers in refusing to abide by

the plain and ordinary meaning of Labor Code section

4751(a) in finding the thumb and elbow injuries to be

injuries to "opposite and corresponding" members' It was

the position of the Commission (1) that the record in fact

revealed a preexisting disability to the corresponding

thumb; and (2) that the requirements of section 4751(a)

were satisfied in that the two injuries "a1lected" the use of
opposite and corresponding members, i.e., the hands.

In its reply brief [**4] the Fund noted that there was

reference in the record to a possible prior disability to the

right thumb, but also noted that (l) the right thumb injury

was never in issue in the proceedings; (2) it was not

relied upon by the Commission as a basis for its finding;
and (3) it was negligible in that it would not have rated

over one quarter of one percent.

WRIT DENIED March 8, 1966.

COUNSEL: For petitioner--Thomas C. Lynch, B'

Franklin Walker, Asher Rubin.

For respondents--Everett A. Corten, Rupert A. Pedrin'

31 Cal. Comp. Cases 60, *60; 1966 Cal. Wrk. Comp. LEXIS 48,*"2
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Opposite & Corresponding Extremity Conditions to Check

A Skin
l. Psoriasis - Elbows
2. Skin Cancer - topical sunscreen or covering by clothes

3. Bums causing physical scars, contractures, or need for skin protection

4. Edema from vascular involvement

B Vascular
l. Plebitis
2. DVT
3. Varicose Veins
4. PedalEdema

C Neurologic
l. Diabetic Neuropathy
2. Carpal Tunnel
3. Radiculopathy
4. Parkins's Tremors
5. Renaud Syndrome sensitivity to heat and cold

6. CRPS-RSD
7. Multiple Sclerosis

8. Muscular Dystrophy
9. Stroke causing nerve damage

D Orthopedic
1. Prior Fractures

2. Arthritis - Rheumatoid or Osteoarthritis

3. Joint Injuries (DeQuervains)

4. Sports Injuries - biceps tendon rupture, tennis elbow (epicondylitis)

5. Brachial plexis injury
6. Dupuytrenscontractures
7. Amputations
8. Plantar Fasciitis
9. Piriformis Slmdrome

E Physiologic
l. Limp
2. Foot Drop
3. Brace

4. Pressure Socks

5. Orthotics
6. Lack of Balance
7. Atrophy
8. Ples Planus or other foot problems

9. Grip Loss

10. Other extremity weakness

I 1. Unusual hypohydrosis

;{)
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SrerBOr CeuponNm

RICHARD GILL$PIE,

Applicant,

.. 
vs.

PLASTBCH; SI.]BSEQTIENT INJI]RIES

BENEFITS TRUST FUND,

Case No. AD[L22A987 (SJO A262,f'34)

OPINION AND DECISION
AFTER

RECONSIDERATION

Defutdants,

..WepreviouslygrautedthepetitionofdefendarrtsubsequentlnjuriesBclrr-.fitsTru.st-Fun-d

(SIBTF)forreconsiderationoftheearlie::Ju:re23,2010FindingsandArr,ar'do[theworkers'

compensation administrative Iarv judge (WCf), who found that applicant incu,'ed iudustrial injury

to his low back while employed as a machinist on or about January 13' 2006' and that the low back

injury "caused right leg verified radiculopathy so that the right leg is 'affected' for SIBTF

purposes," and awarded applicant SIBTF benefits because of his preexisting permanent disability'

Applicant,s clairn for wolters' comPensation benefits because of the Januaty l3' 2006 industrial

injury to his Iow back was earlier addressed by enUy of a stipulated award ol' 160/o pennanent

disability and medical tl:eatment on September 11' 2008'
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slBTF-contends rhat-applicant.is not entitled to SlBTF'benefits because the subsequent

industriar injury did not cause ,,pathorogy and permanent disability'' in an opposite and

corresponding body member as required by Labor code section 4lll,becau'"'h" September 11,

200g stipulated award only references industrial injury to the low back and not injury to applicant's

right leg, and because the WCJ's conclusion that applicant is 1007o totallypermanently disabled is

not. supported by substantial evidence. I

An answer was received frorn applicant, and the WCJ provided a Report and

Recommendation on petition for Reconsideration (Report), which is incorporated herei[ by this

reference. 
r

We have carefully reviewed the record and considered the allegations of the petition for

reconsideration and the wcJ's Report. For the reasons stated by the wcJ in his Report, and for

the reasons below, we affirm the wCJ's June 23, 2010 Findings and Award as our decision after

reconsideration.

1I

r!
t.

!ltl

ii

lt

il

il

IlSection 4751 only requires that the subsequent industrial injury "affects the opposite and

conesponding member," not that the opposite and corresponding member be injured or have

pathology. @mphasis added.) This conclusion is supported not only by the ptain ianguage of

sectiotl 475L,but also by the decision of an earlier Appeals Board panel' which concluded that the

radiculopathy caused in one leg by a subsequent industrial ba.ck injury was sufficient to supPort a

claim for SIBTF benefits when there was pre-existing permanent disability caused by the earlier

loss of the opposite leg. (Hardv. Worl<crs'Comp. Appea'ls Bd' (1974)ZCaL Workers'Comp' i

I

t Further sraturory refererrces are to the Labor Code, Section 4751 provides in full: .I.f ui 1'r':f:.:li,l: ii

p"1."i"rtry part.tly disabled receives a subsequent compensable 
-injury 

resulting in additional pdrmanent Partial Ii

disability so that tbe degee of disabiliry caused by the cornbination of bLth disabilities is gieater **.*:^:T:1,:::11 
il

have resulted from the subsequent injury alone, and the combined effect of the last injyrl.ald the.q1vio11!.i:tol1'y.:l jj

imoairmentisapermanentdisabitityequaltoT0percentormoreoftotal,heshallbepaidinadditionj"P.i|

"onlp"nrutio, 
duc under this code for the permanenlpartial disabiliry-caused by the last injury *TrY:::t*,* 

ij

,.ruira", of the combined permanent disaiitity existing after the last injury as provided in this article;-grovlOeO, tlal 
ll

!itn", tal rtre previous aisability or impairment affected a hand, an arm' a foot, a leg, or an 
'ye' To -::: !_1::T::: l1

dlisabiltty ,,,iking from the iubsequent inju4t affBs1| the opposite and corresponding member' and such latter li

permanenr disability, when considered alone and frti,out ,rgr.d to, or adjustment for' the o""'p':l:L:t:.:::,:1,,1.: 
i]

!ifroy"", is equal to 5 percent or more of total, or (b) the permanent disability resulting from the :*.:::':::]:*tl ll

when considered alone and without regard to or adjustrnent for the occupation or the age of the employee' is equal to lj

35 percenr or more of total." @mphasis added') 
ii

GILLISPIE, Richard .rntG,



t :i Rptr. 4g (panel decision); c.f. cal. workers' compensation Practice (cont'Ed'Bar 4th ed' 2007) $

2 ,', 5.26, p. 360.)
t__

SlBTF,sreiianceontheCourtofAppeatopiniontnBookoutv.Workers'Cq*pAppeals
a-^-^ (o('r tpnnlrnttt\ is misnlaced. ln Bookout,lhe.,1n ';\, Bd. (19-16)62 cal.App .3d 214[41 Cal.cornp'cases 595) (Boottout) is misplac

. .c^- oTD'TlE l-o--fitc

, I "*,**, 
argued that a prior injury to his heart was sufficient to support a claim for SIBTF benefits

i;

6 li because the synpto:ns of the subsequent industrial injury to his low back affected his left leg' and

'1 ; ' .' g heayt problem limited his ability to use his right leg to climb'
' ,1, his Pre-extsttnl

A i; the claimartt's argumen'r-, noting that "the climbing limitation was due to the heart pathology and

li _--r ^r tr.- .iohr ]er,,' (Bookout, supra, ernphasis added.)
9 :i not upon any patholo:gy or inryainnent of the right leg'" (Bookout' supr'

li . .r. - r^r+ r^- ormnrr dustrial injury to the
,oii However, rr:e courr did not find that the left leg symptoms caused by the in

" ,- -..^^ *ai o,. 'limnri IpPoft a clairn for SlBTFbenefits' To the
ttii applicapt's back was not an "impainnent" dlat would su

fZiicontrary,thecourt\nBookoutconcluded'atbeitforotherreasons'thattheclaimantinthatcasewas

,'li entitled to SIBTF benefits'

^ ri-^,,oopr{ h, rhe wCJ in her Report, applicant's permanent disability was
:i

f 4j, Here, as discussed by the WCJ in her Report' appllcaur s P 
rrai' - . . pcrmanent hnpairment, Fifth Edition (AMA

15il evaluated under the AMA Guides to the Evaluation of Permanent Lnpairmer

li - ., 
^ 

r f, ^ /a..;A-d .t.cnrihec a DRE cateqory III lumbar
r Oii Cuiaes) as DRE category III. Table l5-3 in the AMA Guides describes a DRE category III lumbt

'!. ,_-.^l.,iar oimifiranr sicns of radiculopathy which may be verified by electro-
r rlt'ii disability as involving significant signs of radiculo

t;

,Bii diagnostic findings. ln other words, the AMA Guides evaluate a lqw back impairment' in part' by

r_ g i considering the impainnent ir causes with the functioning of the reg, Moreover, rhe record in this

': -1 -^:"- ^r o-nlinent 'red and affected by the

20icaseshowsnoton}ythhtthefunctionirrgofapplicant,s]eftlegwastmpalit 
his Iow back, it evidelces left leg patholosd though the

.l

zT'; subsequent industrial injury to
!;

Zzii elecUomyography (EMG) study as well as by the symptoms of pain' numbness and weakness

,i

23,ir reported by applicant. Thus, arguments that applicant's row back injury did noi cause pathology,

,; .. *r, l, oia ,o, "impait" or "affect" the left Ieg causing permanert disabiJity are contrary to the

, ti, record.
ii

26\i The June 23'zlT|Findings and Award of the WCJ is affrmed'
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Forthe foregoing reasons, Ii

IT IS ORDERED as the Decision Afrer Reconsideration of the Appcals Board that the li

June 23, 2010 Findings and Award of the workers' compensation administrative Iaw judge is

AT'FIRMED.

WORKERS' COMPENSATION A PPEAI.S B OARD
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I CONCUR,

FRA}.IK M. BRASS

DATED AND FILED AT SAN FRANCISCO, CAUFORNU

Noif 1T 2010

SERVICE MADE BY MAIL ON ABOVE DATE ON THE PEftSONS LISTED BEINW AT

THEIR ADDRESSES,AS SI/O}4/N ON THE CURRENT OFFICIALADDITI|SS RECORD:

Jh/ r {.t
,, ' RONNIE G. CArLANE

Richard GillisPie
Butts & Johnson
Director of Industrial Relations - OD Legal

JFS/iP
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SUBSEQUENT HISTORY: [**11
Writ of Review Denied September 9,2005 sub nom.

Escobedo v. W.C.A.B. (2005) 70 Cal. Comp. Cas 1506;

Review Denied November 16,2005

DISPOSITION: The Findings and Award issued June

29,2004,is ffirmed.

CALIFORNIA COMPENSATION CASES
HEADNOTES

Permanent Disability-Apportionment--SB
899-Causation-WCAB en banc, affirming WCJ's
apportionment decree issued pursuant to SB 899, held

that Labor Code $ 4663(a)'s requirement that
apportionment be based on ttcausationtt refers to
causation of permanent disability' not to causation of
injury, and that analysis of causal factors of
permanent disability for purposes of apportionment
may be different from analysis of causal factors of
injury, in that percentage to which applicant's injury
is causally related to employment is not necessarily

same as percentage to which applicant's permanent
disability is causally related to injury. [See generally

Hanna, Cal. Law of Emp lnj. and l[/orkers' Comp. 2d $S

8. 0 5 [ I ] -13), 8.06[1], [a], [s] [c] [iii], 8.07[ I ].1

l*6051

Permanent Disability-Apportionment--SB

Permanent

Disability-Apportionment--SB 899--Apportionment
Determinations--WCAB en banc held that Labor Code

$ a68@) not only prescribes apportionment
determinations that reporting physician must make,

but also prescribes [**2] standards WCAB must use

in deciding apportionment, so that both physician and

WCAB must make determinations of percentage of
permanent disability directly caused by industrial
injury and percentage caused by other factors' [See
generally Hanna, Cal. Lm,v of Emp. Ini. and Workers'

Comp. 2d SS 8.05fi1-[3],8.06[1], t4l, [s][c][iii],
8.07 [1].1

899--Burdens of Proof--WCAB en banc held that'
tnder Labor Code $ 4663(c), applicant has burden of
establishing percentage of permanent disability
directly caused by industrial injury, and defendant

has burden of establishing percentage of disability
caused by other factors. [See generally Hanna, Cal.

Law of Emp. Inj. and Workers' Comp. 2d $$ 8.05[1]-131,

8.06U1, t+1, [s][c]tiiil, 8.07U l.l

,TJ



Permanent Disability-Apportionment--SB
899--Factors to Be Considered in

Apportionment--WCAB en banc held that
apportionment of permanent disability caused by, in
words of Labor Code $ 4663(c), "other factors botlt
before and subsequent to the industrial injury,
including prior industrial injuries" may include not

only disability that could have been apportioned prior
to SB 899, but also may include disability that
formerly could [**3] not have been apportioned (e.g.'

pathology, asymptomatic prior conditions' and

retroactive prophytactic work preclusions), provided

there is sutrstantial medical evidence establishing that
these other factors have caused permanent disability'
so that in present case apportionment could be based

on non-industrial pathology' since substantial medical

evidence established that non-industrial pathology

had caused permanent disability. [See generally

Hanna, Cal. Law of Emp Inj. and lVorkers'Comp. 2d $$
s. 0 s I t ] -[3), 8.06[ 1 ], [a], [s] [c][iii], 8.07[ I ].1

Permanent Disability-Apportionment--SB
899-Medical Reports as Substantial

Evidence--WCAB en banc held that, even when

medical report addresses issue of causation of
permanent disability and makes apportionment

determination by finding approximate relative
percentages of industrial and non-industrial causation

under Labor Code $ 4663(a), report may not be relied

on unless it also constitutes substantial evidence,

which means that medical opinion must be framed in

terms of reasonable medical probability, must not be

speculative, must be based on pertinent facts and on

adequate examination and history, and must set forth
reasoning in support [**41 of its conclusions, all of
which requirements were satisfied by medical report
relied on by WCJ in present case that involved

preexisting degenerative arthritis in both of
applicantrs knees. [See generally Hanna, Cal. Lan of
Emp Inj. and WorkBrs'Comp. 2d $$ 8.05[l]-131,8.06[l],

tal, t5ltcltiiil, 8.07[l]; Attorneys' Textbook of Medicine,

Chs.7A, l9; Common Diagnostic Procedures, Chs.2,24,

30.1

OPINION BY: Chairman Merle C. Rabine

OPINION

[*604I OPINION AND DECISION AFTER

RECONSIDERATION (EN BANC)

Page2

The Appeals Board granted reconsideration of the

June 29,2004 Findings and Award issued by the workers'

compensation administrative law judge ("WCJ"), to

further study the record and the applicable law. This is

our Decision After Reconsideration.

In the June 29,2004 decision, the WCJ found that

Marlene Escobedo ("applicant") sustained an October 28,

2002 industrial injury to her left knee, and to her right

knee as a compensable consequence, while employed as a

sales associate by Marshalls, the insured of CNA

Insurance Company ("defendant"). In relevant part, the

WCJ also found that applicant's bilateral knee injury

entitled her to a 27%o permanent disability award, after

determining that 50Yo of her permanent [**5] disability

was caused by the effects of preexisting degenerative

arthritis in both knees. The WCJ applied the provisions of
Labor Code section 4663,1as enacted by Senate Bill 899

("SB 899") and effective on April 19,2004 (Stats. 2004,

ch. 34, $ 3a), in making this 50% apportionment

determination.

I All further statutory references are to the

Labor Code, unless otherwise specified.

In her petition for reconsideration, applicant

contends in substance: (l) new section 4663 cannot be

retroactively applied to cases where the date of injury

was prior to the effective date ofSB 899; (2) new section

4663 does not authorize the apportionment of disability

to pathology in the absence of express legislative intent;

and (3) the medical report relied upon by the WCJ to

justifu apportionment to applicant's preexisting arthritis

does not constitute substantial medical evidence because

it fails to explain in adequate detail how that condition

caused permanent disability. 2 Defendant filed an answer

to applicant's petition, and the WCJ prepared a Report

and Recommendation on Petition for Reconsideration

("Report") recommending that a petition be denied-

2 Applicant's petition for reconsideration [**61
captions both Case No' GRO 00029816 (i.e', the

October 28,2002 bilateral knee injury) and Case

No. GRO 00029817 (a claimed April 2003

through June 4, 2003 cumulative injury to her

right knee). In Case No. GRO 00029817,

however, the WCJ found that applicant's right

knee injury related solely to her October 28,2002

specific injury, and he ordered that applicant take

nothing in the cumulative injury case. Applicant's

petition raises no contentions with respect to the

70 Cal. Comp. Cases 604,*;2005 Cal. Wrk. Comp. LEXIS 71,**2
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claimed cumulative right knee injury.

Because of the important legal issues presented as

to the meaning and application of section 4663 with

regard to the issue of apportionment of permanent

disability based on causation, and in order to secure

uniformity of decision in the future, the Chairman of the

Appeals Board, upon a majority vote of its members,

assigned [*607] this case to the Appeals Board as a

whole for an en banc decision. (Lab. Code, $ 115.) 3

Based on our review of the relevant statutory and case

law, we hold that:

"l) Section 4663(a)'s statement that the

apportionment of permanent disability

shall be based on "causation" refers to the

. causation of the permanent disability' not

causation of the injury, and the analysis

[**7] of the causal factors of perrnanent

disability for purposes of apportionment

may be different from the analysis of the

causal factors ofthe injury itself.

2) Section 4663(c) not only prescribes

what determinations a reporting physician

must make with respect to apportionment,

it also prescribes what standards the

WCAB must use in deciding

apportionment; that is, both a reporting

physician and the WCAB must make

determinations of what percentage of the

permanent disability was directly caused

by the industrial injury and what

percentage was caused by other factors.

3) Under section 4663, rhe applicant

has the burden of establishing the

percentage of permanent disability directly

caused by the industrial injury, and the

defendant has the burden of establishing

the percentage of disability caused by

other factors.

4) APPortionment of Permanent
disability caused by "other factors both

before and subsequent to the industrial

injury, including prior industrial injuries,"

may include not only disability that could

have been apportioned prior to SB 899,

but it also may include disability that

formerly could not have been apportioned

Page 3

(e.g., pathology, asymptomatic prior

conditions, and retroactive [**81
prophylactic work preclusions), provided

there is substantial medical evidence

estabtishing that these other factors have

caused permanent disabilitY.

5) Even where a medical rePort

"addresses" the issue of causation of the

permanent disabilitY and makes an

"apportionment determination" by finding

the approximate relative percentages of
industrial and non-industrial causation

undei section 4663(a), the report may not

be relied upon unless it also constitutes

substantial evidence."

3 The Appeals Board's en banc decisions are

binding precedent on all Appeals Board panels

and WCJs. (Cal. Code Regs., tit. 8' $ 10341; City

of Long Beach v. Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd'

(Garcia) (2005) 126 Cal.App-4th 298, 313' fn' 5

[23 Cal. Rpt. 3d 752] [70 Cal.Comp.Cases 109];

Gee v. Workers'Comp. Appeals Board (2002) 96

Cal.App.4th 14t8, 1425, fn. 6 [118 Cal. Rptr' 2d

l05l [67 Cal.Comp.Cases 2j6]; see also Govt'

Code, $ 11425.60(b)')

BACKGROUND

Applicant sustained injury to her left knee on

October 28, 2002, when she fell at her job as a sales

associate with Marshalls, a retail clothing store. As a

compensable consequence of that injury, she also

developed right knee Problems.

[*6081 Applicant testified tha!, [**9] prior to her

fall, she had never had any knee problems or limitations,

and she never consulted a doctor about her knees'

Although her treating physician, Dr. Cronin, had

diagnosed her as having arthritis about ten years earlier,

he did not impose any work restrictions as a consequence

ol her arthritis.

Applicant was treated for her industrial injury by

Daniel Woods, M.D., who performed arthroscopic

surgery on February 12, 2003, to repair the medial

meniscus in the left knee. On June 5' 2003, Dr' Woods

prepared a report declaring applicant to be permanent and

70 Cal. Comp. Cases 604,*604;2005 Cal' Wrk. Comp. LEXIS 71,**6
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stationary with bilateral knee disability resulting in a

limitation to semi-sedentary work. He noted that

applicant's job duties at Marshalls had required her to be

on her feet, standing or walking, six to eight hours per

day, and to kneel or squat up to three hours per day. He

had attempted to have her return to work four hours per

day, but she was unable to tolerate it because of right

knee pain. With regard to the issue of apportionment, Dr.

Woods noted that applicant had no history of any

previous problems with her left knee, and thus he

concluded that all of her disability was attributable to her

industrial injury.

Defendant's [**10] qualified medical examiner

("QME"), Daniel Ovadia, M.D., evaluated applicant on

March 15,2004 and prepared a report on that date. He

noted that a pre-surgical MRI of applicant's left knee

revealed degenerative changes, in addition to the medial

meniscus tear, and that post-surgical x-rays showed

osteoarthritis in both knees. Dr. Ovadia concluded, based

on applicant's bilateral knee condition: that she was

limited to four hours of weight bearing in an eight-hour

day; that she should avoid very heavy work; that she

should avoid more than occasional kneeling' squatting, or

walking on uneven ground; that she should avoid stair,

incline and ladder climbing; and that she is totally

precluded from running or jumping. With regard to

apportionment, Dr. Ovadia stated:

""Ms. Escobedo's left knee residuals are

directly related to the October 28, 2002

injury. The Applicant developed right

knee problems as a derivative of the left

knee and not as a result of any subsequent

cumulative trauma. In my opinion, there is

a medicallY reasonable basis for

apportionment given the trivial nature of
the injury that occurred on October 28,

2002 and the almost immediate onset of
right knee symptoms that occurred [**11]
shortly after the left knee injury. The

Applicant has obvious, significant

degenerative arthritis in both knees and

essentially worked in a fairly congenial

environment. Although denying any prior

problems with her knees, it is medically

probable that she would have had fifty
percent of her current level of knee

disability at the time of today's evaluation

even in the absence of her employment at

Page 4

Marshalls. Dr. Woods did not take this

into account when he discussed the issue

of apportionment. Furthermore, when he

saw the Applicant, he thought she had a

lateral meniscus tear which was clearly not

the case based on his operative findings

(leading edge tears are of no clinical

significance and would not have

accounted for the Applicant's pathology

and [*609] disability which relate to the

medial and

compartments). " "

patellofemoral

Dr. Woods responded to Dr. Ovadia's conclusions

on May 22, 2004, after he re-examined applicant. Dr.

Woods found no basis for apportionment, stating:

""The patient prior to her industrial

injury of October 28, 2003, was not

suffering from any disability relative to

her knees. She indicates that she was able

to walk in unlimited fashion and had been

able to work. She [**12] clearly has

disability at this time which I have, in the

absence of PreviouslY documented

disability, attributed to her industrial

injury.""

The WCJ determined that, overall, applicant's

bilateral knee disability rated 53o/o, based on the factors

of disability outlined in Dr. Ovadia's March 14, 2004

report. The WCJ, however, also apportioned 50% of
applicant's permanent disability to non-industrial

causation under section 4663, relying on Dr. Ovadia's

opinion that one-half of the disability was caused by her

preexisting degenerative arthritis.

DISCUSSION

I.

We briefly address applicant's contention that new

section 4663 does not apply to injuries sustained before

the April 19, 2OO4 effective date of SB 899. This issue

has been resolved by Kleemann v. Workers' Comp'

Appeals Bd. (2005) 127 Cal.App.4th 274 [25 CaL Rptr'

3d 44SJ [70 Cal.Comp.Cases l3j], which held that the

procedural and substantive aspects of new section 4663

apply to all cases that were pending as ofthe date of SB

70 Cal. Comp. Cases 604, *608; 2005 Cal. Wrk. Comp' LEXIS 71,**9
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899's enactment on April 19,2004, as here. 4

4 Kleemanre implicitly overruled the WCAB's

en banc decision in Scheftner v. Rio Linda School

Dist. (2004) 69 Cal. Comp. Cases l28l [Appeals
Board en banc opinionl' [**13] to the extent that

Scheftner held that submission orders and orders

closing discovery, which issued prior to the

enactment of SB 899, are "existing" orders that

cannot be reopened due to the prohibition set forth

in Section 47 of SB 899. The Appeals Board, of

course! must follow Kleemann under the principle

of stare decisis. ( Auto Equity Sales v. Superior

Court (1962) 57 Cal.2d 450, 455 [369 P.2d 937,

20 Cal. Rptr. 3211.)

II,

. Section 4663 as amended by SB 899 provides:

""(a) Apportionment of permanent

disability shall be based on causation.

"(b) Any PhYsician who PrePares a

report addressing the issue of permanent

disability due to a claimed industrial

injury shall in that report address the issue

of causation of the permanent disability.

"(c) In order for a physician's report to

be considered complete on the issue of
perrnanent disability, it must include an

apportionment determination. A physician

shatl make an aPPortionment

determination bY finding what

approximate percentage of the permanent

disability was caused by the direct result

of injury arising out of and occurring in

the [*6101 course of employment and

what approximate percentage of the

permanent disability was caused by other

factors [**l4l both before and subsequent

to the industrial iniury, including prior

industrial injuries. If the physician is

unable to include an apportionment

determination in his or her report, the

physician shall state the specific reasons

why the PhYsician could not make a

determination of the effect of that prior

condition on the permanent disability

arising from the injury. The physician
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shall then consult with other physicians or

refer the employee to another physician

from whom the employee is authorized to

seek treatment or evaluation in accordance

with this division in order to make the

final determination.

"(d) An employee who claims an

industrial injury shall, upon request,

disclose all Previous Permanent
disabilities or physical impairments.""

Also, newly enacted section 4664(a) states:

""The employer shall only be liable for

the percentage of permanent disability

directly caused by the injury arising out of
and occurring in the course of
employment.""

In construing a statute, the Appeals Board's

lundamental purpose is to determine and effectuate the

Legislature's intent. ( DuBois v. llorkers' Comp. Appeals

Bd. (t993) 5 Cat.4th 382, i87 [853 P.2d 978, 20 Cal'

Rptr. 2d 5231 [55 Cal.Comp'Cases 286]; [**151

Nickelsburg v. IY'orkers' Comp. Appeals Bd. (1991) 54

Cal.3d 288, 294 [814 P.2d 1i28, 285 CaL Rptr. 86] [56
Cal.Comp.Cases 1761; Moyer v. Workmen's Comp'

Appeals Bd. (1973) 10 Cal.3d 222, 230 [514 P.2d 1224'

110 Cat. Rptr. l44J [38 Cal.Comp.Cases 652].) Thus, the

WCAB's first task is to look to the language of the statute

itself . (lbid.) The best indicator of legislative intent is the

clear, unambiguous, and plain meaning of the statutory

language. ( DuBois v. Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd',

supra, 5 Cal.4th at pp. 387-388; Gaytan v. Workers'

Comp. Appeats Bd. (2003) t09 Cal.App.4th 200' 214

[134 Cal. Rpt. 2d 516] [65 Cal.Comp.Cases 69i];
Boehm & Associates v. Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd'

(Lopez) (lggg) 76 Cal.App-4th 5t3, 516 [90 CaL Rptr' 2d

4S6l [61 Cal.Comp.Cases 1350].) When the statutory

language is clear and unambiguous, there is no room for

interpretation and the WCAB must simply enforce the

statute according to its plain terms. ( DuBois v' Workers'

Comp. Appeals Bd., supra, 5 Cal.lth at p. 387; Atlantic

Richfield Co. v. Ilorkers' Comp. Appeals Bd' (Arvizu)

(tgS2) 3t Cal.3d 715, 726 [641 P.2d 1257, t82 Cal'

Rptr. 7781 [47 Cal.Comp.Cases 500J; Cal lns' Guar'

Ass'n v. Workers' Compensation Appeals Bd' (Karaiskos)

70 Cal. Comp. Cases 604, *609;2005 Cal' Wrk. Comp' LEXIS 71,**12
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(2004) l17 Cal.App.4th 350, 355 [12 Cal. Rptr' 3d 12]

[69 Cal.Comp.Cases l8j].) l**16l

[*6lu

A.

Section 4663(a)'s Statement That The

Apportionment Of Permanent Disability Shall Be

Based On "Causation" Refers To The Causation Of
The Permanent Disability, Not Causation Of The

Injury, And The Analysis Of The Causal Factors Of
Permanent Disability For Purposes Of
Apportionment May Be Different From The Analysis

Of The Causal Factors Of The Injury.

Section a6fi@) states that "[a]pportionment of
permanent disability shall be based on causation." The

plain reading of "causation" in this context is causation o/
the permanent disability. This reading is consistent with

other provisions of section 4663.and 4664. That is: (1)

section 1663(b) provides that a physician's repoft on

permanent disability shall address "the issue of causation

of the permanent disability;" (2) section a6fi@) provides

that a physician's report shall find "what approximate

percentage of the permanent disability was causedby the

direct result of injury and what approximate

percentage of the permanent disability was caused by

other factors;" and (3) section 4664(a) provides that an

employer "shall only be liable for the percentage of
permanent disability directly causedby the injury' ' ' ' "

(Emphases [**171 added.) s ttre issue of the causation of
permanent disability, for purposes of apportionment, is

distinct from the issue of the causation of an injury. (See

Reyes v. Hart Plastering (2005) 70 Cal.Comp.Cases 223

(Significant Panel Decision).) Thus, the percentage to

which an applicant's iniury is causally related to his or

her employment is not necessarily the same as the

percentage to which an applicant's permanent disability is

causally related to his or her injury. The analyses of these

issues are different and the medical evidence for any

percentage conclusions might be different.

5 Section 4663(c) refers to permanent disability

"caused by the direct result of [the] injury," while

section 4664(a) refers to permanent disability

"directly caused by the injury." We see no

significant difference in the meaning of these

phrases and we will treat them as being the same'

B.

70 Cal.Comp. Cases 604, *610; 2005 Cal. Wrk' Comp' LEXIS 7l' **15
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Section a6$k) Not Only Prescribes What

Determinations A Reporting Physician Must Make

With Respect To Apportionment, It Also Prescribes

What Standards The WCAB Must Use In Deciding

Apportionment; That Is, Both A Reporting Physician

And The WCAB Must Make Determinations Of What

Percentage Of The Permanent Disability [**181 Was

Directly Caused By The Industrial Injury And What

Percentage Was Caused By Other Factors.

Section a66j (c) Provides, in Pafi:

""In order for a physician's report to be

considered complete on the issue of
permanent disability, it must include an

apportionment determination. A physician

shall make an apPortionment

determination by finding l*6121 what

approximate percentage of the permanent

disability was caused by the direct result

of injury arising out of and occurring in

the course of emPloYment and what

approximate percentage of the permanent

disability was caused by other factors both

before and subsequent to the industrial

injury, including prior industrial injuries.""

Section a6fi@) refers only to a reporting physician's

duty to make an apportionment determination by finding

what approximate percentage of the permanent disability

was caused by the direct result of the injury,and what

approximate percentage was caused by other factors' We

conclude the same standards apply to the adiudication of
permanent disability and apportionment, i.e., the WCAB

must find what percentage of the permanent disabilify

was directly caused by the injury and what percantage

was caused by other factors. [**19] This conclusion is

consistent both with the statement in section 4663(a) that

"[a]pportionment of permanent disability shall be based

on causation" and with the statement in section 4664(a)

that "[t]he employer shall only be liable for the

percentage ofpermanent disability directly caused by the

injury."

C.

The Applicant Has The Burden Of Establishing

The Percentage Of Permanent Disability Directly

Caused By The Industrial lnjury, While The

Defendant Has The Burden Of Establishing The

50



Percentage Of Disability Caused By Other Factors'

Under SB 899, the applicant continues to have the

initial burden of establishing an industrial injury by a

preponderance of the evidence. (Lab. Code 553202'5,

5705; McAllister v. Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd' (1968)

69 Cat.2d 408, 416 [445 P.2d 313, 7l CaL Rptr. 697J [33

Cal.Comp.Cases 6601.) In addition, he or she still has the

burden of proving, by a preponderance of the evidence,

both the overall level of permanent disability and that at

least some of this permanent disability was

industrially-caused. (ZaD. Code, $$3202.5, 5705; see

Peter Kiewit.Sons v. Industrial Acc. Com. (McLaughlin)

(t965) 234 Cal.App.2d 83t, 838 [44 Cal' Rptr. 813] [30
Cal.Comp.Cases l88l; l**201 Sweeney v lndustrial Acc'

Com. (1951) 107 Cal.App.2d 155, 158't59 [236 P.2d

65ll p6 Cal.Comp.Cases 2641-)

In accordance with section 1663(c), however, we

conclude the applicant now also has the burden of
establishing the approximate percentage of permanent

disability directly caused by the industrial injury. The

assignment of this burden to the applicant is consistent

with Labor Code section 5705, which provides in

relevant part: "The burden ofproofrests upon the party . .

. holding the affirmative of the issue." It is also

consistent with Evidence Code section 500 , which

provides that "a party has the burden of proof as to each

fact the existence or nonexistence ofwhich is essential to

the claim for relief or defense that he is asserting'"

Because it is the applicant who claims permanent

disability benefits, and because the applicant can be

compensated only for industrially-caused permanent

disability, it is incumbent upon him or her to present

evidence establishing the percentage of permanent

disability directly caused by the industrial injury'

[*613] We also conclude, in accordance with

section a6fi@), that the defendant has the burden of

establishing the approximate percentage [**21] of
permanent disability caused by factors other than the

industrial iniury. Again, the assignment of this burden to

the defendant is consistent with Labor Code section 5705

and Evidence Code section 500. It is also consistent with

the longstanding principle that, because it is the

defendant that benefits from a finding of apportionment,

it bears the burden of demonstrating that apportionment is

appropriate. ( Pullman Kellogg v lVorkers' Comp'

Appeals Bd. (Normand) (1950) 26 Cal.3d 150, 456 [605
P-2d 422, 161 Cal. Rptr. 783J [45 Cal.Comp.Cases 170]
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.) 6Under section 4663, it is still the defendant that

benefits from a finding of apportionment, and we discem

no legislative intent to do away with this long-established

principle in the context of apportionment to

non-industrial causation' (See People v. Superior Court

iZamudio) (2000) 23 Cal.4th 183, 199 [999 P.2d 686, 96

Cal. Rptr. 2d 1631 (when the Legislature enacts a statute,

it is presumed the Legislature did not intend to overthrow

long-established principles of law unless such an

intention is clearly expressed or necessarily implied);

accord: Torres v. Automobile Club of So. Cal. (1997) 15

Cal.4th 77t, 779 [937 P.2d 290, 63 CaL Rptr. 2d 859];

l**221 Fuentes v. Workers'Comp. Appeals Bd. (1976) l6
Cat.3d 1,7 [547 P.2d 449, 128 Cal. Rptr.673] [41

Cal.Comp.Cases 421; Theodor v' Superior Court (1972)

8 Cat.3d 77, 92 [501 P.2d 234, 104 Cal. futr. 226].)

6 See also Fresno Unified School Dist' v'

Workers' Compensation Appeals Bd. (Humphrey)

(2000) S4 Cal.App.4th 1295, 1304 [t0l Cal Rptr'

2d 569J [65 Cal.Comp.Cases 1232J; Ashley v'

Workers' ComP APPeals Bd (1995) 37

Cal.App.4th 320, 326 [43 Cal. Rptr. 2d 589] [60
Cal.Comp.Cases 6S3l; Calhoun v Workers'

Comp. Appeals Bd. (l9Sl) 127 Cal'App 3d l' 8

[179 Cal. Rptr. 198] [46 Cal.Comp-Cases 133 j]')
Robinson v. Ll/orkers' Comp. Appeals Bd. (1981)

ll4 Cal.App.3d 593, 603 [l7l CaL Rptr' 48] [46
Cal.Comp.Cases 78J.

These burdens apply whether there is one reporting

physician (e.g., an agreed medical evaluator or a panel

QME) or more than one reporting physician' Where a

dispute arises on the issue of apportionment to industrial

or non-industrial causation, a party's options include but

are not limited to: (1) doing nothing, based on a belief

that the assessment of the relative industrial and

non-industrial causation percentages by the physician(s)

upon whom it intends to rely is the most persuasive

[**231 substantial medical evidence; (2) obtaining a

supplemental report to clarifr or bolster the percentage

causation determination of the physician upon who it

intends to rely or, if there is more than one physician, to

rebut the opposing physician's percentage causation

determinations; or (3) cross-examining the physician(s)

by deposition for the same reasons.

If the reporting physicians disagree regarding the

overall level ofpermanent disability and/or regarding the

approximate percentages of industrially and

70 Cal. Comp. Cases 604,*612;2005 Cal' Wrk' Comp' LEXIS 7l'*"19
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non-industrially caused permanent disability, or if a party

disagrees with the opinion of a reporting physician, then

the WCJ (or the Appeals Board) must weigh the evidence

appropriately and determine these issues based on the

most persuasive substantial medi cal evidence.

[*6141 The criteria that a medical opinion must

meet in order to constitute substantial evidence on the

issue of the overall level of permanent disability and, in

particular, on the issue of the relative percentages of
industrial and non-industrial causation will be discussed

below, in Section II-E.

D.

Apportionment Of Permanent Disability Caused

By "Other Factors Both Before And Subsequent To

The Industrial Injury, 1**241 Including Prior
Industrial Injuries," May Include Not OnIy Disability

That Could Have Been Apportioned Prior To SB 899'

But It AIso May Include Disability That Formerly

Could Not Have Been Apportioned (E'g., Pathology'

Asymptomatic Prior Conditions, And Retroactive

Prophylactic Work Preclusions), Provided There Is

Substantial Medical Evidence Establishing That

These Other Factors Have Caused Permanent

Disability.

Prior to SB 899, the apportionment of permanent

disability was based largely on the grounds specified in

former sections 4663, 4750, and 4750.5. ( Fresno Unified

School Dist. v. Workers' Compensation Appeals Bd'

(Humphrey), supra, 81 Cal.App.lth at p. I j05; Franklin

v. Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd. (1975) 79 Cal'App 3d

224, 236 p45 Cal. Rptr. 221 [4j Cal.Comp.Cases 310]')

? Former seclion 4663 Provided'-

""In case of aggravation of any disease

existing prior to a compensable injury,

compensation shall be allowed only for the

proportion of the disability due to the

aggravation of such prior disease which is

reasonably attributed to the injury.""

7 The last paragraph of section 5500.5(a) also

precludes the apportionment of permanent

disability to any prior, uncompensated cumulative

[**25] industrial trauma in a cumulative injury

case. ( County of Los Angeles v Workers' Comp'
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Appeals Bd. (Russell) (1987) 52 Cal'Comp'Cases

-lS5 (writ den.); The Burbank Sludios v' Workers'

Comp Appeals Bd. (Hanntfin) (1980) 45

Cal.Comp.Cases 670 (writ den'); Hartfurd

Accident and Indemnity Co. v. Workers' Comp'

Appeals Bd. (Barrett) (1978) 43 Cal'Comp'Cases

858 (writ den'); see also Flesher v' Workers'

Comp. Appeals Bd. (1979) 23 CaL3d j22'

324-327 [590 P.2d 35, t52 Cal. Rptr. 459] [44
Cal.Comp.Cases 2t2l (although section 5500'5

limits the defendants who are liable for

compensation, it does not limit the beginning date

of the cumulative trauma for which the employee

can plead and recover); Rielli v. Workers' Comp'

Appeals Bd. (1952) lj4 Cal.App.3d 721' 725' fn'
3 F84 Cal. Rptr. 8251 [47 Cal.Comp.Cases 828]

(same).) Section 5500'5(a) was not affected by SB

899. Although it still exists, it is not relevant to

our present discussion.

In order to apportion under former section 4663,

there must have been medical evidence establishing that

some definable portion of the applicant's permanent

disability would have occurred as the result ofthe natural

progression of a non-industrial condition [**26] or

disease, even absent the industrial injury. ( Pullman

Kellogg v. Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd. Q'{ormand),

supra, 26 Cal.3d at p. 454; Zemke v. Workmen's Comp'

Appeals Bd. (1965) 68 Cal.2d 794, 796 [441 P.2d 928' 69

Cal. l*6151 Rptr. 881 [33 Cal.CompCases 358/') while

it was not necessary that the preexisting condition or

disease have been symptomatic and disabling at the time

of the industrial injury ( Duthie v. Workers' Comp'

Appeals Bd. (1978) 86 Cal-App.3d 721, 728 [150 CaL

Rptr. 5jTl [4j Cal.Comp.Cases l2l4]; Callahan v'

Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd. (1978) 85 Cal App 3d 621,

629 [149 Cal. Rpt. 647] [43 Cal.Comp.Cases 1097];

Franklin v. Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd', supra, 79

Cal.App.3d at p. 245), it was necessary that the

non-industrial disability would have developed by the

time that the injured worker's industrial disability became

permanent and stationary; i'e., it was insufficient that the

non-industrial disability would have occurred at some

indefinite future date. ( Gay v. Workers' Comp' Appeals

Bd. (tg7s) 96 Cat.App.3d 555, s62 [t58 CaL Rpt t37]

[44 Cat.Comp.Cases 817]; Duthie v. Workers' Comp'

Appeals Bd., supra, 86 Cat.App.3d at p. 728; Frannklin

[sic] v. Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd', supra, 79

Cal.App.3d at p. 243.\

70 Cal. Comp. Cases 604,*613;2005 Cal' Wrk' Comp' LEXIS 71"'*23
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Former l**211 section 4750 provided'.

""An employee who is suffering from a

previous permanent disability or physical

impairment and sustains permanent injury

thereafter shall not receive from the

employer compensation for the later injury

in excess of the compensation allowed for

such injury when considered by itself and

not in conjunction with or in relation to

the previous disability or impairment. [P ]
The employer shall not be liable for

compensation to such an employee for the

combined disability, but only for that

portion due to the later injury as though no

prior disability or impairment had

existed. " "

ln order to apportion under former section 4750,

there must have been evidence of a preexisting condition

that was in fact labor disabling prior to the occurrence of
the industrial injury in question; that is, there must have

been disability which would have been ratable had it been

industrially caused. ( Ditler v. Workers' Comp. Appeals

Bd. (1982) l3t Cal.App.3d803,812 [182 CaL Rptr' 839]

[47 Cal.Comp.Cases 492]; Robinson v. Workers' Comp'

Appeals Bd., supra, I l4 Cal.App.3d at p. 602; Franklin v'

Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd., supra, 79 Cal.App3d at p'

237.) Preexisting disability, however, [**28] could not

be established by a "retroactive prophylactic work

restriction," that is, medical opinion that retroactively

imposed a work limitation upon the injured worker,

which opinion was postulated after the industrial injury

and was made in the absence of evidence that the worker

actually had been restricted in his or her work activities

prior to the industrial injury. ( Ditler v. Workers' Comp'

Appeals Bd., supra, l3t Cal.App.3d at p. 814; Robinson

v. Workers'Comp. Appeals Bd., supra, I l4 Cal App 3d at

p. 602; Franklin v. Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd', supra'

79 Cal.App. jd at p. 238.)

llnder both former sections 4663 and 4750, it was

the permanent disability resulting from, not the cause of,

a disease or condition which was the proper subject of
apportionment; apportionment to "pathology" was not

permissible. ( Pullman Kellogg v. Workers' Comp'

Appeals Bd. (Normand), supta' 26 Cal.3d at pp 454-455'

456 lat fn. 4f Fresno Unified School Dist' v llorkers'

Compensation Appeals l*6161 Bd. (Humphrey), supra'
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84 Cal.App.4th at p. 1304; Ashley v' Workers' Comp'

Appeals Bd., supra, 37 Cal.App.4th at p 327; King v'

Wirkers' Comp. Appeats Bd' (1991) 2jl Cal'App'3d

1640, 1647 [28j Cal. Rptr. 9S] [56 Cal'Comp'Cases

4081: l**291 Duthie v. Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd''

supra, 86 Cal.App.3d at p. 728; Franklin v' Workers'

Comp. Appeals Bd., supra, 79 Cal.App.3d at p 243 ')

Former section 4750.5 Provided:

""An emPloYee who has sustained a

compensable injury and who subsequently

sustains an unrelated noncompensable

injury, shall not receive Pernanent
disability indemnity for any permanent

disability caused solely by the subsequent

noncompensable injury'""

Under former section 4750.5, an applicant could not

receive permanent disability benefits for a post-injury

disabling event that, had it been work-related' would have

been compensable. ( Fresno Unified School Dist v'

Workers' Compensation Appeals Bd. (Humphrey), supra,

81 Cat.App.4th at p. 1305; Ashley v. Workers' Comp'

Appeals Bd. (1995) 37 Cal.App.4th 320, 327-329 fti
Cal. Rptr. 2d 5S9l [60 Cal.Comp.Cases 683].)

SB 899, however, repealed former sections 466j,

4750, and 4750.5 (Stats.2OO4, ch.34, $$33, 37, 38) and

it enacted new sections 4663 and 4661. (Stats.2004, ch'

34, $$34, 35.) There is no doubt that, in taking this

action, the Legislature intended to significantly change

the law relating to apportionment of permanent disability'

(See People v. Mendo:a (2000) 23 Cal.4th 896' 916 [4
P.3d 265,98 Cal. Rptr.2d 4ill lx*301 (the repeal ofa
prior statute, together with enactment of a new law on the

same subject with important changes, strongly suggests

the Legislature intended to change the law); In re Lance

W. (lgSs) 37 Cal.3d 873' 887 [694 P.2d 744,210 Cal'

Rptr. 63 t ] (general rule is that a new enactment reflects a

legislative purpose to change existing law); Mosk v'

Superior Court (1979) 25 Cat 3d 474, 493 [601 P 2d

1030, 15g Cal. Rpt. 49al @ substantial change in the

language of a statute by an amendment indicates an

intention to change its meaning).)

We conclude that, in repealing fotmer sections

4663, 4750, and 4750.5 and in adopting new sections

466i and a66a@), the Legislature intended to expand

rather than narrow the scope of legally permissible

70 Cal. Comp. Cases 604,*615;2005 Cal' Wrk' Comp' LEXIS 7l'**26
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apportionment. This legislative intent is established not

oJV by its declaration in adopting SB 899' sbut also by

the language of section 166j itself. That is, section

a6fik) provides for apportionment based on "what

approximate percentage of the permanent disability was

caused by otherfactors both before and subsequent to the

indusrrial iniury, including prior [*617] industrial

injuries." (Emphasis added.) The language stating that

apportionment may [**311 be based on "other factors

both before and subsequent to the industrial injury" does

not limit what non-industrial factors may be considered

as a cause of permanent disability purposes of
apportionment. Thus, this language appears to require

apportionment based on any "other [non-industrial]
factor," either pre- or post-injury. Similarly, because

section a6fi@) states that the non-industrial factors are

inclusive of "prior industrial injuries," this language

appears to reflect a legislative intent to enlarge the range

of factors that may be considered in determining the

cause of perrnanent disability. The word "including" is

ordinarily a word of enlargement, not of limitation. (

Shell Oil Co. v. Winterthur Swiss Ins. Co. (1993) 12

Cal.App.4th 715, 749 [15 cal. Rptr. 2d 815]; Patricia J.

v. Rio Linda Union Sch. Dist. (1976) 6l Cal.App.3d 278,

256 [ti2 Cal. Rptr. 2tlJ; Estate of Johnson (1970) 5

Cal.App.3d 173, 180 [84 CaL Rpt.9l4]-)

8 SB 899 stated: "This act is an urgency statute

necessary for the immediate preservation of the

public peace, health, or safety within the meaning

of Article IV of the Constitution and shall go into

immediate effect. The facts constituting the

necessity [**321 are [P ] In order to provide relief

to the state from the effects ofthe current workers'

compensation crisis at the earliest possible time' it

is necessary for this acl to take effect

immediately." (Stats. 2004, ch. 34, $ 49; see also

Green v. Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd. (2005) 127

Cal. App. 4th t426 [70 Cal. Comp' Cas 294]

[2005 Cal. App. LEXIS 504, 2005 WL 7t4881'

6.)l

Because the language of section 4663 does not limit

the types of "other factors" that may be considered as a

non-industrial cause of permanent disability, then the

"othet factors" may include disability that was

apportionable prior to SB 899, i.e., the natural

progression of a non-industrial condition or disease, a

preexisting disability, or a post-injury disabling event'

(See former 554663, 4750, 4750.5.) In addition, the
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"other factors" now may include pathology,

asymptomatic prior conditions, and retroactive

prophylactic work preclusions, provided there is

iubstantial medical evidence establishing that these other

factors have caused permanent disability. 9 In this case,

the issue is whether an apportionment of permanent

disability can be made based on the preexisting arthritis

in applicant's knees. Under pre-SB [**33] 899

apportionment law, there would have been a question of
whether this would have [*6181 constituted an

impermissible apportionment to pathology or causative

factors. (8.g., Pullman Kellogg v. Workers' Comp'

Appeals Bd. (Normand), supra, 26 Cal.3d at pp. 454-455'

456 lat fn. 4l; King v. Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd',

supra, 231 Cal.App.3d 1640, 1647 [56 Cal.Comp'Cases

4081; Duthie v. Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd., supra, 86

Cal.App.3d at p. 728.) Under SB 899, however,

apportionment now can be based on non-industrial

pathology, if it can be demonstrated by substantial

medical evidence that the non-industrial pathology has

caused permanent disabilitY.

9 We are aware of the principle that the

employer takes the employees as it finds him or

her, and that a person suffering from a preexisting

disease or condition who is disabled by an

industrial injury is entitled to compensation, even

though the injury would not have adversely

affected a normal person. (E'g.' Lamb v'

Workmen's Comp, Appeals Bd. (1971) 1l Cal'3d

271,282 [520 P.2d978, ll3 Cal. Rptr. 162] [39
Cal.Comp.Cases 2101; Zemke v. Workmen's

Compensation Appeals Bd., supra, 68 Cal'2d at

pp. 796, 800; Berry v. Workmen's Comp. Appeals

Bd. (196s) 68 Cal.2d 786, 793 [44t P.2d e08' 69

Cal. Rpft. 6Sl [33 Cal.Comp.Cases 352]; l*"341
Colonial Ins. Co. v. Industrial Acc Com'

(Pedroza) 29 Cal.2d 79, 83-84 [172 P'2d 884]

It 1 CaLComp.Cases 266]; Tdnenbaum ]'
Industrial Acc. Com. (1935) 4 Cal'2d 615'

6t7-6t8 [52 P.2d 2t5J 120 I'A.c.390].)
Accordingly, under pre-SB 899 law, to the extent

that a subsequent industrial injury exacerbated,

accelerated, aggravated, or "lit up" an applicant's

preexisting condition, the employer was liable for

the resulting disability, without apportionment'

(E.g., Zemke v. Workmen's Comp. Appeals Bd',

supra, 68 Cat.2d at p. 796i Berry v' Workmen's

Comp. Appeals Bd., supra, 29 Cal.2d at pp'

789-780 lsicf; Colonial Ins. Co. v. Industrial Acc'

70 Cal. Comp. Cases 604, *616;2005 Cal' Wrk' Comp' LEXIS 71' **30
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Com. (Pedroza), supra, 29 Cal'2d at pp' 83-84;

Tanenbaum v. Industrial Acc. Com', supra, I
Cat.2d at pp. 617'6.18.) In this case, however'

there is no assertion that applicant's preexisting

afthritis was exacerbated or accelerated by her

industrial injury' Accordingly, we need not and

will not now address the continuing the validity of
these principles in light of new sections 4663 and

a66a@).

Accordingly, section a6fi@) and (c)-as well as

section 4664(a)-give renewed viability to cases such as

Bakerv. Industrial Acc. Com. (1966) 243 Cal.App.2d 380

[52 Cal. Rptr.276] [3] Cal.Comp.Cases 228]. [**35] In

Baker, the injured employee's lung conditions, which had

resulted in permanent total disability before

apportionment, were caused both by industrial factors

(asthma due to allergic reactions to wheat and rye flour at

work) and non-industrial factors (including emphysema

due to a A}-year history of smoking at least one pack of

cigarettes a day). The Court of Appeal held that if an

employee "suffers from a disability which derives from

both industrial and non-industrial causes," then "[t]he

employer is liable only for that part of the overall

disability which is reasonably attributable to industrial

causation." ( Baker v. Industrial Acc. Com., supra, 243

Cal.App.2d at p. 390.) Thus, the Court approved a

finding that the employee was entitled to only a 55o/o

permanent disability award, after apportionment of 45o/o

ofthe disability to the non-industrial causes.

Some l4 years later, the Supreme Court expressly

disapproved of Baker because its apportionment to

causation did not comport with subsequently developed

tegal principles of apportionment under fotmet section

1663. (See Pullman Keltogg v. Workers' Comp' Appeals

Bd. (Normand), supra, 26 Cal.3d at p. 456lat fn' 4l') The

Supreme Court [**361 implicitty suggested that, had

Baker been decided under former 4663 using these

principles, apportionment would not have been proper

because it is the disability resulting from, rather than a

cause of, a disease which is the proper subject of
apportionment, and because there was no evidence in

Baker that the employee's smoking would have caused

any disability had he not been exposed to substances at

work. ( Pullman Kellogg v. Workers' Comp' Appeals Bd'

(Normand), supra,26 Cal.3dat pp. 454-455 &456 latfn'
51.)

However, old section 4663 was repealed by SB 899'
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and new section 4663 allows apportionment to causation,

giving Baker and similar cases new life.

Applicant asserts that because SB 899 did not

amend section 4751, relating to benefits payable by the

Subsequent Injuries Benefits Trust Fund ("SIF"), this

reflects a legislative intent that pathology is not one of the

"other factors" upon which appofiionment to

non-industrial causes can be based. In essence' applicant

asserts that if apportionment based on pathology were

allowed, this would cause a flood of SIF benefit claims

to be filed under section 4751. This is because, in

applicant's view, apportionment to pathology would

[**3?] decrease the percentage of disability for [*619]

which the employer is responsible, while the overall level

of disability would remain unchanged, leaving the SIF

responsible for the difference. We disagree.

The SIF is a state fund that, under limited statutorily

specified conditions, provides benefits to employees with

preexisting permanent disability who sustain subsequent

industrial injuries resulting in additional permanent

disability. (Lab. Code, S 4751') The purpose of the SIF is

both to encourage disabled persons to seek employment

and to encourage employers to hire them. ( Ferguson v'

Industrial Acc. Com. (1958) 50 Cal.2d 469, 474-475 [326
P.2d 1451 [23 Cal.Comp.Cases 108); Subsequent

Injuries Fundv. Industrial Acc. Com. (Patterson) (1952)

39 Cal.2d 83, 86 [244 P.2d 889] [17 Cal Comp'Cases

t 421.)

l)nder section 4751, the employee's preexisting

disability may be industrial or nonindustrial in origin'

(Subsequent Iniuries Fund v. Workmen's Comp' Appeals

Bd, (Talcou) (t970) 2 Cal.3d 56, 62 [465 P'2d 28' 84

Cal. Rptr. t40l t35 Cal.Comp.Cases 801.) Thus, the

preexisting disability may arise from any

source--congenital, developmental, pathological, or

traumatic.

Nevertheless, to qualifi [**38] for SIF benefits, the

injured employee must meet the requirements of section

4751. ( Brown v. IV'orkers' Comp. Appeals Bd' (1970) 20

Cal.App.3d 903, 914 [95 Cal. Rptr' 96] [36
Cal.Comp.Cases 6271.) And the chief requirement for

SIF benefits is that the condition must have been "labor

disabling" prior to the occurrence of the subsequent

industrial injury. ( Ferguson v. lndustrial Acc' Com'

(1e5s) 50 Cat.2d 46e,477 [326 P'2d 145] [23

Cal.Comp.Cases l08J; Franklin v Ll'orkers' Comp'

Appeals Bd., supra, 79 Cal.App.3d at pp' 237-238')

70 Cal.Comp. Cases 604, *618; 2005 Cal' Wrk' Comp' LEXIS 7l'**34
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Accordingly, if an applicant's non-industrial pathology

causes apportionable permanent disability under section

1663 or 4664(a), then SIF benefits will not be payable

under section 4751 unless the applicant demonstrates that

the pathology was causing permanent disability prior to

the subsequent industrial injury. Although this may mean

that, in some cases, an injured employee will not get

either permanent disability benefits or SIF benefits for the

apportioned disability, this is not a major change from

pre-SB 899 law, which held that an injured employee was

not entitled to SIF benefits based on an asymptomatic

disease process that was not labor disabling prior [**39]
to the industrial iniury. (See Slale of Cal. v. Industrial

Acc. Com. (Bachrach) (1957) 147 Cal.App.2d 818, 824

[306 P.2d 61] [22 Cal.Comp.Cases l7]; Urqui:a v'

Industrial Acc. Com. (1956) 144 Cal-App.2d 322, 324

[300 P.2d STlJ [21 Cal.Comp.Cases 286J; Subsequent

Injuries Fund v. Industrial Acc. Com. (Strauss) (1955)

l3s Cal.App.2d 544, 551 [288 P.2d 31] [20
Cal.Comp.Cases 2301 .) lOln any event, it is an issue

within the Legislature's domain, not ours.

10

Bachrach, (lrquiza, and Slrauss were all

disapproved on other grounds by Subsequent

Injuries Fund v. Industrial Acc. Com' (Allen)'

supra, 56 Cal.2d at p. 846, and by Ferguson v'

Industrial Acc. Com., supra, 50 Cal.2d at pp' 473,

479 (i.e., the Supreme Court held that proof of
knowledge of the previous disability by the

employee or the employer is not a prerequisite to

SIF benefits).

[*6201

E.

Even Where A Medical Report "Addresses" The

Issue Of Causation Of The Permanent Disability And

Makes An "Apportionment Determination'r By

Finding The Approximate Relative Percentages Of

Industrial And Non-Industrial Causation Under

Secfion 4663(a), The Report May Not Be Relied Upon

Unless It Also Constitutes Substantial Evidence'

Section 4663 sets out [**40] various requirements

for doctors' reports on the issue of apportionment,

including that each report must "address" the issue of
causation of the permanent disability and must make an

"apportionment determination" by finding the
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approximate relative percentages of permanent disability

diiectly caused by the industrial injury and that caused by

other factors. 1l Nevertheless, the mere fact that a report

"addresses" the issue of causation of the permanent

disability and makes an "apportionment determination"

by finding the approximate relative percentages of

industrial and non-industrial causation does not

necessarily render the report one upon which the WCAB

may rely. This is because it is well established that any

decision of the WCAB must be supported by substantial

evidence. (Lab. Code, $ 5952(d); Lamb v. Workmen's

Comp. Appeals Bd. (1974) I I Cat.3d 274, 281 [520 P'2d
g78, 1t3 Cal. Rpt. 1621 [39 Cal.Comp.Cases 310];

Garza v. Workmen's Comp. Appeals Bd (1970) 3 Cal'3d

312,3t7 [475 P.2d 451,90 cal. Rptr.355] [35
Cal.Comp.Cases 5001; LeVesque v. Workmen's Comp'

Appeals Bd. (1970) t Cal.3d 627, 635 [463 P.2d 432' 83

Cat. Rptr. 2081 [35 Cal.Comp.Cases l6].)

11 Present section 4663 1**4ll requires the

. apportionment of permanent disability caused by

other factors, both before and subsequent to the

industrial injury. (Lab. Code, $ a6fi@) & (c); see

also $ a66a@).) Accordingly, a physician's

determination of the approximate percentages of
industrial and non-industrial causation of
permanent disability is to be based on the

employee's condition as o/ the time of the

physician's examination (provided that the

industrial component of the disability is

pernanent and stationary). Therefore,

requirements under former sections 4663 and

4750 regarding when the apportionable permanent

disability had to exist or occur and regarding how

the reporting physician had to frame and phrase

the apportionment issue (see Section II-D, at

12:6-12:21 & 13:8-13:13 170 Cal. Comp' Cas

6t4-615, supra) are no longer controlling or

dispositive.

In this regard, it has been long established that' in

order to constitute substantial evidence' a medical

opinion must be predicated on reasonable medical

probability. ( McAllister v- W'orkmen's Comp' Appeals

Bd. (1965) 69 Cal.2d 408, 413, 4t6-4t7, 419 [445 P'2d

313, 7t Cal. Rptr. 6971 [33 Cal.Comp.Cases 660];

Travelers lns. Co. v. Industrial Acc. Com' (Odello)

(ts4e) 33 Cal.2d 685, 6s7-6s8 [203 P'2d 747] U4
Cal.Comp.Cases 541; l**421 Rosas v' Workers' Comp'

Appeals Bd. (1993) t6 Cal.App.4th 1692, 1700-1702'

70 Cal.Comp. Cases 604,*619;2005 Cal' Wrk' Comp' LEXIS 7l' **38
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1705 [20 Cal. Rptr. 2d 775] [58 Cal.Comp.Cases 3l j]')
Also, a medical opinion is not substantial evidence if it is

based on facts no longer germane, on inadequate medical

histories or examinations, on incorrect legal theories, or

on surmise, speculation, conjecture, or guess. ( Hegglin v'

Workmen's Comp. Appeals Bd. (197 l) 4 Cal.3d 162' 169

[450 P.2d 967, 93 Cat. Rptr. [*6211 l5] [36
Cal.Comp.Cases 931; Place v. Workmen's Comp. Appeals

Bd. (1970) 3 Cal,3d 372, 378-379 [475 P.2d 656, 90 Cal'

Rptr. 4241 t35 Cal.Comp.Cases 5251; Zemke v.

Workmen's Comp. Appeals Bd., supra, 68 Cal.2d at p'

798.) Further, a medical report is not substantial evidence

unless it sets forth the reasoning behind the physician's

opinion, not merely his or her conclusions. ( Granado v'

Workers'Comp. Appeals Bd. (1970) 69 Cal.2d 399' 407

[415 P.2d 294, 7l Cal. Rptr. 678] (a mere legal

conclusion does not furnish a basis for afinding); Zemke

v. Workmen's Comp. Appeals Bd., supra, 68 Cal.2d at pp'

799,800-801 (an opinion that fails to disclose its

underlying basis and gives a bare legal conclusion does

not constitute substantial evidence); see [**431 also

People v. Bassett (1968) 69 Cal.2d 122, l4l' 144 [443

P.2d 777, 70 Cal. Rptr. l93l (the chief value of an

expert's testimony rests upon the material from which his

or her opinion is fashioned and the reasoning by which he

or she progresses from the material to the conclusion, and

it does not lie in the mere expression of the conclusion;

thus, the opinion of an expert is no better than the reasons

upon which it is based).)

Moreover, in the context of apportionment

determinations, the medical opinion must disclose

familiarity with the concepts of apportionment, describe

in detail the exact nature of the apportionable disability'

and set forth the basis for the opinion' so that the Board

can determine whether the physician is properly

apportioning under correct legal principles. ( Ashley v'

Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd., supra, j7 Cal.App'4th at

pp. 326-327; Kingv. Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd', supra,

231 Cal.App.3d at pp. 1646-1647; Ditler v' LVorkers'

Comp. Appeals Bd., supra, l3l Cal.App.3d at pp'

812-813.)

Thus, to be substantial evidence on the issue of the

approximate percentages of permanent disability due to

the direct results of the injury and the approximate

percentage of permanent [**441 disability due to other

factors, a medical opinion must be framed in terms of

reasonable medical probability, it must not be

speculative, it must be based on pertinent facts and on an
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adequate examination and history, and it must set forth

reasoning in support ofits conclusions.

For example, if a physician opines that

approximately 50% of an employee's back disability is

directly caused by the industrial injury, the physician

must explain how and why the disability is causally

related to the industrial injury (e.g., the industrial injury

resulted in surgery which caused vulnerability that

necessitates ceftain restrictions) and how and why the

injury is responsible for approximately 50%o of the

disability. l2And, if a physician opines that 50% of an

employee's back disability is caused by degenerative disc

disease, the physician must explain the nature of the

degenerative disc disease, how and why it is causing

permanent disability at the time of the evaluation, and

how and why it is responsible for approximately 50% of
the disability.

12 A physician cannot make an arbitrary

percentage finding simply because it is "fair" in a

particular case. (Cf. Zemke v. Workmen's Comp'

Appeals Bd., supra, 68 Cal.2d at pp. 798, 800;

l**451 Berry v. Workmen's Comp. Appeals Bd',

supra, 68 Cal.2d at pp. 790-791; Callahan v'

Workers' ComP. APPeals Bd., suPra, 85

Cal.App.3d at p. 630.)

I*6221

III.

Application Of These Principles To The Present

Case

Here, in opining under section 4663 that 50% of
applicant's permanent disability was caused by "other

' factors" consisting of preexisting degenerative arthritis in

both knees, the WCJ relied upon the apportionment

determination of defendant's QME,, Dr' Ovadia'

As discussed above, Dr. Ovadia opined that there is

a "medically reasonable" basis for apportionment: (l)
because of the "trivial nature" of applicant's October 28,

2002 left. knee injury; (2) because of the almost

immediate onset of right knee symptoms after that injury;

and (3) because of the "obvious, significant degenerative

arthritis in both knees" reflected in a pre-surgical MRI of

applicant's left knee taken shortly after her October 28,

70 Cal. Comp. Cases 604,*620;2005 Cal' Wrk' Comp' LEXIS 7l'**O'
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2002 injury and reflected in post-surgical x-rays' Dr'

Ovadia also stated, "it is medically probable that she

would have had fifty percent ofher current level ofknee

disability at the time of today's evaluation even in the

absence of her employment at Marshalls."

The WCJ was justified in [**46] concluding that

Dr. Ovadia's opinion meets the standards of section 4663

and that it is substantial evidence. That is' it appears that

Dr. Ovadia based his opinion on an adequate medical

history, examination, and facts, and applicant's petition

does not contend otherwise. Also, Dr. Ovadia's opinion is

not speculative, and it sets forth the reasoning behind his

conclusions. Further, he states his apportionment opinion

in terms of reasonable medical probability. Moreover, he

assesses the relative percentages of industrial and

non-industrial causation based on the time of his

evaluation of applicant. Finally' he makes his

apportionment determination by finding the approximate

percentage of permanent disability caused by "other

factors," i.e., her preexisting degenerative arthritis in both

knees. (Dr. Ovadia's finding that approximately 50% of
applicant's permanent disability was caused by

non-industrial factors necessarily implies a finding that

50% of her permanent disability was directly caused by

the industrial injury.)

We recognize that Dr. Ovadia's March 15, 2004

report pre-dated the April 19,2004 enactment of SB 899'

Nevertheless, where a medical report is substantial

evidence [**47] and meets all ofthe standards of section

4663, aWCJ or the Appeals Board may rely on it, even if
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it issued before SB 899's effective date.

Accordingly, we will affirm the WCJ's June 29,

2004 determination that applicant's bilateral knee injury

entitles her to a 27Yo permanent disability award, because

50%o of her permanent disability was caused by the

preexisting non-industrial degenerative arthritis in both

knees.

For the foregoing reasons,

IT IS ORDERED, as the Decision After

Reconsideration of the Board (En Banc), that the

Findings and Award issued by the workers' compensation

administrative law judge on June 29,2004, be, and it is

hereby, AFFIRMED.

[*6231

WORKERS' COMPENSATION APPEALS

BOARD (EN BANC)

Merle C. Rabine, Chairman

William K. O'Brien, Commissioner

James C. Cuneo, Commissioner

Janice J. MurraY, Commissioner

Frank M. Brass, Commissioner

Ronnie G. Caplane, Commissioner
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(2) Id.--Permanent Disability-Status of Prior
Disability. -- -Lab. Code, [5 4750'4755, relating to

compensation of an injured employee having previous

permanent disability or impairment, contain no language

suggesting a necessity of stationary status of a prior

disability in order to form the basis for a subsequent

injury award, nor do they imply the necessity of such

condition at the time of the later injury, but merely use

the word "permanent."

(3) ld.--Permanent Disability-Meaning of

"Permanent,tt -- --Ordinarily the term "permanent,"

when applied to a personal injury for which

compensation is sought under the compensation act,

means lasting during the future life of the injured party,

and while a condition may be considered permanent

where further change is not reasonably to be anticipated

under usual medical standards, this does not imply that a

condition which is progressive and ultimately fatal cannot

be permanent.

(4) Id.-Permanent Disability--Rules of Commission' --

--The application of a rule of the Industrial Accident

Commission that a disability will be considered

permanent after the employee has reached maximum

improvement or his condition has been stationary for a

reasonable period of time would preclude consideration

of any progressive disability, and such a rule may not be

supported merely because it affords a means to an easy

and practical administration of the law.
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OPINION BY: ASHBURN

OPINION

[*396] [**354] Through writ of review petitioner

Raymond Dahlbeck seeks to annul an order of the

Industrial Accident Commission denying him an award

for [*397] subsequent injury under section 4751, Labor

Code; also an order denying his petition for

reconsideration of the former order. That section is part

of an article of the Labor Code ($$ 4750-4755) which

prescribes a formula for compensation of permanently

partially disabled persons who are fortunate enough to

keep [***2] or secure employment and who suffer
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subsequent permanent injuries. The purpose and scope of
the plan are succinctly described by Mr. Justice Schauer

in Subsequent etc. Fund v. Industrial Acc' Com, i9
Cal.2d 83, 85 [244 P.2d 889]: "An employer of a

workman who has a permanent physical impairment and

who thereafter sustains a compensable injury resulting in

permanent disability, is not liable for compensation for

the ensuing combined disabilities, but only for that

portion of permanent disability which is caused by the

last injury. ( Lab. Code, S 4750.) If an employe who is

permanently partially disabled receives a subsequent

compensable injury which results in increased permanent

partial disability greater than that caused by the last

injury alone, and the combined disabilities are 70 per cent

or more of total, he is entitled to receive, in addition to

the normal compensation for the last injury,

compensation for the remainder of the combined

permanent disability. ( Lab. Code, S 4751.) The Industrial

Accident Commission is to fix and award the amount of
the last mentioned special additional compensation, and

to direct the State Compensation Insurance Fund to pay it

out [***3] offunds appropriated for the purpose. ( Lab.

Code, $ 4751.)'

The text of sections 4750 and 4751 is as follows:

section 4750; "An employee who is suffering from a
previous permanent disability or physical impairment and

sustains permanent injury thereafter shall not receive

from the employer compensation for the later injury in

excess of the compensation allowed for such injury when

considered by itself and not in conjunction with or in
relation to the previous disability or impairment.

"The employer shall not be liable for compensation

to such an employee for the combined disability, but only

for that portion due to the later injury as though no prior

disability or impairment had existed."

Section 4751'. "lf an employee who is permanently

partially disabled receives a subsequent compensable

injury resulting in additional permanent partial disability

so that the degree of disability caused by the combination

of both disabilities is greater than that which would have

resulted from thd subsequent [*3981 injury alone, and

the combined effect of the last injury and the previous

disability or impairment is a permanent disability equal to

70 per cent or more of total, he shall be [***4] paid in

addition to the compensation due under this code for the

permanent partial disability caused by the last injury,

compensation for the remainder [*{'3551 of the

combined permanent disability existing after the last

injury as provided in this article."

The extra burden of the later injury is thus shifted

from the employer to the fund, which consists of money

in the state treasury, taxpayers' money ($$ 4754'4'755);

the plan "imposes liability upon the entire tax-paying

public." (Subsequent etc. Fund v. Indwtrial Acc. Com.'

supra, p. SS.) (1) And the object is to encourage the

employment of handicapped workers, thus facilitating

their rehabilitation, sustaining their morale, and

preventing their becoming public charges due to actual

inadequacy of normal compensation awards. (See lhlski
v. Industrial Acc. Com., 70 Cal.App.2d 427' 432 [161

P.2d 2S3l; Pacific Gas & Elec. Co. v. Industrial Acc'

Com., 126 Cal.App.2d 554, 558 [272 P.2d 818];

Goodtuill Industries v. Industrial Acc. Com., I l4
Cal.App.2d 452, 460 [250 P.2d 627].) The applicable

provisions of the code are to be "liberally construed by

the courts with the purpose of extending their benefits

I***51 for the protection of persons injured in the course

of their employment." G 3202.)

Petitioner and his employer are within the

Workmen's Compensation Act and the employer properly

insured. Petitioner has suffered three industrial injuries

which are summarized as follows:

Percentage of Permanent

"Case No. Date of Injury Nature of Injury Disability

81-628 1944 Right Hand

133-932 2113150 Bums 49 314

Left wrist 9 714"135-035 9l28l5l

The percentages given in the last column are those
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fixed by the commission. The first injury was rated 33

li3 per cent permanent disability and an award of $ 3,990

made and paid. The next injury consisted of burns from

an explosion, involving both hands, the face, right hip'

right foot and other areas from which skin had been

removed for grafting purposes. It occurred on February

13, 1950, was covered by application in case number

133-932. The commission found 49 314 per cent

permanent disability considering that injury

independently of the third or last one' which occurred in

September, 1951, [*3991 an injury to the wrist, rated at

9 ll4 per cent permanent disability [***6] in case

number 135-035. Compensation awards were made for

the last two injuries, each considered independently of
any others, in the sum of $ 5,970 for the second (the

burns) and $ 1,1 10 for the third (wrist).

The Subsequent Injuries Fund was joined in cases

133-932 and 135-035 because petitioner sought an award

under section 4751 with respect to each of those injuries'

The two cases were consolidated for hearing. The

commission decided that the first and second injuries

(hand and bums) should be considered together under

section 4751, that the combined effect was a permanent

disability of 83 per cent and on that basis made an award

in case 133-932 of $ 3,990 (83 per cent less 49 314 per

cent) plus a life pension of $ 10.62 per week, all payable

out ofthe Subsequent Injuries Fund'

But the commission denied any such award in case

135-035, under section 4751, for the reason that the

second injury, the burns, had not become permanent and

stationary at the time of the last injury, the wrist. It
further held that that disability did become stationary on

August 14, 1952 (about a year after the last, the wrist,

injury), and hence the award of $ 5,970; but, because the

injury from [***7] the burns had not become stationary

by the time of the last injury, September 28, 1951' that

second disability was held not a previous permanent

partial disability within the purview of section 4751' The

instant proceeding attacks only this ruling' not the one in

case 133-932. And all counsel agree that the only

question here presented is the correctness [*"356] of
this one ruling. The matter is one of first impression'

It will be noted that this holding excludes any

possibility of the burns ever becoming the basis for an

award under 4751 and does so upon the narrow ground

that that disability, though permanent and stationary at

the time of the hearing, had not reached that state of

equilibrium at the time of the later injury in September,

tSSt. fhe statute does not use the word stationary' That

has been read into it by the commission as a means to an

easy and practical administration of the law' The

viewpoint is expressed in rule 10925 of the commission,

effective August 1,1952, which reads:

" Disability When Considered Permanent: A

disability will be considered permanent after the

employee has reached maximum improvement or his

condition has been stationary for a [***8] reasonably

period of time. The Commission will determine what is a

reasonable period of time."

t*4001 (2) The statute contains no language

suggesting a necessity of stationary status of a prior

disability in order to form the basis for a' subsequent

injury award, nor does it imply the necessity of such

condition at the time of the later injury. It merely uses

the word permanent. (3) "'Ordinarily the term permanent'

when applied to a personal injury means lasting during

the future life of the injured party."' ( Sweeney v'

IndustrialAcc. Com., 107 Cal.App.2d 155, 159 [236 P'2d

6511.) True, this is not an exclusive definition, for a

condition may be considered permanent "'where further

change -- for better or worse -- is not reasonably to be

anticipated under usual medical standards,"' (Sweeney, at

p. 159.) But that language does not imply that a condition

which is progressive and ultimately fatal cannot be

permanent either as a matter of semantics or one of

ascertaining actual legislative intent. (a) The application

of the commission's rule would preclude consideration of
any such progressive disability. No reason other than

easy practical application ofthe law suggests itself [***91
in support of the view that one whose occupational

disease has been arrested may receive the benefit of a

subsequent injury award when one who is fatally stricken

as a result of industrial injury (e.g., silicosis, asbestosis,

radiation toxemia, carbon tetrachloride poisoning) may

not enjoy the beneficent balm ofthat same statute' There

are doubtless innumerable accidental injuries and

occupational diseases which lend themselves readily to

application of rule 10925 (e.g., the hand and wrist injuries

of petitioner) but that fact affords no basis for an

argument that more serious and unalterably progressive

disabilities must be excluded or, indeed' that any

permanent disability should be so treated' The workers

who are so afflicted are more in need of the additional

award than are those whose disability has become

stationary.

,0?
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(5) It is argued that "The rating, whenever made,

must be with reference to the pre-existing condition as it

existed at the time of the last industrial injury"; also that

the statute "provides that additional compensation shall

be paid only for the extent of permanent disabilities

which existed before the last compensable injury'" But

the statute carries [***10] no such suggestion' (6) It is
common and necessary practice in fixing a normal award

to evaluate the disability at the time of award' in view of
conditions then existing, and after peering into the future

and determining so far as possible the reasonable

probabilities. The award is based on an appraisal of

[*401] all these elements, past, present and prospective'

(See Ansbach t,. Departmenl Industrial Relations, 99

Cal.App. 677, 680 [279 P. 22a].) That is what was

necessarily done here with respect to the burns and the $

5,970 award. "It is the prospective loss of future eaming

power under the existing handicap of physical

impairment that is to be considered. . . ." ( Department of

Motor Vehicles v. Industrial Acc. Com., 14 Cal.2d 189,

tg2 [g3 P.2d t3lJ) There is no reason why the combined

effect of two injuries should not be valued in the same

way under section 475l.

(7a) The attomey general also argues that a

construction of the statute upholding petitioner's

contention "would compel the Commission to assess

liability against Subsequent Injuries Fund based entirely

[**3571 upon conjecture and surmise'" This plainly

refers to the process of evaluating the [***11] future

progress of a disability that has not come to rest' It is a

thing that courts and juries do every day in personal

injury actions. (S) And, while the triers of the facts must

confine themselves to awards based upon reasonable

certainty, the medical evidence need not reach any such

degree of positive assertion. ( Bauman v San Francisco,

42 Cal.App.2d 144, 163 [l0S P.2d 989]; Paolini v' City

& County of San Francisco, T2 Cal.App.2d 579, 591 [164
P.2d 9t6l; 14 Cal'Jur.2d $ 71, p. 69s.) (7b) The

commission and its referees should be deemed no less

competent to perform this task than is the ordinary jury'

The brief of the commission herein concedes that

petitioner's second injury "resulted in permanent

disability which had not at the moment of the third injury

become stationary." (Emphasis added.) Certainly that

disability was in condition for evaluation as early as April

28, 1950, and June 6, 1950, for Dr. Flamson reported on

both those dates that petitioner "will have permanent

disability." And a rating of same at either of those dates

would have involved no more speculation or conjecture

than the jury properly considers in everyday personal

injury actions.

[***121 (9) Next it is argued that the

contemporaneous administrative construction of a statute

is entitled to great weight and will not be rejected unless

clearly erroneous, citing Coca-Cola Co. v' State Board of

Equalization, 25 Cal.2d gl8, 921 [156 P'2d l]; Nelson v'

Dean, 27 Cal.2d 873, 880 [168 P.2d 16, 168 A'L'R' 467]'

The complement to the rule stated in these cases appears

in California Drive-ln Restaurant Assn' v' Clark, 22

Cat.2d 287, 294 [t40 P.2d 657, 147 A.L.R' 1028]" "But

where there is no ambiguity and the interpretation is

clearly 1*4021 erroneous, such administrative

interpretation does not give legal sanction to a long

continued incorrect construction. The administrative

interpretation cannot alter the clear meaning ofa statute'"

To same effect see Groves v. City of Los Angeles, 40

Cal.2d 75 t, 761 [256 P.2d j09]; Gunn v. State Board of

fuualization, 123 Cal.App.2d 283, 287 [266 P'2d 840]'lt
is said in Whitcomb Hotel, Inc. v California Emp' Com',

24 Cal.2d 753, 757 [l5t P.2d 233, 155 A'L'R' 405J:

"Whatever the force of administrative construction,

however, final responsibility for the interpretation of the

law [***13] rests with the courts. 'At most

administrative practice is a weight in the scale, to be

considered but not to be inevitably followed. . . ' While

we are of course bound to weigh seriously such rulings,

they are never conclusive'' ( F. W. Woolworth Co' v'

United States, gl F.2d 973, 976.) An administrative

officer may not make a rule or regulation that alters or

enlarges the terms of a legislative enactment'" We find no

such ambiguity in the statute under consideration as

would warrant the interpretation given it by rule 10925'

We do find that construction to be erroneous'

Finally it is argued that petitioner's construction of

the statute would result in his receiving compensation

considerably in excess of that ordinarily recoverable for

total disability. It is said: "The Workmen's Compensation

program contemplates a maximum permanent disability

of 100 percent for total disability, affording a maximum

award of $ 12,000.00 disability indemnity." In the same

breath counsel point out that petitioner has received to

date "a total award of $ 15,060.00 based upon combined

permanent disability ratings of 125 ll2 per cent'" But

counsel concede that this is all right because the [***14]
commission has done it, the result being partially

"unavoidable" under its own decision in Subsequenl

Injuries Fund v. Industrial Acc. Com' and Warnock, 15

. "-1.' ii arrUJ
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Cal.Comp. Cas. 211. Such a result was held permissible

in Pacific Gas & Elec. Co. v. Industrial Acc' Com" 126

Cal.App.2d 554 [272 P.2d 818]. (10) Moreover it should

be borne in mind that the $ 12,000 maximum to which

reference is made is the top amount payable by the

employer, and section 4751 was expressly designed to

impose upon the taxpayers the burden (in certain

specified instances) ofpayments additional to those borne

by the employer.

Actually the record does not afford basis for the

conclusion that application of petitioner's construction of

the statute "could [**3581 thus result in a total

workmen's compensation award [*403] to the employee

for all three claims, including both normal and additional

benefits, in the aggregate sum of $ 25,960.00 -- this is a

program in which $ 12,000.00 disability represents lola/

permanent disability." For the petition shows what

actually occurred in this matter of combined rating' "On

the l6th day of June, 1954, at the request and instruction

of the Hearing [**"15] Referee, Permanent Disability

Rating Specialist, J' M. Crowley' handed down a

recommended permanent disability rating combining all

of the disabilities in the three injuries, and said combined

rating was in the amount of one hundred percent (100%)'

equivalent to four hundred (400) weeks of disability

payments at the rate of Thirty (S 30.00) Dollars per week,

and to such other benefits including a lifetime pension

enumerated in such cases by the Labor Code'" The

commission's answer concedes that "all three combined

finally resulted in total (100%) permanent disability'"

The exact language of the rating specialist is this: "The

recommended rating is 100%, equivalent to 400 weeks of

disability payments at the rate of $ 30.00 a week in the

total sum of $ 12,000.00, and thereafter a life pension of
4Oo/o of the average weekly wage at the rate of $ 18'46

per week."

(11) The real vice of the argument of respondent

lies in failure to recognize the fact that a 100 per cent

rating for normal compensation purposes does not

necessarily mean a 100 per cent rating for all purposes'

This is settled by Smith v. Industrial Acc' Com'' 41

Cal.2d 364 [252 P.2d 61]. George Smith had suffered

disability [n**16] which was ratable at 100 per cent

permanent disability immediately before he received a

new injury rated at 5 ll4 per cent permanent disability'

After this last iniury he sought an award against the

Subsequent lnjuries Fund and same was denied, the

commission taking the position that "'permanently

partially disabled,'as used in Labor Code, section 4751'

can Ue, interpreted only as meaning having disability

which is ratable at less than 100%'' In rejecting this view

and annulling the commission's order the Supreme Court

said, at page 367'. "It is settled law in this state that an

employee may .eceive a permanent disability rating of

100 per cent and be entitled to the disability payments

incident to such ratings although he is able to return to

work at the wages he received before the injury which

caused disability. . . . It is permissible and desirable to

distinguish between a formula or rule -- established '100

per cent disability' for certain rating purposes, and actual

total disability insofar as productive work or

compensated [*404] employment is concemed"' And at

page 370: "If an employe may properly be rated at 100

per cent disability to qualifr him for the basic [***171

form of workmen's compensation, even though his

eaming power has not in truth, for practical purposes,

been impaired, it should be at least equally permissible to

penetrate the fiction of 100 per cent disability and accept

ih. t rth of his remaining earning ability so that the

further truth of a subsequent injury with increased actual

disability may be compensated from the fund set up for

that purPose."

It should be observed that no question is before us as

to whether an annulment of the orders under attack at bar

will afford good ground for the commission's reviewing

any of the previous awards, such as the $ 3,990 based

upon consideration of the first and second injuries in

combination (see Labor Code, $ 580i; Bartlett Hayward

Co. v. Industrial Acc. Com., 203 Cal. 522, 532 [265 P'

t95l; Merritt-Chapman & Scott Corp v' Industrial Acc'

Com., 6 Cal.2d 3t4, 316 [57 P.2d 501]; Pullman Co' v'

Industrial Acc. Com.,28 Cal.2d 379, 3SS [170 P 2d l0]')

(12) The denial of a subsequent injury award to

petitioner in case number 135-035 is not based upon any

disputed question of fact; it rests solely upon an

erroneous interpretation of the applicable law'

The order [***18] denying petitioner an award for

subsequent injury in commission case number 135,035

and the order denying reconsideration of same are

annulled. And the proceeding is remanded to respondent

[**359] commission for further proceedings not

inconsistent with the views herein expressed'

: i;!
01
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WORKERS' COMPENSATION APPEALS BOARD

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

WILLIAM MCGAUGH'

{pplicant,

YS.

MONTEREY PENINSULA UNIFIEIL
SCHOOL DISTRICT; SUBSEQUE[T
ix.runrns BENEFITS rRusr FUND;
KEENAN & ASSOCIATES,

Case Nos. ADJ8243867
ADJ8015702
ADJ1226529

(Salinas District Office)

OPINION AND DECISION
AFTER RECONSIDERATION

Delendants.

We previously granted reconsideration in this matter to study the factual and legal issues' This is

our Decision After Reconsideration'

Applicant William McGaugh seeks reconsideration of the Findings and Order (F&O) by the

workers, compensation administrative law judge (wcJ) issued on August 10,2015' which ordered that

applicant take nothing from the Subsequent Injuries Benefits Trust Fund (sIF)'

Applicant contends that a prior Findings, Award and order (F&A), that applicant is 100%

permanently disabled with 15% apportionment to a high school football injury and hip and other injuries,

is res judicata and substantial evidence of preexisting labor disabling or ratable permanent disability and

SIF liability.

The wcJ issued a Report and Recommendation on Petition for Reconsideration (Report)

recommending denial of reconsideration'

SIF answered alleging that applicant failed to prove labor disabling or raiable permanent

disability prior to the industrial injury, which is required for SIF liability'

We have reviewed applicant's Petition for Reconsideration (Petition), the WCJ's F&O

Report, SIF's answer and the record' Based on our review, the WCJ's Repon which we adopt

incorporate, and for the following reasons, we affirm the F&O'

and

and

tJ,)
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FACTUAL AIJD PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND

Applicant sustained injury to his wrists, shoulders and neck while employed as a janitor by

Monterey peninsula Unified School District on October 22,2009, and during the period ending on April

20,2010.

A medical opinion was obtained from panel qualified medical evaluator Ana Maria Salinas, M'D'

In a report dated July 1g,2013, Dr. Salinas noted that applicant had a prior workers' compensation right

hip injury for which he had arthroscopic surgery and received a $5,000.00 settlement. (WCAB ex' W-l l,

p. 13.) Dr. Salinas also reported that applicant was pennanent and stationary, had work restrictions and

whole person impairment for the neck, shoulders and wrists. Dr. Salinas apportioned 85% to the

industrial injuries, a11d l5o/o to applicant being a former football player and his very physical work as a

custodian for another school and conectional officer' (WCAB ex' W- I I , pp' 17 -20 ')

Dr. Salinas was deposed and testified that l5% disability of the neck and shoulders is attributable

to applicant's history of being a football player. (WCAB ex. W-13, p. 25, lines 9-24')

A medical opinion was also obtained from Philip Edington, M.D. In a report dated September 14,

2013, Dr, Edington indicated that applicant had glaucoma and work restrictions and 3l% whole person

impairment. (App. ex. A-1, pp. l0-11.) Dr. Edington also reported that discovery of applicant's

condition after the industrial injury is coincidental, and in all likelihood applicant had difficulty with

glaucoma for many years on an asymptomatic basis. Dr. Edington apportioned 100% of applicant's

disability to nonindustrial causes' (App' ex. A-1, p' 10')

Applicant and the Monterey peninsula Unified School District proceeded to trial, and the WCJ

issued the F&A and an Amended Findings, Award and Order (for clerical error) that applicant sustained

92yo combined permanent disability after l57o apportionment based on the opinion of Dr' Salinas' The

wcJ noted that Dr. Salinas did not apportion between the two industrial injuries because it was

speculative.

Applicant proceeded with the claim against SIF to trial, and the parties stipulated to the findings

of fact, exhibits and conclusions adjudicated in the prior F&A'

Applicant testified that he was a running back for his varsity high school football team for three

MCGAUGII, William
ric
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years, and afterwards had neck and shoulder pain and

district. (Summary of Evidence (SOE, p' 2, hne 24 to

football at oregon state or as a professional because

girlfriend was pregnant. (SOE, p' 3, lines 3'9')

Applicant also testified that he worked as a corrections officer for the Department of Corrections

in Missouri, and dislocated his right hip. (soE, p. 3, lines 1l-17.) Applicant settled the claim for

$10,000, and received $1,000 for each percent of disability so that applicant had l0% disability' (SOE'

p. 3, lines l7-18.) Applicant lost the settlement documents over time. (SOE, p. 3, line l8') Applicant

was having hip pain when he went to work at the school district. (SOE, p' 3, lines l9-20.)

Applicant testified further that he had problems reading in 2007 and 2009, and when he went to

work at the school district. (SOE, p. 3, line 21 to p. 4, line 5.) Doctors told applicant that he probably

had glaucoma for about 10 years based on his eye exams. (SOE, p. 4, lines 6-7')

On cross-examination, applicant testified that he had hip surgery after the hip injury and it took a

year and a half to recover. (SOE, p. 4, lines 20-21 ,) Applicant was also diagnosed with glaucoma after

the industial injury. (SOE, p' 4, lines 22-23')

The WCJ issued the F&O, applicant petitioned for reconsideration, the WCJ issued the Report,

SIF filed an answer, and we granted reconsideration to further study the factual and legal issues on

October 26,2015.

DISCUSSION

SIF liability is determined under Labor Code section 4757.t (Ferguson v. Industrial Accident

comm. (Ferguson) (1g5g) 50 cal.2d 469,474-475 123 Cal.Comp.cases l08l; Franklin v' Ll/orlcers'

comp. Appeols Bd. (Fran*,r?) (1978) 79 Cal.App.3d224,235143 Cal.Comp'cases 2241')

' All fuither reference to statute is to the Labor Code unless stated otherwise.

still had pain when he worked for the school

p. 3, line 3.) Applicant did not proceed with

of career-ending hamstring injuries and his

Section 4751 provides:

,,If an employee who is permanently partially disabled receives a

subsequent compensable injury resulting in additional permanent partial

disability so thai the degre; of disability caused by the combination of

both disabilities is greatJr than that which would have resulted from the

subsequent inju.y ulon., and the combined effect of the last injury and the

MCGAUGH, William
f^rUt
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previogs disability or impairment is a pennanent disability equal to 70

percent or more of total, he shall be paid in addition to the compensation

due under this code for the permanent partial disability caused by the last

injury compensation for the remainder of the combined permanent

disability existing after the last injury as provided in this article; provided,

that either (a) thi previous disability or impairment affected a hand, an

ann, a foot, a leg, or an eye, and the permanent disability resulting from

the subsequent djury affects the opposite and corresponding member, and

such la1ei pennanent disability, when considered alone and without

regard to, oi adjustment for, the occupation or age of the employee, is

.q-*l to 5 percent or more of total, or O) the permanent disability

reiulting from the subsequent injury, when considered alone and without

regard io or adjustment for the occupation or the age of the employee, is

equal to 35 percent or more of total."

To establish entitlement to SIF benefits, the employee must show permanent disability or

impairment before the industrial injury occurs. ($ 4i5 l; Ferguson, supra,50 Cal.2d at p. 474; Franklin,

supra, 79 Cal.App.3d at p. 237.) The permanent disability or impairment existing before the industrial

injury must be labor disabling, or constitute a basis for an award of permanent disability or impairment

had it been industrially cause d. (Ferguson, supra,50 Cal.2d at p. 477 Franklin, supra,79 Cal.App.3d at

p.237.) The preexisting permanent disability or impairment may be industrial or nonindustrial' or arise

from any source, developmental, pathological or traumatic. (Escobedo v. Marshalls (Escobedo) (2005)

70 cal.comp.cases 604, 614-621.) The existence of permanent disability or impairment before the

industrial injury cannot be established by a retroactive prophylactic work restriction determined after the

industrial inj,.ry, absent substantial evidence showing that the employee was actually restricted in work

activity prior to the industrial injury. (Franklin, supra,79 Cal.App.3d at pp. 238; Escobedo, supra,70

Cat.Comp.Cases at p' 617.)

Applicant contends that the prior F&A, that there is 15% appo(ionment of perrnanent disability

to the prior high school football injury and hip and other injuries, is res judicata of the preexisting labor

disabling permanent disability required for SIF liability under section 4751.

We agree with the WCJ's Report that applying apportionment of permanent disability or

impairment based on causation under section 4663 is different than finding the existence of permanent

disability or impairment prior to the industrial injury for SIF liability under section 4751. Apportionment

MCGAUGH, William
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based on causation may now incrude pathology, asymptomatic prior conditions or retroactive

prophylactic work preclusions . (Escobedo, supra,70 Cal.Comp'Cases at p' 617') SIF benefits may not

be payable for the apportioned pathology, asymptomatic prior condition or retroactive prophylactic work

preclusion, unless there is substantial evidence the apportioned cause resulted in labor disabling or

ratable permanent disability prior to the industrial injury. (Escobedo, supra,70 Cal.Comp.cases at p'

619.) Thus, there may be cases where there is apportionment based on causation lessening employer

liability under section 4663, and permanent disability existing before the industrial injury is not shown

for SIF liability under section 4751. (Escobedo, supra,7O Cal.Comp.Cases at p' 619.) Accordingly, the

15o/o apportionment under the F&A is not res judicata that there was labor disabling or ratable permanent

disability prior to the industrial injuries for SIF liability under section 4751.

Applicant also contends that the 15% apportionment to his high school football, hip,and other

injuries reported by Dr. Salinas is substantial evidence of labor disabling or ratable permanent disability

prior to the industrial injuries'

As reported by the WCJ, applicant testified that he had complaints of pain from his high school

football, hip and other injuries when he went to work for the school district. However, there was no

testimony or substantial medical evidence that the high school football, hip or other injuries resulted in

labor disabling or ratable permanent disability prior to the industrial injuries,

We add that Dr. Salinas' report did not indicate that applicant's high school football, hip or other

injuries caused labor disabling or ratable permanent disability prior to the industrial injwies. Applicant

also testified at tial that he lost the settlement documents pertaining to the industrial hip injury in

.Missouri, and it took a year and a half to recover after hip surgery. No medical reports were submitted in

regard to the hip injury. We also note that Dr. Edington reported that applicant's glaucoma in all

likelihood was asymptomatic for many years and was discovered after the industrial injury'

Accordingly, we affirm the F&O.

..i ,., 0g
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For the foregoing reasons,

IT IS ORDERED that as

August 10,2015 is AFFIRMED'

After Reconsideration the Findings and Order dated

WORKERS' COMPENSATION APPEALS BOARD

our

I CONCUR,

RO E G. CAPI.ANE

DATED AND FILED AT SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

llov I 3 2015

SERVICE MADE ON THE ABOVE DATE ON THE PERSONS LISTED BELOW AT THEIR

ADDRESSESSHowI\oNTHECURRENToFFICIALADDRESSRECORD.

MICHAEL MCCANN
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR - LEGAL I'INIT
WILLIAM MCGAUGH
WILSON & WISLER, LLP

PR/ara
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WORKERS' COMPENSATION APPEALS BOARI)

STATE OF CALIFORMA

Case No. ADJ3705124 (VIYO 0496491)

DUSTY GLENN GARMAN,

Lpplicant,

vs.

CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OT'

CoRRECTIONS, CALIFORNIA SUBSTANCE
ABUSE TREATMENT FACILITY;
SUBSEQUEI{T INJURTES BENETITS
TRUST FIIND,

OPIMON AND DECISION
AFTER RECONSIDERATION

Defendant.

We previously ganted Applicant's Pelition for Reconsideration (Petition) for futher study of the

complex factual and legal issues in this case. This is our Opinion and Decision After Reconsideration.

Applicant Dusty Glenn Garman petitioned for reconsideration of the Findings and Orders.

(Orders) by the Workers' Compensation Administrative Law Judge (WCJ) issued on August 5,2013.

The WCJ found that applicant did not have permanent disability or impairment prior to the indusEial

injnry of April 75,2A04, and ordered that applicant take nothing against defendant Subsequent Injuries

Benefits Trust Fund (SIF).

Applicant contends that he is entitled to benefits from SIF because there is substantial medical

evidence that permanent disability from coronary afiery disbase existed prior to the industrial injury of

April 15,2004.

The WCJ issued the Report and Recommendation on Petition for Reconsideration (Report)

recommending denial of the Petition. The WCJ explained that the reporting physician applied a

retoactive prophylactic work reshiction before the industrial injury, which is precluded from

establishing preexisting permanent disability for SIF liability without substantial evidence applicant was

actually restricted in work activities.

: Fry
tL
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sIF filed Defendant Subsequent Injuries Benefits Trust Fund's Answer to Petition for

Reconsideration (Answer), which requests denial of reconsideration for the reasons provided by the

WCJ,s Report. SIF adds that the reporting physician's deposition and testimony should not have been

admiged into evidence because discovery had been previously closed'

We have reviewed applicant's Petition, the WCJ's Report, SIF's Answer and the record. Based

on our review, we reverse the WCJ's Orders and find that there is substantial evidence applicant had

permanent disability or impairment before the industrial rnjury and SIF is liable for benefits.

Anoticant's claim asainst the emnlover

ApplicantDustyGlennGarmansustainedaheartattack

employed as a conectional officer by the california Deparfrnent

15,2oo4.l

Applicant and the Department submitted the medical issues to internist Gerald Markovitz, M.D.,

as an agreed medical evaluator. In a report dated January 31,2005, Dr. Markovitz indicated that

applicant had been healthy before his heart attack, had no known history or teatnent of hypertension or

heart disease, passed yearly physical exams and received physical fitness bonuses. (wcAB ex. X, p' 3')

Dr, Markovitz explained that the heart attack was caused by underlying atherosclerosis due to multiple

risk factors, which resulted in a heart tansplant on October 21,2004. (WCAB ex. X, pp. 9-10') Dr'

Markovitz reported that applicant is 100% perrranently totally disabled. Dr. Markovitz apportioned 50%

of the permanent total disability to stess from work, and 50% to non-industrial risk factors including

smoking, family history and possible hyperlipidemia. (wcAB ex. X, pp. l0-11.)

on about December g, 2005 applicant and the Departnent entered into Stipulations with Request

forAward, which included rco%permanent disability with 50% apportionment based on the reporting of

Dr. Markovitz.

See Labor Code section3212.2, footnote 2,post'

AII firther reference to statute is to the Labor Code unless stated otherwise.

and presumed indusfiial injury while

of Corrections (Department) on April

-r)
tG,GARMAN, Dusty Glenn
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ln a report dated Marc h 23,2007 , Dr. Markovitz indicated that applicant had a "severe rejection"

of his heart tansplant and his condition had worsene.d. (WCAB ex. X, pp. 1-2.) Dr. Markovitz reported

that applicanl was temporarily totally disabled until the swnmer or early fall of 2005, and remained

permanently totally disabled. (wcAB ex. x, pp. 7-g.) Dr. Markovitz commented that he had heard of a

recent case which held apportionment does not apply in presumption cases such as this one' Dr'

Markovitz indicated that should apportionment apply, he would reaffirm 50% apportionment to non'

industrial risk factors for the atherosclerosis and heart attack, such as tobacco use, male gender, and

family history. Dr. Markovitz also explained that each risk factor does not cause disability, and

applicant,s cholesterol level before the heart attack is unclear from the records provided. (WCAB ex' X,

pp.8-9.)

Applicant filed a petition for new and firther disability, and the parties proceeded to tial. The

WCJ denied the petition for new and further disability because applicant and the Department previously

entered into a stipulated award for 100% permanent disability with 50% apportionment pursuant to the

reporting of Dr' Markovitz.

Applicant petitioned for reconsideration contending that there is good cause to reopen the

stipulated award for new and further disability, and award 100% permanent disability without

apportionment based on Dr. Markovitz's report of March 23,2007 and section a663(e).

The Appeals Board agreed wi& the WCJ's decision and denied reconsidoation. The Appeals

Board explained that there is no new and furttrer disability beyond 100% permanent disability. The

Appeals Board also indicated that applicant failed to raise the iszue whether the amendment adding

section 4663(e)in 2006 is a change in law which constitutes good cause to reopen the stipulated award.

Applicant did not appeal the Appeals Board's denial of reconsideration'

Annlicsnt's clrim asainst SIF'

Applicant filed a claim for benefits from SIF, which proceeded to trial and the matter was

submiued. on July l, 20ag, the wcJ vacated the submission upon applicant's request pending

settlement. SIF did not object.

Dr. Markovitz was subsequently deposed on December 7,2012. Dr. Markovitz reviewed the

GARMAN, DustY Glenn ,I ,-l
IJ
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hospitar report by Harry Livery, M.D., dated April zz, zoo4, which was attached to the deposition as

exhibit 2. (App. ex. y, p. 6, line 12 to p, 7, rine r4.) Dr. Markovitz testified ttrat appricant had coronary

heart disease before his heart attack in 2004. (App' ex' Y, p' 7' line 22 to p' 8' line 6') Dr' Markovitz

explained that due to the advanced stenosis noted in the angiogram after the heart attack, applicant would

be expected to experience myocardial ischemia when his heart is under stess. (App. ex. Y, p. 8, lines 9'

lz.) Dr, Markovitz testified that within reasonable medical probability applicant would have been

restricted prophylactically to avoid undue emotional stress due to advanced stenosis of 75o/o and 807o in

two arteries. (App. ex. y, p. g, lines 13-24.) Dr. Markovitz added that applicant would have had sligJtt

to moderate heart disease before his heart attack in 2004. (App ex' Y, P. 8, line 25 to p. 9. line 8.) Dr'

Markovitz explained further that the coronary arteries with stenosis developed over years, and not on the

day of applicant,s heart attack. Dr. Markovitz indicated that "it is medically reasonably probable and

actually fairly certain,, that applicant would have demonstrated objective signs of coronary ischemia on a

treadmill with the advanced degree of coronary artery stenosis. (App.ex. Y, p. 9, line 9 to p. 10, line l')

Dr. Markovitz also confirmed that applicant is permanently totally disabled. (App' ex. Y, p. l0,lines 2'

e.)

Applicant and SIF proceeded to tial to determine whether applicant had permanent disability

prior to his heart attack and industrial injury on April 15,2004, and whether applicant is entitled to

benefits from SIF. The 'i/CJ issued the Orders that applicant did not have permanent disability prior to

his heart attack and industrial injury on April 15, 2004, and that applicant take nothing from SIF' The

WCJ also ordered Dr. Markovitz,s December ?,2072 deposition into evidence because discovery was

reopened when the parties requested thatthe matter be ordered offcalendar pending settlement'

Applicant timely filed the verified petition, the wcJ issued the Report, sIF answered, and the

Appeals Board granted reconsideration for firther study of the facts and legal issues on october 24,

2013,

ill
ill
ill

GARMAI{, Dusty Glenn
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DISCUSSION

The industrial injury occurred on April 15, 2004, and effective April l9,2oo4 apportionment of

permanent disability based on causation applied to pending litigation under Senate Bill (S.B.) 899 and

amended section 4663. (Keemann v, Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd. (Kteemonn) (2005) 127 Cal.App'4th

274,2g4-2g5 [70 cal.comp.cases 1rrt.l 
Applicant and the employer subsequently stipulated to 100%

permanent disability with 50% apportionment to non-industrial causes based on the reporting of Dr.

Markovitz, and the award issued pursuant to the stipulation.

Applicant petitioned to reopen for new and firther disability, the WCJ denied the petition, and

applicant petitioned for reconsideration contanding that good cause exists to award 100% permanent

disability without apportionment according to Dr. Markovitz's opinion and section 4663(e).2

The Appeals Board denied reconsideration, agreeing with the WCJ that there is no new and

furtfrer disability beyond 1[O%permanent disability with 50% apportionment under the stipulated award.

The Appeals Board disagreed with the WCJ that the parties stipulated b 5a% apportionment due to

,,mutual mistake, because section 3212.23 impliedly contains an anti-attibution clause such as in section

p*,..(a)Apportionmentofpermanentdisabilityshallbebasedon
causation. (b) Anv physician_who.pr"p#r u;6;;dJGrru'tq" i.tr. orpi.-*6nt disabilitv.du:.19 u

claimed industrial irffii ;irAl in ttiat rep";;dA;ss the issue-of causatiorof the nermanent disability'

(c) In order for a p-f,ysician,s report t" fi'l,ilJia.ri,J;"*ptil1n tt. iisuJ orpeimanent disability,it

must includ" * "pplf;o'#.ilffienit*tt9q 
A phyrician,s.hall..yake an apporiionment determination

ft 
gli,+;;t1t'#$trir;yg;*"m*+,*r#,ftrfl#tfr iffi '';is:

ffiffiffiH;;ireirtt d LiG.l^... . tii Suuaiviiions (a), O), and (c) Shall not applv to injuries or

iffr.t.Ji.6vered*ao-Siiti*s3212 ' 
"'3212'2 

' "3212'10 ' ' '"
3 Secti on 3212.2 provides in part: "In the case of members of officers and employees in the

Department of corrections having Custodial duties . . . the term 'injury' includes heart bouble which

ffiJG ;, .*ir"rt, itself during a period while such officer or employee is in the service of such

arp"*drr"r. . . tfl s*t, rr"r"t touile so developing or manifesting itself in such cases shall be presumed

to arise out of and in the course of the employment. This presunption is disputable 9d quy- l:
contoverted by ottrei ruid.n ., but unless io contoverted, the appeals board is bound to find in

accordance with it.

See also section 3212.10,

GARMAN, DustY Glenn
arl\)
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3z]2.a The Appeals Board did not address whether the 2006 amendment adding section 4663(e) is a

change in law and good cause to reopen the stipulated award, since applicant did not raise this issue.

The court of appeal in another case subsequently held that section 4663(e) codified existing law,

which exempted sections 3212 etseq. from apportionment under section 4663. (See Depar:tment oy

corrections ond Rehabilitationv. worlurs' Comp. Appeals Bd. (Alexander) (2008) 106 Cal.App.4th 911,

g!5, gl?, glg-g2o [73 Cal.Comp.cases 1294] (WCAB correctly declined to apportion correctional

ofEcer,s heart injury and permanent disability under subsequently enacted section a663(e).) However,

the Appeals Board,s denial of reconsideration in this case had become final when the decision was not

appealed bY

Cal.App.4th

applicant. (See Maranian v. Workprs' Comp. Appeals Bd. (Maronian) (2000) 81

1068, 1075-1076 [65 Cal.Comp.Cases 650); Ryner v. Hagler (Rymer) (1989) 211

Cal.App.3d ll7l, 1180, I 182.)

Aoolicant's claim reainst SIF

Based on Dr. Markovitz,s deposition testimony and the medical evidence, applicant filed for

benefits from SIF under section 4'7il.5

ffiinpart:..lnthecaseofmembersof...policeorfire.departrrentofcities,
counties . .'. tt"trrr',iirjrry; ilrird;r . . . h.urt trouble that develops or.mqlifests itself during a.period

*j]fr.'trr"rnl*u".ir i" iii. Jerviie of such office, staff-deparunent o.runit, [t[ The . . . heart trouble . . .

so developing or "r"iiJrii;tt;Aftl 
ttori r*.i shall bd presumed to aris6'6ut of and in the course of

the employment. n ilffiiifiti;; ir aiipGut. and may Le contoverted by other evidence, but unless

ilj,n#;",/#;i,'Ol'"p#li-ru,i.rairuo*atofindinaccbrdancewithit...The,..hearttouble...so
6ffi6il;;*if.itlng itself in those cases it.tt i, no case be attributedto any disease existing prior

to: ti;t i;;"lopment or minifestation. " @mphasis added')

5 section 4751 states: ,.If an employee who is permaneqtly partially at-"ult9 receives a zubsequent

compensable injury rfiuiiing-in?ditorrhl- permanmt partiat diialitity'so that the degree. of. disability

;ffi;'by il, irriuir.{1";f i;"th ai*bliiti.r r^s_seaqr.thal that which would have resulted from the

;bffi,;'",-iirlrry.fi;;rug til;;bfud effeit of the last injury and the previous.disabilitv or

impairrrent i, a p"rmu"eht a1."uilitv e-qu4 to-70 percent or more of total,-he shall be paid.in addition to

i#;;;;;rrti.,:rr-Jri. *aritrrir.ioa6 6r the iermanent partial disability.causqd by th.e lf.ini"tv
ii;ffi;fiiof,6; tr," rr*"i"ao or tr,. comuinqa permanent disability exiiting after $e last injury as

ffi,,fiil-fi",ht;;i;ir;;'fr,if,|j,iluiiitr,ii 1a) ge 
-nle.vrous 

disability or.impairment affected a hand, an

ffi:';;[oi: ;]il;;;),;; ;e'th. p.r**".t asaLititv resulting.ton.F. iubsequent *trq affects the

opposite and conespi'nerru ;;4.i. *a ,u.h latter plrma3eniaisability, when-considered alone and

without reggrd to, oiffirtiriotfor, the occPpation or qge of the employee, is e.qual to 5.percent or more

;fi;A ;;"6i t# i##;t drr;iiiry r;ilrilni to* th6 subsequeit ii3gry, whbn considered alone and

;dffi;s;il6d;il;6;i f*-tf,e occupafron or the age ofthe employee, is equal to 35 percent or

more of total."

GARMAN, Dusty Glenn 6' , 76
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The wcJ denied applicant,s claim against sIF because the requisite preexisting pennanent

disability or impairment before the industrial rnjury could not be established by the reroactive

prophylactic work restriction indicated by Dr. Markovitz's deposition testimony without supporting

substantial evidence. The WCJ based denial of applicant's recovery against SIF on Franklinv' workers'

comp. Appeals Bd. (Franklin) (1978) 79 Cal.App.3d 224, 235-241 143 Cal.Comp'cases 2241

(preexisting permanent disability required by g a751 cannot be established by retroactive prophylactic

work restriction after industrial injury absent substantial evidence employee actually restricted in work

activity).

The purpose of SIF is to encourage employment of physically disabled persons by assuring

employers that liability for permanent disability or impairment is limited to the ponion attributable to the

industial injury, and not for the total combined disability. (Ferguson'v. Industrial Accident Comm.

(Ferguson) (1958) 50 cal.2d 469,474,477,47g [23 Cal.comp.cases 108] (employee must show

preexisting labor disabling permanent partial disability for benefits under $ 4751, not employer

knowledge before work injury).) To establish entitlement to benefits from SIF under section 4751, the

employee must have permanent disability or impairrrent before the industrial injury occurs. ($ a75l;

Ferguson, supra,so Cal.2d atp. 474i Franwin, supra' 79 Cal.App .3d atp' 237 ')

permanent disability has been defined as disability which causes permanent impairment of

eaming capacity or normal use of a member, or a competitive handicap in the open labor market.

(Brodie y. worlcers, Comp. Appeals Bd. (Brodie) (2007) 40 cal.4th 1313, 1320-t321 172

Cal.Comp.Cases 5651; Franfiin, supra,79 Cal.App.3d at p. 237.) Permanent disability also includes

impairment which causbs loss of firnction of the body in whole or part. ($ 4751 ; Franklint, supra,19

Cal.App.3d at p. 239.) In determining the percentages of permanent disability or permanent total

disability, account is also taken of the nature of the physical injtrv or disfigurement which incorporates

the descriptions and measurements of physical impairments and conesponding percentages of

impairments under the American Medical Association Guides to the Evaluation of Permanent

Impairment (5th Edition) (AMA Guides)' ($ 4660')

GARMAII, Dusty Glenn 7 ' ; \\t/
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Rules have evolved from court decisions indicating what is required for permanent disability or

impairment prior to the industrial irrjury for the purposes of sIF liability under section 4751. The

permanent disability or impairment existing before the industrial injury must be labor disabling, or

constitute a basis for an award of permanent disability or impairment had it been industially caused'

(Ferguson, supra,so cal.2d atp.477i FranHin, sltpra' 79 Cal.App.3d at p.237.) The pre'existing

permanent disability or impairment need not interfere with the employee's employment at the time of the

industrial injury, with or without accommodation, nor is loss of earnings required. (Frat*lin, supra,79

Cal.App.3d at p. 23g.) The employee and/or employer are not required to know of the pre'existing

permanent disability, impairment or underlying condition, nor must medical evidence of the permanent

disability, impairment or underlying condition exist before the industial injury' (Subsequent Iniuries

Fund v. Indusyial Accident Comm. (Atten) (1961) 56 Cal.2d 842, 844-846 (employee eligible for

benefits under $ 4751 even though pre-existing hearing disability unknown and reported by otologists

after indusrial injury which increased disability); FranHin, supra,?9 Cal.App.3d at p. 2a0.) The

preexisting permanent disability or impairment may be industial or nonindustrial, or arise from any

source, developmental, pathological or taumatic. (Escobedo v. Marshalls (Escobedo) (2005) 70

Cal.Comp.Cases 604, 614-621(apportionment of permanent disability under s.B. 899 applies to pending

litigation, including permanent disability which could not be previously apportioned such as a retoactive

prophylactic work preclusion, if supported by substantial evidence)')

The existence of permanent disability or impairment before the industrial injury cannot be

established by a retroactive prophylactic work restriction determined after the industrial injury, absent

substantial evidence showing that the employee was actually resticted in work activity prior to the

industrial injrrry. (Franklin, s1tpra,79 Cal.App.3d at pp. 238; Escobedo, sup74,70 cal'comp'cases at p'

617.) Such evidence may include an actual prophylactic work restriction before the industial iniuty'

(Fran6in, supra,79 Cal.App.3d at p. 238.) Applyrng a retroactive prophylactic work restiction which is

not supported by substantial evidence creates a factual or legal fiction of an othenrise nonexistent

previous disabitity or physical impairment, (Franfiin, sttpra' 79 Cal'App'3d at p' 238') Permansnt

disability or impairment prior to the industial iniury may be established by substantial medical evidence
27

GARMAN, DustY Glenn 7s
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in support or independent of the retoactive prophylactic work restiction. (Allen, supra,56 Cal.2d at p'

846; FranHin, sttPra,79 Cal.App'3d at p' 241')

Applicant contends that the deposition testimony of Dr. Markovitz and supporting medical

evidence are substantial evidence that permanent disabiliU from coron,rry artery disease existed prior to

the heart attack and industrial inju.y of April 15, 2004, and SIF is liable for benefits. The WCJ

deterrrined that Dr. Markovitz,s deposition testimony regarding the retroactive prophylactic work

restriction and supporting medical documentation are not substantial evidence of permanent disability

from applicant,s coronary artery disease before the industial injury, which is required for SIF liability

under section 4751.

S/e agee with applicant that there is substantial medical evidence supporting a furding: that

permanent disability or impairment existed before the industrial injury of April 15,2004 under section

4751 and Franklin. Dr. Markovitz testified in deposition that the retroactive prophylactic restriction

from undue emotional stress before th9 heart attack is based on the finding of 75o/o stenosis of the large

ramus intermedius vessel and 80% stenosis of the dominant right coronary artery. Dr. Markovitz

explained that the stenosis occurred over a period of years, and it is medically reasonably probable and

actually fairly certain that the stenosis would have produced coronary ischemia on a teadmill. Dr'

Markovitz testified that the stenosis is documented by Dr. Lively's hospital repor! which indicates that

the stenosis findings were made by the Cardiac Catheterization Laboratory on the day of applicant's heart

attack. Dr. Lively,s report and the Cardiac Ca*reterization Laboratory results are medical documentation

and substantial evidence supporting Dr. Markovitz's opinion that applicant suffered from the retroactive

prophylactic work restriction to avoid undue emotional stess prior to the industrial injury.

Independent of the retoactive prophylactic work restriction to avoid undue emotional stess, Dr.

Markovitz testified that applicant had slight to moderate hean disease at the time of his heart attack based

on Dr. Lively,s report and the Cardiac Catheterization Laboratory results indicating 70 and 80 percent

stenosis of the coronary arteries. As we explained previously, Dr. Lively's report and the Cardiac

Catheterization Laboratory results are substantial medical evidence supporting Dr. Markovitz's testimony

i ; -!
A
rSGARMAN, Dusty Glenn
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and opinion. Slight to moderate heart disease is ratable permanent disability according to page 2-12 of'

the lgg1 schedule for Rating permanent Disabilities. Heart disease with severe stenosis is also ratable

permanent impairment under Table 3-5 of the AMA Guides and the 2005 Schedule for Rating Permanent

Disabilities. We again note that section 4751 provides for combining permanent disability from the

industrial injury with previous permanent disability or impairment to determine eligibility for SIF

benefits. Accordingly, there is substantial evidence supporting the finding that permanent disability or

impairment existed before the industrial injury under section 4751, Allen and Franilin.

The facts in FranHinare also distinguishable from this case. ln Fronklin, medical evidence or

lab results did not support the retroactive prophylactic work restriction reported by physicians. one of

the reporting physicians also admitted that the preexisting heart disease did not cause any incapacity to

work or loss of function. Here, Dr. Markovitz explained that the preexisting coronary heart disease

caused permanent disability or impairment before applicant's heart attack based on Dr. Lively's report

and the Cardiac Cattreterization Laboratory results'

The WCJ also reasoned that applicant did not have permanent disability before the heart attack

because Dr. Markovitz reported that applicant passed yearly physicals and received physical fitness

bonuses. However, there is no evidence that the yearly physicals involved evaluation of applicant's heart

condition such as a teadmill test. There is also no evidence regarding the requirements for the physical

fitness bonuses'

sIF argues that Dr. Markovitz's report indicates that applicant was healthy and unaware of

hlpertension or heart disease before his heart attack, ran to alarms at work, and had no time off or wage

loss. Applicant,s preexisting heart disease need not interfere with his work nor is loss of earnings

required to find preexisting permanent disability or impairment. (FranHin, supra' 79 Cal.App.3d at p.

23g.) Applicant,s knowledge or medical teatment of his heart disease is likewise not required to find

that permanent disability or impairment existed before the industial injury under section 4751. (Allen,

supra, 56 Cal.2d at pp. g44-g46.) In addition, Dr. Markovitz reported that applicant's job duties the last

year to year and a half consisted of computer work and assigning inmates who worked for him. Prior to

computer work and assigning inmates, applicant reportedly *^,.Ih.i watch sergeant and supervised staff

GARMAN,DustYGlenn 10 
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for about two and a half years. Three years before being a watch sergeant, applicant reportedly worked

in personnel hiring staff and with the state budget. Applicant's job duties the last seven years may have

been sfiessful as reported by Dr. Markovitz, but do not appear to be physically demanding as argued by

SIF.

SIF further argues that applicant reportedly lived in a house with ten acres and maintained the

premises before his heart attack, which included mowing, digging and building ponds. Dr' Markovitz

was aware of the reported activities by applicant, &d nevertheless concluded that applicant had

preexisting pemranent disability and impaimrent based on the medical record.

SIF also alleges that discovery had closed and the WCJ improperly admitted Dr. Markovitz's

deposition into evidence. SIF's allegation in the Answer is not a timely petition for reconsideration or

removal of the WCJ,s nrling. Moreover, the record supports the WCJ's finding that Dr.. Markovitz's

deposition is admissible since the case was submitted at trial and subsequently requested to be ordered

off calendar pending settlement. SIF then had months before the deposilion to seek a determination of

whether discovery was closed, but failed to do so'

To interpret legislation, the Legislature's intent should be given effect which may be determined

from the plain or ordinary meaning of the statutory language. (DuBois v. Workers' Comp. Appeals Bd.

(Dubois) (1gg3) 5 Cal.4th 392,397 [58 Cal.Comp.cases 286]; Kleemqnn, supra, 127 Cal.App.4th at p.

2g2.) Interpretation of statutory language should be consistent with the purpose of the statute and

statutory framework as a whole. (DuBois, supra,5 Cal.4th at p. 388; Kleemann, supra, 127 Cal.App.4th

at p. 2g2.) Related provisions are read together as part of the overall statutory scheme to harmonize and

give effect to the statutes if possible. (Brodie, supra,4o Cal.4th at p. 1324; Alexander, s;upra, !06

Cal.App.4th at PP. 917-918.)

We point out that while S.B. 899 repealed former section 4750 and amended section 4663 so that

apportionment of permanent disability is based on causation, section 4751 which determined SIF liability

remained unchanged. Therefore, the rules which determined SIF liability before S.B. 899 may still

apply. However, the rules which determine permanent disability, apportionment and SIF liability under

n'l
GARMAN, Dusty Glenn 1l
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section 47sl should be applied consistently and harmonized with permanent disability and

apportionment under the current statutory scheme if possible' (Brodie, supra,4o Cal'4th at p' 1324;

Alexander, suPra,l06 Cal.App.4th at pp' 917-918')

In addition, the rules for SIF liability under section 4751 and for apportionment under former

section 4750 were consistent where possible because liability of SIF is conelated to liability of the

employer. (Fran6in, supra,79 Cal.App.3d at pp.239-2a0) Therefore, liability of SIF under section

4751 should be consistent with apportionment of pennanent disability under section 4663 if possible,

since the latter statute currently detemrines liability of the employer. (Kleemann, sttpra,l2T Cat.App.4th

at pp. 284-285.)

Before S.B. 899, apportionment of permanent disability was permissible when permanent

disability pre-existed the industriat injury under former section 4?50, or when the industrial injury "lit

up,, or aggavated a disease process and permanent disability would have also resulted from the normal

Progressofthediseaseunderformersection4663.(Kteemgnn,supra,727Cal,App.4thatpp,284-285;

Franpin, supra,79 Cal.App.3d at pp. 235-241.) Apportionment of permanent disabitity after S.B. 899 is

based on causation by factors other than the industrial injury, which includes disability that could not

have been apportioned before S.B. 899 such as pathology, asymptomatic prior conditions and retoactive

prophylactic work preclusions, provided there is substantial evidence establishing that these factors

caused permanent disability. (Escobedo, suPra,70 Cal.Comp.Cases at pp. 614-621') Application of the

nrles for apportionment of permanent disability and SIF liability, whether under Frain$in ot Escobedo,

must be supported by substantial evidence'

We find that permanent disability or impairment existed before the industial injury based on Dr.

Markovitz,s deposition testimony and substantial medical evidence, and SIF is liable under section 4751,

Ftanfiin atd Escobedo, Tlte Franfiirz court rejected apportionment to alleged permanent disability

before the industrial injury based on the record, and denied SIF liability. f{ere, 
applicant and the

Departnent previously stipulated to 100% permanent disability with 50% apportionrnenl. Liability of

thc Department based on 50% apportionment of permanent disability and liability of SIF are also

consistent under the circumstances. (Ferguson, supra, 50 Cal'2d at p' 475; FranHin' supra' 79

GARMAN, DusB Glenn t2
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Cal.App.3d at PP. 239-240.)

We further note that prior to filing for benefits from SIF, applicant previously contended on

reconsideration that the stipulated award should be reopened and he should be awarded 1000/o permanent

disability without apportionment under section a663(e). The Appeals Board declined to decide the issue

because it was not properly raised by applicant, which decision became final. Although section 4663(e)

precludes apportionment in cases involving injuries under sections 3212 et seq., substantial evidence may

nevertheless indicate that permanent disability existed prior to the industrial injury. There also may be

cases where section 4663(e)does not apply, and there is apportionment lessening employer liability and

existing permanent disability before the industrial injury cannot be shown for SIF liability under section

47 51 . (Es cob edo, supr o, 70 Cal.Comp.Cases at p' 7 l9')

In conclusion, we find that applicant had permanent disability or impairment before the industrial

injury based upon substantial evidence. There is also a final decision that applicant is 100% permanently

disabled with 50% apportionment to causes before the industial injury. Accordingly, applicant has met

the thresholds of 70o/o combined perrnanent disability based on the preexisting permanent disability or

impairment and industrial injury, arfi 3l%permanent disability based on the industial injury, and SIF is

liable for benefits under section 4751'

ilt

ill
ill
ill
ill
ill
ill
ill
ill

39
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For the foregoing reasons,

IT IS ORDERED that as the Decision After Reconsideration by the workers' compensation

Appeals Board, the Findings and Orders dated August 5,2013 is RESCINDED, and a new decision is

SUBSTITUTED therefore as follows:

FINDINGS OF FACT

l. Applicant had preexisting pennanent disability or impairment prior to

his industrial injury of April 15,2004.

2. Applicant has established the required tluesholds for liability of the

Subsequent Injuries Benefits Trust Fund.

ORIIER

IT Is HEREBy 6RDERED that applicant is entifled to benefits fiom the Subsequ€nt Injtuies

Benefits Trust Fund.

ttl

tll

ill
ill
/t/
ill

lll
ill

21 t//
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that this matter

proceedings and a decision consistent with this opinion'

is RETURNED to the WCJ for further

I CONCUR,

DryUTY ^NNE 
SCHMITZ

DATED AI\[D FILED AT SAN FRAIYCISCO, CALIFORI\IA

JUL 0I 2015

SERVICE MADE ON THE ABOVE DATE ON TIIE PERSONS LISTED BELOW AT THEIR

,q,DbREssEs sHowN oN TIIE cURRENT oFFIcIAL ADDRESS RECoRD'

ADAMS, FERROI{E & FERRON'E
DUSTY GLENN GARMAN
OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

*nrrrfrt,

ROl,lNlE G. CAPLANE

ffi
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WORKERS' COMPENSATION APPEALS BOARI)

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Cese No. ADJt4O1035
(Vrn Nuys District Office)STE\/E RYDER"

Applicant,

Y!.

CITY OF LOS ANGELES, PemisciblY
self-insured; TRISTAR RISK
MANAGEIIIENT; STJBSEQT]ENT INJURIES
BENEFTTS TRUST FUI{D,

OPINION AI\D DECISION
ATTER

RECONSIDERATION

Delcndant,

We previously granted aprplicant's Petition for Reconsideration of the Findings of Fact and Order

(F&O) issged on October 24,2014, by the workers'compeirsation administrative law judge (WCJ) in

order to figther sady the factual and legal issues. This is our Opinion and Decision After

Reconsideration.t

In the F&O, the WCJ found that applicmt did not meet his btuden of proof pursuant to Labor

Codd section 47Sl ta establish that applicant sutrered a subsequent industrial injury, which caused

perrranent disabitity of at least 35% when considered alone and without r€gad to adjusturent, and

ordered that applicant take nothing from the Subsequent Injuries Benefits Trust Fund (SIBIT).

Applicant contends that the WCJ improperly cdculated his subsequent permanent disability for

the purpose of meaing the 35% threstrold to quatiff for SIBTF benefits becausc under section 47510)

applicantos whole-pcrcon impairment is not adjusted for age and ocoupation only and bccaue applicant's

of thc panet that grantcd reconsideration for study was not able O participete. Another

commissioncr was subsfi'Etcd in his placc.

2 All future rcfcrtnccs are to tre labor Code uless noted' 
! nu(,
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whole-person imparrment should be adjusted for diminished future eaming capacity, aod finally becausc

the impairrrents for each body psrt should be added and not combined using the Combined Vdues Chart.

We have received an atrswer from SIBTF, We reccived a Report and Recommendation on

petition for Reconsideration (Report) from the WCJ recornmending that we deny reconsideration.

We have considered the allegations of the Petition for Reconsideratioo, the answer, and the

rJy'CJ,s Report. Based on our review of the record and for the rcasons below, as our Decision After

Reconsideration we will rescind the F&O issued on October 24,2014, aud substitute a new Findings and

Order, ufoich finds that applicant's subseque,nt rqiury caused 35% percent peraanent disability and that

applicant qrutifies for SIBTF berrcfits.

TACTUAL .ITTO PNOCEDURAL BACKGROT'ND

Applicant worked as a firefighter for the City of Los Angeles fiom ludy 22, 1973, through

Febnrary 24,2012. Applicant sustained two separate cumulative muma iniuries drfing this poiod.

Applicant sustained his first ormulative tauma injnry through the pedod ending August 6,2009,

to his cardiovascular system (hypertensive cardiovascular diseasc and cardiac arrhythmia), digestive

system (hernia), hearing, and skin (cancer), wtrich rcsulted in an award of 79/o pcrmanent disability

issued on SePtembe r 21, 201 l.

Applicant zuffered a subsequent cumulative taurra iajuT to his prostafie (cancer) through the

penod ending February Z4,2llz,with compensable consequenc€ injuies to urinary incontinence and

scxual dysfirnctioR. The medical evaluator, Sean lroni, M.D., rated applicant's injury to sexual

dysfiuction and grinry incontincnce only and assigned l2o/o ud 18% u&ole-person impairme.rt ratings

to the body parts, respectively. (Exhibit J3, Report of Scan koni, M.D., July 23, 2012,p. 13.)

The Disability Evalustion unit rated ap,plicst's subsequelrt injury on a consultative basis as

follows:

RATING PER AMA GUIDES:

BLADDER DISEASE, CI-ASS 2: 18 WP
07bto0"0o- 18 -l2t2:1-4e0H -26'33 PD(A)

SEXTIAL DYSRJNCTION, CI-ASS 2: 12 WP
itlb-.04"00 - 12 - t2lt4 - 4e0F - 14 - le PD (A)

RYDER, Steve
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(A) 33 C 19 = 46 FINAL PD

(Joint Exhibit J-1, Consultative Rating of DEU, May 13, 2014')

Notu,,ithstadding the above consultative ofug, applicant settled the subsequent claim,with his

employer by stipulation with request for an award of 24% permanent disability, which iszued on

July 31,2013. In pertinent part the parties agreed as folloun: "settlernent is based upon rcport of Sean

Leoni datd 7tY3ll2 and rutes 24Yo permanent disability after consideration for Labor Code section

4664(c)j, (Stipulations with Request for Award, July 31, 2}l3,p. 7, ![9(C).) Thercafter, applicant filed

an application for benefits with SIBTF on August 15,2013. This matter proceeded to rid ufrerein

defendant raised two issues to its defense of benefits: l) that applicant's subsequent iqiury did not meet

the requisite 35% threshold; and 2) that applicant's prior disability uqs not labor disabling.

DISCUSSION

In order to qualiff for SItsTF benefits, section 4751 requires that "tlre combined effect of the last

injr*y and the previous disability or impairment is a permanent disability equal to 70 percent or morc

. . .'and that either of the following conditions is met:

(a) the previous disalility or impairmenr.affected a hanq an-am, a foot, a

i;6,;'an errc, and the permanrht disability resulting fiom the zubseqtlerrt

mJrry am#q'$9..oppo$te and corresponding member, and such laner
permanent disabilitll'when considered alone and withow P8ar_d to, or
Iairsro"nt for, th9 66cupqtiop or agc of th9 epplo.y,g:: is eqtal 

!o I ferce.nt
o.'mor" of tirtat, or (b) ttre pennanent disabilrty. rezulting fr.om the

*U."q*ni ioj,rry, whin considered alone.and without .regard to or
.ai"rt{"*t foi t}ig occupation or the age of the employee, is equal to 35

peicent or mott of total.

($ 4751.)

Section 4?51 was amended to its cunent form in 1959'

Applicant clearly meets the 7ff/o threshold as his prior injury alone resulted in ?9% permanent

disability and by the nature of baving said award issue, applicant's disability was "labor disabliag.

(Moy* v. worhnten,s Comp. Appeals Bd. (1972) 24 Cal.App.3d 650,658 f'It is conect that in order to

constitute a permanent partial disability within the meaning of Labor Code, section 4751 t preexisting

injury, condition or disease mu$ have been 'labor disabling.' [Citations.] It is not con€ct that it must

have interfered with the employee's ability to work at his employment inthe particular field in which he

RYDER, Steve 3S
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war workiag at the time of his subsequent injury. [ciations.J As prwiously noted, impairment of

earning capacity or diminished ability to .compete in an open labor market constitutcs disability.

[Citations.],,1; sce also Escobedo v. Marslalls (2005) 70 Cal.Comp.Cases 604,619 (Appeals Board en

banc) [SIF benefits are payable where applicant establishes that the pnor injury caused pmmnent

disabilityl.)

The primary dispgte at tiat was whetlrer applicant's subsequent iniury met the 35% pemanent

disabilry threshold.under zubsection (b). Applicentls unadjusted whole person impairments are l2o/o nd

l gyo, which werc assigned by the evaluator using the AI,IA Guides. Applicant first argues that ttre whole

person impairments should be adjusted for diministred future eaming capacity (DFEC), which would

resrlt inDFEC adjusted impairrrent {.odrrd" of 14% nd2l%reqpectively. Then, applicant argues that

the tw,o impainnents should be added together, not combined via the Combined Valucs Chart (CVC),

which results in applicant zustaining exactly 35% Qlo/o + l4o/o = 35%) permanent disability which me€ts

the requirernen6 of section 4751. If applicant's impairments are combined, they result in 32%

permanent disability el% CVC l4o/s= 32%). We will analyze applicant's arguments individually.

A.

WIIETIIER TO ADJUST FOR DIMIMSHED TUfl'RE EARNING CAPACTIY

Section 475l(b) requires us to consider perrranent disability ". . . alone urd wi&out regard to or

adjustrrent for the,occupation or thc age of the employee." Under the doctrine of expressio unius est

exclusio alteritu, a.bsent a disceinable and contary legislative inteDt tre coutts ordinuily interpra the

expression of one thirrg in a statute to imply the exclusion of others. (ln re J.W. Q002) 29 Cal.4th 200,

209.) Secti on47Sl allows for DFEC adjustnent as the lcgislatwe only excluded adjustnent for age and

occupation. The expressed exclusion of only age and occupaion adjustnents implies an inclusion of the

DFEC adjustnent.. Ftnthermor€, ,.[t]he I*gislature is presumed to be aware of all laws in existence when

it passes or amends a stnhrte. [Citations.] The failure of the kgislature to change the law in a particular

rcspect when the subject is genenlly before it and chauges in other respects arc made is indicative of an

intent to leave the law as it stands in the aspeets not am€,lrded. [Citations.J" (/n re Greg F., 55 Cal.4ttl

393,40? (quotations and citations omitted).) As explained below, the Iegislature created the diminished

RYDE& Stwe 39
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future earning capaclty adjushrent in 2004, but did not amend section 4751 at the same time to excltrde

that adjusfinent fum the consideration of pcrmanent disability. Thus again, we find that the Legislature

intended to excludi only the age and occupation adjustuents when considering disability alone.

The ptuase permanent diubility '\rhen considered alone" was amended into section 4?51 in

1959. To dacrmine what that phrase means, we must compare the permanent disability rating schedule

(PDRS) as it existed in lg59 (the 1950 PDRS) to the permanent disabitity rating schedule that applies in

this case (the 2005 PDRS).

The dctermination of peruranent disability in 1959 was based on section 4ffi0, which was enacted

t\ lg37 and allowed for the rcgulatory creation of thc pcrmanent disability rating schedule.3 The 1950

PDRS was stahrtorily required to take into accout all of the following:

In deterrrining the percentages of permanent. disability, acgount shall be

t*e" of tle n[tqre i,f Ae phlsical ioj.ny or disfigrnement, the occupation

"f tt" injued employed, irna nis_ agJ. S the- -{pe o-f sugh.itjury:
consideration being given to the diminished ebility of cuct infured
employee to comp-te in an open lrbor merket'

(Fomrer g 4660(a), enacted 1937, amended Stats. 1951, ch. 1683, $ 1 (ernphasis adned).)

Section a660(a) was amended in 2004 urder SB 899 to read as follows:

In detcrmining the percentages of permanent. disability, acgount shall be

taken of g1g niture 6f Ae ph-ysical injqy or disfigurement, the occupation

"f 
G-i"iu"d employee,'aria ns oi her age at the time of the iniry,

considenition bein'g given to an employec'c diminished futune eerning

crPacitY.

(stats. z}A4,ch. 3{, $ 32 (SB 899), effective April 19,20O4 (emphasis added).)

The effect 9f the 2004 amendment is explained by the legislative dieot of SB 899 as follows:

tSB B99l would require. the schedute to.promote corsistency, 'Trifomtit!,
and 

-66itctiW. dxirti"g law ^-providds 
that whe,n detcrmining .the

p"r.."tdg;i ot' permaneni aiqUifity,.ry]lt shall bc taken of various

fut"[, in"-t"a-irrig tne oanre of ttrc- physicat lnjur.y or..disfigureme'ot and

witU-cirnsideratifin *ing grven tg &c- diminishg. ab.ility of.the.injured

rnpUvJiio ffip",r io]"i qp.q labor market. This bill would eliminate

ttre.reriuirement t6 consider the ability of the injurcd e,nployee.to coPpqt€

in tUi=openl6o, market and, instcad, would nrqdre that consideration be

ffi was originally ve$t with the Indusrial Accideot commission (workers' compc'nsation

epe"rs gfuO. In 196s, scction 4660(b) was amended.to tansfcr rcgulEtory contol over the PDRS to thc Adminisrative

Director. (Stats. 1965, ch. 1513, $ 9l')

c0RYDE& Stcve
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flTi$#,'f,LTJ:1t1ffi *t,?Hioffi'o;t:i3i***wourd

(Sen. Bill No. 899 (2003-2004 Reg. Sess.) $ 34')

, The pisticyCourt of Appeal dircctly commented uponthis amendment as follows:

fur,injgred anployee's impaired future. eandng capacity. had been a

consideration in'auirding p6rmanent disability lo-ng $ore the.p-hrase was

substitutcd into section-46&, zubdivision (e) by Seqate Bill No. 899

liWi+OU Res. Sess.). At the time Scnate Bill No. 899 was enacted, the

irtaUlirU.O pufrose 6f pennanent {isability was 'to indemni$ for
i.p"ipd trtiue'eanring_ iapacity or decreased SJlrty to_co--mpete in an

opin tabor marftet." easei relortea- priol to senate Bill No. 899's

enactnent tlse ttr. phrases intercf,angeabiy. Indecd, the terrrs "diminished
fdtrr* eaming capicity" and llq!ility to compete.in an gp€n labo.r market"
suggest to rs-no e.*i"gfut differcice, aod nothing in Serate Bill No. 899

suEEeG tU"t O9 prgi{Iture intended to alterthe purpo_ry of an award of
pe*ariini AoUititf throueh this. change of phras:. ll.g ao:: its use
-Suggest 

that a perty -seekiog to rebu a pennanent dtsability rating must
malce anY Particular showing.

(Ogilvie v. WorkerslComp. Appeals Bd (2)ll) lg7 Cal.App.4th 1262,L2lz(internal citations omitted).)

It is clear that permanent disability evaluation in 1959 and permanent disability evaluation in 2005

tt'ough 20134 muqt take into account how applicant's disability affects his ability to work in the future.

In both the 1950 and 2005 rating schedules, applicant's base permanent disability without

adjustnent is referred to as the "impairment standard." The key difference betw'een the schedules is that

pnor to SB g99 the impairment was a single number that accounted for both the mtue of the

physical injury and the lost ability to work. However, post-sB 899, the impairment standad was qplit

into a separate value for the nattre of the physical iniury with a modifier for diminished fifirc eaming

capaclty.

ttt
tn

Ifu**, disability evaluation for dates of injury in 2013 and belond are contolhd by section 4650.1' which expressly

omittcd considcration of citho applicant's insbility to compctc in thc opcn tabor market or applicant's diminished futurc

,.[il r.p".ry and instcad .rr.tia a basc muttiplio of 1.4 for all injurics urd bo6, prt.

RYDE& Stcve J1
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The differe,lrce in schedules is more appar€nt afrer brpaking doum exactly how injuries were rated

in 1959. The pDRS in effect in 1959 was rhe 1950 PDRS. The 1950 PDRS followed a fotu step

procedure to rat€ perffiment disability, wtrich follows:

l. The evalgator first determined the impairment standard which was a single

nr.mber set by the schedule that took into account both the nature of ttre

physical injury or disfiguement and consideration to the diminished ability to 
:

compete in an open labor marka. (See 1950 PDRS')

Z. Next, the impairment standard was adjusted for applicant's occupation. (Ibid.)

3. Then, the resulting number was adjusted for applicant's age' (Ibid.)

4. Finally, in the case of multiple disabilities, the results were combined using

the Multiple Disabilities Table. (Ibid.)

At the time that section 4751 u,as last amended in 1959, age and occupation were the only adjusffnents

made to the impairment standard. In 1959, the exciusion of the occupatioa and age adjustnccnts lefr the

impairment stmdard as the permanent disabil$ 'when considered alone.' That imPainnent standard

included consideration for loss of ability to compete in the open labor market. In 1959, no issrre existed

as to whpther to adjust tlre impairment standard for diminished fi$ure earning capacity because zuch

adjusumerrt was already incorporated into the qting

After SB g99, the impairment standard changed.s Whercas the 1950 PDRS incorporated the

concepts of the nature of the physical injury or disfigurement with consideration of diminished future

earnings into a single numbcr, the 2CI5 PDRS separate.d the concepts of the nature of the physical injury

or disfig'rement ftom consideration of dirninished future eamings. Now, the nature of the physicd

bj,ry or disfigurement is the whole person impairment assigned by the evaluator using the Anerican

Medical Association Guides to the Evaltration of Permaoent Impairmcnt (5th Edition) (AMA Guides).

($ 466(bxl).) Then the ufiole person impairqent from the AMA Guides is adjusted for diminished

future earnings using the DFEC table.

standud remained relatively rrrchange.d &om 193? tflrouSh 2005.

Uni"i 
-in*t 

iirr.'u. Wi*st Comp. Appeals Bd. (AlnuoGunor) (2010) 187 Cal.App.4th

Cal.Comp.Cases t371.) )

(Se Milpitas
808, 818 [75

RYIIER" Steve Ja
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The reason for using the DFEC table is because the whole person impairment under the AIvIA

Guides expressly excludes consideration of lost ability to work.

Impairment percentages or ratinp deyeloqS by medical 
-specialists 

are

*or"**<JtirJ ifum"tcr thi reflect-the. ieverity of -the medical

*atio" ,ra the degree to which the .impairmenl decrpases an

i"dilAfi'r 
"Uiti* 

to Frform common activities of daily_livitg (APL):
eretudins work.'Impiirment ratings were designed to reflect fimctional

limitation-s and not disability. The whole person impainnent percentages

listed in 
-thc 

Grid"r estiriate the impact of 49 impairment on the

individtral's overall ability t,o perform asfrvities of daily living, orcluding
work. . .

(AI{A Guides, PP.4-5 (empbasis added).)

The Legislature amended the statute to promote consiste,ncy in rating disability. However, ulike

the prior impairment standar4 the AlvlA Guides exp,ressly excluded consideration of the inabillty to work

from the calculation of impairmelrt. The AdminisMive Director, under the Legislanue' authority,

qeateAthe diminished future earaing capacity adjustnrent (the DFEC table) in the 2005 PDRS as a way

to reinoorporate consideration of applicant's inability to work back into the impairment standard. When

the 2005 pDRS is compared to 1950 PDRS, it is clear that consideration of inability to work was part of

the concept of pemranent disability'trr*ren consi&red alone" in 1959 and ttrat the legislature intcnded to

excl'de only the age and occupation adjusments. For atl of these reasons, we find tha applicant's ufrole

person impairment should be adjusted using the DFEC table in determining whether applicant qualifies

for SIBTF benefits.

B.

WHETHER TO ADD OR COMBINE IMPAIRMENTS

Absent aoy contrary statutory or rcgulatory guidance, we are compelled to construe section 4751

... ; . with the purpose of extending beoefits for the protection of persons iqiured in the course of

employrnerrt." ($ 3202.)

In this case applicant,s date of injury is ia 2012; thns, permanent disability is calculated using the

2005 PDRS. The 2005 PDRS contains fivc steps to determine permanent disability, ufrich are complaed

chronologicallY:

llt

RYDER" Steve
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l. Determine the impairment standard, urtich is the whole-person impainnent

assigned per the ev"tuating doctor using the AI'IA Guides. ($ 4660.)

2. Adjust the impairment stsndard for diministred future eaming capacrty. (2005

PDRS, pp.2'1 ttuough 2-7.)

3. Adjust the resulting number by applicant's occupational variant. (2005 PDRS,

p.s-1.)
+. ia;ust tfre resulting number by applicant's age. (2005 PDRS, p. 61.)

5. Lastly, in cases of multiple impairments, combine the individtral results using

the Combined Valrrcs Chart. (2005 PDRS, p'8-l')

The 2005 PDRS expressly states that ". . ..all impairments arc converted to the whole person

scalc, adjusted, and &gg combined[,J" (2005 PDRS, p. l-l I (emphasis added).) However, in SIBTF

cases, the pcrmanent disability determination cannot be completed becausc section 4751 expressly

prohibits adjustnent for occupation or age. With limited exception$, none of which exist here, thc

combination of impainneuu under the Combined Values Chart can only occur after adjustrrent for age

and occupation. We are prohibitcd from adjusting for age and occupation by section 4751; thts, we

caonot apply the Combined Values Chart to tlre dercnnination of permanent disability for puposes of

determining wtrethel applicant has met the statutory threshold of 35o/o permanent disability to qpaliff for

stsTF benefits. To use the combined values chart prior to adjus:ment for age and occupation would

crcate a result not contemplate.d by the stratute or the permanent disability rating schedule. Under the

2005 pDRS, the proper method of comp$ing permanent disability ptrsrurrt to section 4751 is to adjust

ttre disabilities for diminished future earning capacity and then add the disabilities.

nl

ffipDRS and tbc AMA Guidcs do povide for combincion of ccmain impairments prb to ny
,ai"roi""i. (zoos ppns, p. l-l l.) For example, multiple imlairsrcnrs of thc band are combincd and assigned g single

whole person impairment .t*arra priorto any aapsmrcnt (AI{A.Guidcs, suPra, d P. 43t') Howcver' this combination

*.,^'li ,r.e -i of trc p.*,*.nt Oit uitity Oetcrmination bbcarsc it is part of tre dctcnnination of trc poper whole pcnon

impairmcnt undcrthe AMA Guides

F\rthennore, trc AMA Guidcs do not allow overlap of ccrtain impairmcnts. For exauplc, a stict rating for thc lower

crcremitics docs not allow for overlapping a rating ior glrt dcrangcment witr any o0rcr mcthod of rating lowcr extrcmity

;;;;ir;.-iAil cuiaor, *pro, ri p. szo.) rhus, it is imporart for thc partics to distingrirh lhe adding of impairment

srandards aficr rdjus6ncnt for oimini*ria firture carnings capacity in ordcr to dctcrminc qualification fd SIBTF bencfits, fiom

the assignmcnt ortrr".epropria. inpairmcnt standald in step one o{thc permancDfi disability analysis, which may itself

;arrtu";rrrprrrrsindd;uai impairments and/or orcluding irnpennissiblc ovcrlap. In addrcssing tris isue, the rrtics may

*iit, " 
seek thc aisisancc of thc Disability Evahution Unit'

RYDE& Steve 9 '" 'il ; J I
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c.

RES JI.IDICATA

h its answer, defendant raises the issue of res judicata.z Specifically, defendant argues that

becaue applicant stipulated to an award of 24o/o permanent disability with the employer, such award

preven6 applicant frorn arguing that his permanent disability is anything other than 24o/o. Ttre stipulation

to pomanent disability at24o/owas entered iato solely because applicant was zubject to the lMocap on

disabilig under section 466a(c). Fur&ermore, the permaoent disability was adjusted for age and

occupation. Thus, the permarcot disability contained within the stipulation was not considered alone, but

instead considered after impermissible adjus@ent and in conjunction wittr applicant's prior award and

the effect of apportionmcnt &ercon. The award does not reflect applicant's actual level of disability for

daernining eligibilitv for SIBTF benefits'

Accordingly, as our Decision After Reconsideration we will rescind tlre F&O issued on

October 24,2014, and strbstitgte a new Findings and Order, wtrich finds that applicant's subsequent

inj,ry caused 35% permanent disability and that applicant qualifies for SIBTF benefits.

For the foregoing reasons'

IT IS ORDEBED, as the Decision After Reconsideration of the Workers'

Appcals Board, that the Findings of Fact and Order iszued on Oc'tobcr 24,2014,

RESCINDED with ttre following SI.IBSTITUTED thc,refor:

nNDTNGS OLTACT

l. The applicant stevexyder,.-^ - .w" employed during the period

*" l'rflni Ur*uOiD4llz, as a fuefightcr. occupatignal groPp number

490, at'f6s A"tdilCAiOmig by the City of Los Angeles, susaine{ inju^v"

arising ;rt ;f "-d ircyn^tnS ii tUe Tu1se 9f. 
emflgfment in the form of

prostaie canccr, sernrat dysfiriction, and uinary incontinence.

Z. Applicant's subsequent rqirry Uf*e o,h"l, considered alone wittrout regard

ffiAiust"""t for ige or occipation is eqrral to35o/o'

3. Applicant is entitled to additional benefits prrsuallt to Labor Code section 475t.

4. The issue of the amount of additional benefits due pursu,ant to Labor Code

section 4751 is deferred'

r could be confired as a paition for rpconsid€ratim, tlrc petitim was not timcly filed.

Compcnsation

by the WCJ is

RYDE& Steve 10
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IT Is ITURTHER oRDERED that this case is RETLJRITED to the tial level for futher

proceedings consistent with this opinion.

I CONCUR"

E G. CAPLAI{E

I DISSENT, (See separrte diesenting opinion')

DATEDANDFTTTEDATSANTRANCISCO,CALIFORNIA

}t,[ s d 1016

SERYICE MADE ON TIIE ABOVE DATE ON TIIE PERSONS LISTED BELOW AT TIIEIR

.INONNSSES SIIOWN ON TIIE CURRENT OFFICIAL ADDRESS RECORI}'

CITY OF LOS ANGELES
iewrs-rvunpxsrElN, wrcKE, sHERwrN & LEE' LLP
OI} LEGAL
STEVE RYDER

EDL:mm
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I dissent for two rcasons. First, on the issue of res judicata I would have rctumed this matter to

the trial level to determinc whether applicant's prior stipulation to 24Yo penaanent disability precluded

applicant from arguing that his actual pemanent disability was geater

second although I agree with the majority's analysis regarding the adjusment of the impairment

standard under the diministred future eamings table of the PDRS, I disagree that the rezulting

impairments should be added. Instead, I believe the rezutting impairments should be combined usingthe

Combined Values Chail

As the majority points out, tbe only modification to the permanent disability rating pKEess under

section 4751 is the exclusion of the age and occupational adjustrrents. All other steps in the permanelrt

disabilit), rating proc€ss remain intact, including the combination of multiple impaimrents using the

Combined Values Chart In 2004, the Legislature amended section 4660 to incorporate the AIvIA Guides

into the permanent disability rating process. with limit€d exceptions, the AlvtA Guidcs requires

combination of multiple impairments using the Combined Values Chart. The Legislature mandated use

of the AMA Guidep under section 466o,but did not exclude consideration of the Combined values chafi

from section 47s1. Just like the DFEC modifier, the Combined Values chart was not excluded from

section 4?51 and thus, its use is required'

The rating prccess under both the 1950 PDRS and the 2005 PDRS both take into account the

overlap of multiple disabilities. (compare 1950 pDRs, p. 82, "Table for Detennining Multiple

Disability Ratingsn, wirt2l}SpDRs, p. 8-1, "combined values chart".) The mathematical fonnula for

combining disabilities has changed stightly, but 6e truderlying cotroept remains unchanged, i.c., that

permanent disability ratings must account for overlap and duplication. In order to minimatize overlap,

the Combined Values chart combines multiple impairments using a spccific formula. (AMA Guides,

supra,.at p. g.) wittrodt use of.the combine.d values chart the resulting rating may be improperly

inflated or ,nreliable. In this case, applicant presented no evideoce to justi& disregarding the combined

val,es chart. Thus, I would have applied the combined values chart and affirmed the wcJ's

daerrrination that applicant did not meet the threshold standard for sIBTF benefits'

, ,ln
, t, ,JIt2RYDE& Steve
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The above approach acknowledges the requircments of section 4751 ufiile still giving full effect

to the permanent disability rating schedule as amended by the kgislature

' 
For these reasons, I respectfrrlly dissent.

WORI(ERS' COMPE,NSATION APPEALS BOARI)

DATED AI\ID FILED AT SAI{ FRANCISCO' CALIIORNIA

t'lAY 0 { Z0l0

SERVICE MADE ON TIIE ABOVE DATE ON TTIE PERSONS LISTED BELOW AT THEIR

^IONNTSSES SIIOWN ON TIIE CT]RRENT OTI'ICII{L ADDRESS RECORI}.

CITY OF LOS AIITGELES
LEWIS, MARENSIEIN, WICKE, SIIERWIN & LEE, LLP
OD LEGAL
STtsVE RYDER

EDL:mm
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WORKERS' COMPENSATION APPEALS BOARD

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

CHARLES GELETKO'

Applicant,

vs.

CALItr'ORNIA HIGHWAY PATRO_L ;

5i#sbqu-rNt mruruBs BENEFITS rRUSr
FUND,

Case No. ADJ9097334
(Van NuYs District Office)

Defendants.

Defendant, subsequent Injuries Benefits Trust Fund (SIBTF) petitions for reconsideration of the

Findings and Award (F&A) issued on January 29,2016, by the workers' compensation administrative

law judge (wcJ) who found that applicant met his burden of proof pursuant to Labor codel section 4751

to establish that appricant suffered a subsequent industrial injury, which caused perrnanent disability of at

least 35% when considered alone and without regard to adjustrnent, and found that applicant's combined

permanent disabilitY was 7 9%o'

Defendant contends that the WCJ improperly calculated applicant's subsequent permanent

disability for the purpose of.meeting the 35% threshold to quarify for sIBTF benefits because under

section 475rnj) appricant,s whore-person impairment standard is not adjusted and that the wCJ's

improperly adjusted appricant,s whore-person impairment standard using the 1.4 modifier in section

4660.r,and finalry because the impairments for each body part should be combined using the combined

Values Chart and not added'

Wehavereceivedananswerfromapplicant.WereceivedaReportandRecommendationon

petition for Reconsideration (Report) from the wcJ recommending that we grant reconsideration to

' All future references are to the Labor Code unless noted'

OPINION AND DECISION
GRANTING PETITION FOR

RECONSIDERATION
AND DECISION AFTER
RECONSIDERATION

J9
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GELETKO, Charles

100

--r .il^^L.-ri+r, .afe hilt otherwise deny reconsideratton on tne

correct a mathematical error in the permanent disabitity rate, but otherwise deny reconsideration on th

merits.

we have considered the allegations of the Petition for Reconsideration' the answer' and the

WCJ,s Report. Based on our review of the record, for the reasons stated in the WCJ,s Report, which we

adopt and incorporate, and for the reasons berow, we will grant defendant's petition for Reconsideration

and as our Decision After Reconsideration we will affrrm the F&A issued on January 29' 2016' except

that we will amend the F&A to correct the mathematical error per the wcJ's Report. (Finding of Fact

NO. 3.) 
FACTUAL AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROI'IND

ApplicantworkedasanofficerforCaliforniaHighwayPatrolforalmost30years,retiringasa

lieutenant. Applicant filed a craim a,eging cumulative trauma injury through the period ending

June 5, 2,13,to his cardiovascular system, digestive system' excretory system' head' and back' which

resultedinanawardof66%permanentdisabilityissuedonJune25,2014.

Applicantsufferedfromapriornon-industrialdisability,whichresultedin6a%permanent

disability' 
- ^^-+ ^-*ri^onr?c r rson impairment (wPD assigned under the

After apportionment, applicant's unadjusted whole-pe

American Medicar Association Guides to the Evaruation of permanent Impairment (5th Edition) (AMA

Guides) was g% wpr to the lumbar spine, g% wpl to the thoracic spine, 3% wpr for lumbar pain'

,%wPlfor hypertensive cardiovascular disease, 5yowPl'for upper gastric disease' and 5%o wPI for

tension headaches (with 50% non-industriar apportion of the headaches). (opinion on Decision'

January 29, 2016, PP' 2-3')

Pursuanttosection466o.l,theWCJthenmultipliedtheaboveimpairmentsbyanadjustment

factorofl'4arrdthenaddedtheresultingnumberstototal4T%opermanentdisabiiityforpurposesof

determining whether applicant qualified for SIBTF benefits'
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DISCUSSION

Inordertoqualifi,tbrSIBTFbenefits,section4T5lrequiresthat..thecombinedeffectofthelast

injury and the previous disability or impairment is a permanent disability equal to 70 percent or more

. . ." and that either of the following conditions is met:

(a)thepreviousdi-sabilityorimpairment.affectedahand,anarm,-afoot,a
leg, or'* .y", and the p.r.*.ii-ai.uuility.resulting fiom the subsequent

injury utf#r' the oppdsii;;;'-.;;.tpo'iainn tt'eirbet' and such latter

p"#*H;";ir"iliritvi"*ri;; ;;;'iJ;;.d' uton.-und without regard to' or

adjustment for, the o"...rpu:,'i'oi ", "E. "i 
tt e emolovee, is equal to 5 percent

or more of total, o, 1U) tt " p"iman"nt aiiaUitity resrilting from the

subsequent injury, *1"# ;;tii;;d alon^e and without regard to or

ua:r.tli"ri # th'g'o.".wiili^;;a;;s; of the employee, is equal to 35

Percent or more of total'

(s 47s1.)

Section 4751 was amended to its current form in 1959'

Applicant clearly meets the 7[%threshold as his prior injury alone resulted in 607o permanent

disability and when combined with the current injury, appiicant's disability exceeds 70Yo and by the

nature of having said award issue, applicant,s disability was "rabor disabring." (Moyer v' workmen's

Comp.AppealsBd.(|972)24Cal.App.3d650,658[..Itiscorrectthatinordertoconstituteapermanent

partial disability within the meaning of Labor code, section 4751 a preexisting injury, condition or

disease must have been 
,iabor disabling,, [citations.] It is not correct that it must have interfered with

the emproyee,s ability to work at his emproyment in the particular freid in which he was working at the

time of his subsequent injury. [citations.] As previously noted, impairment of eaming capacity or

diminished ability, to compete in an open labor market constitutes disability' [citations']"]; see also

Escobedov.Marshalls(2o05)70Cal.Comp.Cases604,619(AppealsBoardenbanc)[SIFbenefitsare

payablewhereapplicantestablishesthatthepriorinjurycausedpermanenldisability].)

Theprimarydisputeattrialwaswhetherapplicant,ssubsequentinju.ymetthe35Topermanent

disabirity threshold under subsection (b). Applicant's unadjusted impairment standards are 8o/o ' 8o/o' 3o/o'

Toh,5oh,and5Yo.Defendantfirstarguesthatapplicant'simpairmentstandardsshouldnotbeadjustedby

an adjustment factor of 1.4 pursuant to section 4660.1(b), which wourd result in adjusted impairment

standards of r70/o, 710 , 40A, lOo/o, and 70h (after 50yo apportionment) respectively' Then' defendant

GELETKO, Charles
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argues that it was eror to add the impairments and instead the impairments shourd be combined via the

CombinedValuesChart.Wewillanalyzedefendant,sargumentsindividually.
A.

WHETIIER TO ADJUST BY TIIE 1'4 MODTFIER

Section4751G)requiresustoconsiderpermanentdisability.....aloneandwithoutregardtoor

adjustment for the occupation or the age of the employee'" under the doctrine of expressio unius est

exclusio arterius,absent a discernabre and contrary regisrative intent the courts ordinarily interpret the

expression of one thing in a statute to imply the exclusion of other s. (ln re J'w' (2002) 29 cal'4th200'

zog.) At first, it appears that section 4751 a,ows for adjustment by the 1,4 modifier under section

4660.ras the regisrat*re expressly excluded adjustnent for age and occupation only. The expressed

exclusion of only age and occupation adjustments implies an incrusion of the l '4 modifier' Furthermore'

..[t]he Legisrature is presumed to be aware of arl iaws in existence when it passes or amends a statute'

i.

[citations.] The failure of the Legislature to change the law in a particular respect when the subject is

generally before it and changes in other respects are made is indicative of an intent to leave the law as it

stands in the aspects not amended. [citations.]" en re Greg F.,55 cal'4th 3g3,407 (quotations and

citations omitted).) As explained below, the Legislature created the 1.4 modifier in 2072' but did not

amend section 4751 atthe same time to excrude the modifier from the consideration of permanent

disability. Thus again, we find that the Legislature intended to excrude only the age and occupation

adjustments when considering disability alone'

The phrase permanent disability "when considered alone" was amended into section 4751 nt

1g5g. To determine what that phrase means, we must compare the permanent disab,ity rating schedule

(pDRs) as it existed in i959 (the 1950 PDRS) to the pernanent disab,ity rating schedule that applies in

this case (the modified 2005 pDRs2). In determining the purpose of the 1'4 modifier in section 4660'1'

ffi ,,11,2.01,,9:,::':','-?,f :T***""*Hff lil;,'i,:"';iH,Tlii::*:liT:1Tff '
tuture earning capacity modirier *1,1ib^T:: i::ill1':.Y*1,:::ffifril*tt'J:i1itv 

rating schedure issues to conrorm

:H:#ilff r:T,'f'3::ffiffi;;;; o;;;''013 as the "modined 200s PDR' "

GELETKO' Charles
1t2
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we arso must compare section 466L,which defined the nature of permanent disability in 1959 with

section 4660,l,which defines the nature of permanent disability in this case.

The determination of permanent disab*ity in 1g5g was based on section 4650,which was enacted

in r937and a*owed for the regulatory creation of the permanenl disability rating schedule'3 The 1950

PDRSwasstatutorilyrequiredtotakeintoaccountallofthefollowing:

Indeterminingthep:i:"':?,sr?;f ff frffi ',it$'lXltll';l"i,iTffi i
s'fi J":li,'t1%tliil:{1F1,'di?:,ri,'h;;tfr.,i'JHn,H*'
consrderation being grr.ri #'ln."ii-?"isneO atitify of such injured

"*priy'"" " 
to'-p!tt"io u' opt' labor market'

(Forrner $ 4660(a), enacted 1937,amended Stats 195i ch 1683 $ 1 (emphasis added)')

The 1950 PDRS followed a four step procedure to rate permanent disability, which follows:

1. The evaluator first determined the impairmenl standard which was the base

number that repres"nt"a"u--p;;fu disability percentage' .which 
best

described applicant's airuuiii$ffiljiJ "r 
impairments that incorporated

oU:..iirr. iu.,orr, s,rUl"rti*'fuctori, and work-capacity guidelines into a

single number' (See 1950 PDRS')

2.Nex!theimpairmentstandardwasadjustedforapplicant,soccupation.(lbid')

3. Then, the resulting number was adjusted for applicant's age' (Ibid')

4.Finally,inthecaseofmultipledisabiiities,theresultswerecombinedusing
ttre Vtuitpte Disabilities Table' (lbid')

In i959, the permanent disab*ity impairment standard, when considered alone and without regard to age

or occupation, was a combination of ,.the nature of the physical injury or disfigurement" with 'the

diminishedabilrtyofsuchinjuredemployeetocompeteinanopenlabormarket.,,

The legislature created a new permanent disability statute, section 4660.1, which took effect on

Januar,v l,z0l3. section 466o.lapplies to all injuries occurring on or after January 1'2013' subsection

(a) of the statute reads: 
.oln determining the percentages of permanent partial or permanent total

disability, account shan be taken of the nature of the physical injury or disfigurement' the occupation of

ffiwasoriginallyvestedwiththelndustrialAccidentCommission(Workers'Compensation
Aooeals Board). rn 1965. secrion 4660(b) *., *;;il;,"',r"rr* r"*rr"rro-.",t,ol overthe pnis to the Administrative

bii".tor. (Stats. 1965 ch' l5l3' $ 9l')

GELETKO, Charles
ics
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the injured employee, and his or her age atthe time of injury'" ($ a660' 1(a)') The new section omits

consideration for diminished abiiity to compete in the open labor market. Thus, for injuries occurring

on or after 2013, permanent disability, when considered alone and without regard to age or occupation, is

solelybasedon..thenatureofthephysicalinjuryordisfigurement.''

section 4660.r, subsection (b) specifrcally defines the "nature of the physical inj*ry or

disfi gurement" as iollows:

Forplrrposesofthissection,the',natureofthephysicalinjuryol
dird#J#;,, "ririi^"t*;;;;r-ihe descriptions and measurements of

phyr,?;i fi;;"#ffi ;;^id ;;nesponding percentages of impairments

pruri'snea Ti tr,e ,tmeri"*^M;eil'e9to"luiion (eMa) Guides to the

Evaluation of PermaneJ;;;d;nt 1Stt, Edition) with the employee's

whole pelson impairment, ;;;;id.d io tr," Guides, multiplied by an

adjustnient factor of 1 '4'

($ 4660.1(b) (emPhasis added)')

ln20l3,the"nature of the physicai i,j"'V or disfigurement" is applicant's AMA Guides rating

multiplied by 1.4. This is permanent disability .,when considered alone" for purposes of section 4751'

we would also note that although the exclusion of the 1'4 modifier was not contemplated by the

legisrature in 1g5g, and thus we cannot impry its inclusion, the legisrature could have amended section

475r to expressry, exclude the 1.4 adjustment following the creation of section 4660.1 and has not

amended the statute. 
,.The Legislature is presumed to be aware of all laws in existence when it passes or

amends a statute. [citations.] Th" failure of the Legislature to change the law in a particular respect

when the subject ii generally before it and changes in other respects are made is indicative of an intent to

leave the law as it stands in the aspects not amended' [Citations'],, (1n re Greg F., 55 Cal.4th 393,407

(quotations and citations omitted).) Because the regisrature created the 1.4 modifier in 2013, but did not

amend section 475r at the same time to excrude that modifier from the consideration of permanent

disability "when considered alone", we again find that the legislature intended to exclude only the age

and occupation adjustments when considering disabiiity alone'

lc1
GELETKO, Charles
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B.

,WHETHERToADDoRCOMBINEIMPAIRMENTS

Defendant next raises the argument that applicant's impairments should be combined using the

Combined Values Chart and not added'a

Absent any contrary statutory or regulatory gUidance, we are compelled to construe section 4751

.,. . with the purpose of extending benefits for the protection of persons injured in the course of

employment." ($ 3202.)

In this case appiicant's date of injury is in 2013;thus, permanent disability is caiculated using the

2005 PDRS as modified by section 4660.L The 2005 PDRS contains five steps to determine permanent

disability, which are completed chronologically:

1. Determine the impairment standard, which is the whole-person impairment

- urrig;J fer the eualuating doctor using the AMA Guides. ($ 4660.1.)

2. Adjust the impairment standard by 1"4' (Ibid')

3. Adjust the resulting number by applicant's occupational variant' (2005 PDRS'

p.s-1.)

4.Adjusttheresultingnumberbyapplicant,sage'(2005PDRS.p.6.1.)

5. Lastly, in cases of multiple impairments,-combine the individual results using

the Combined Values Chart' (2005 PDRS' p' 8-1')

The 2005 PDRS expressly states that ". all impairments are converted to the whole person

scale, adjusted, and !@ combinedf.]" (2005 PDRS, p. l-11 (emphasis added)') However' in sIBTF

cases, the permanent disability determination cannot be completed because section 4751 expressly

prohibits adjustment for occupation or age. with Iimited exceptionss, none of which exist here' the

ffiombiningapplicant,sadjustedratingswilIchangetheoutcomeofthiscase.Applicant,s
adjusted impairments total 43i/owhen added (11% + ltvo i l0olo + 7o/o + 4%) anitotal3ToA when combined (cvc I i%'

llYo,1Oo/o,\yo,40/o:3'7%).Undereitherscenario,applicantmeetsthe35%thresholdforSIBTFbenefits'
, we do note that the 2005 pDRS and the AMA Guides do provide for combination of certain impairments prior to any

adjustment. (2005 pDRS, p. l-ll.) For.*u*p1., multiple imnairlelts of the hand are combined and assigned a single

whole person impairment standard priorto *y iOjrur"rr. l,Ltrae.CuiAes, suprct, at p' 438') However' this combination

occurs in step one of the permanent disability determination because it is part ofihe determination of the proper whole person

impairment under the AMA Guides'

GELETKO, Charles
1,-rrrULl
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combination of impairments under the Combined Values Chart can only occur after adjustrnent for age

and occupation. we are prohibited from adjusting for age and occupation by section 4751; thus, we

carmot apply the combined values Chart to the determination of permanent disability for purposes of

determining whether applicant has met the statutory threshold of 35% permanent disabiiity to qualify for

SIBTF benefits, To use the Combined Values Chart prior to adjustment for age and occupation would

create a resuit not contemplated by the statute or the permanent disability rattngschedule. The proper

method of computing permanent disability pursuant to section 4751 flr injuries occurring on or after

January I,Z0l3,is to adjust the disabilities by the 1.4 modifier and then add thc disabilities'

pursuant to the WCJ's report, the WCJ noted a mathematical error in the calcuiation of

applicant's final permanent disability rating, which should be 82% and not 79o/o. For the reasons stated

in the report, we will amend the permanent disability award accordingly.

Accordingly: w€ grant defendant's Petition for Reconsideration and as our Decision After

Reconsideration we will affrmr the F&A issued on January 29,2016, except that we will amend the F&A

to correct the mathematical error to reflect that applicant's level of permanent disabiiity is 82Yo. (Finding

of Fact No. 3.)

For the foregoing reasons,

IT IS ORDERED that defendant's Petition for Reconsideration of the Findings and Award

issued on January 29,2016,by the WCJ is GRANTED'

IT IS FURTIIER ORDERED, as the Decision After Reconsideration of the Workers'

Compensation Appeats Board, that the Findings and Award issued on January 29,2076, by the WCJ is

AFFIRMED except that Finding of FactNo, 3 is AMENDED as foliows:

Furthermore, the AMA Guides do not allow overlap of certain impairments. For example, a strict rating for the lower

extremities does not allow for overlapping a rating ior gait derangement with any other method :f t"tilp lower extemity

impairment. (AMA Guide s, supra, ui p. izO.) Thus, it is important for the parties to distinguish the adding of impairment

standards after adjustment for diminished future eamings 
"upuCity 

in order to determine qualification for SIBTF benefits, from

the assignment of the appropriate impairment standaid in step one of the Permanent disability analysis, which may itself

;;il; Tombiniltg inaliouai impairments and/or excluding impermissible overlap.' [n addressing this issue, the parties may

wiiir to seek the assistance of the Disability Evaluation Unit'

GELETKO, Charles 1.i6
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FINDING OF FACT

The applicant has rnet the threshold requirements for SIBTF benefits'

resulting in a comurnl;'ir;;;;"t Diiabiliw ot 82o/o. The specific

amounts and credits ; il;;Jj*t"a U.t*Len the parties, with the

Uo"tO ."t.*ing jurisdiction over any disputes'

IT IS FURTHER ORDEREI)

proceedings consistent with this opinion'

thatthiscaseisRETURNEDtothetriallevelforfurther

WORKERS' COMPENSATION APPEALS BOARI)

+,t\ 8o ct*

I CONCUR, FRANK M. BRASS

BAHUTY
Rlcl{ARn [-. hlEwMAr{

DATEDANDFILEDATSANFRANCISCO,CALIFORNIA

APR 2 5 20i6

SERVICE MADE ON THE ABOVE DATE ON THE PERSONS LISTED BELOW AT THEIR

ADDRESSES SHOWN ON THE CURRENT OFFICIAL ADDRESS RECORD'

CHARLES GELETKO
OD LEGAL
SUTN COMPENSATION INSURANCE FUND

voLcHoK, VoLCHOK & ZAYON

EDL:mm

GELETKO, Charles
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Wonxrns' CotwtNsATroN Arpner's Boann

ST,IIB OF CALTFORNIA

KENNETH EVANOFF)

Applicant,

vs.

CITY OF LOS ANGELES, Permissibly Self-

ii,r,i,i.a; surspOunnr INJURTES BENEF ITS

TRUST FUND,

Case No. ADJ9171432
(Van NuYs District Office)

Defendants.

Applicant, Kenneth Evanoff, seeks reconsideration of the Findings of Fact and Award, issued

February 22,20r6,in which a workers, compensation administrative raw judge (wcJ) found applicant

was entitled to benefits from the Subsequent Injuries Benefits Trust Fund (SIBTF), finding that his

combined disabilities from his prior cumulative tmuma injury ending May 1, 2007, which caused' 960/o

permanent disability, and his subsequent cumulative trauma injury ending october 7,2012, in the form

of prostate cancer, incontinence and sexuar dysfunction disabilities, for which he was awafied 12o/o

permanent disability,.though the parties stipulated it to be 51olo' was 98%' using the Combined Values

Chart (CVC).

Applicant contends that the wcJ erred by using the cvc to calculate his permanent disability for

purposes of SIBTF liability. Applicant argues that the wcJ should instead have added the previous and

subsequent disabilities, in the absence of overlapping body parts'

permanent disabilitY.

entitling him to an award of 100o/o

No answerlo applicant,s petition has been received from sIBTF as of the date of this opinion'

The wcJ has prepared a Report and Recommendation on petition for Reconsideration in which he

recomrnends that his determination be affrrmed'

As we are persuaded that in the absence of overlapping disabilities between the two injuries, the

disabilities should be added rather than combined using the cvc, and we will retum this matter to the

OPINION AND ORDER
GRANTING PETITION FOR

RECONSIDERATION
AND DECISION AFTER
RECONSIDERATION

lcs
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trial level for a new award based upon his disabilities of 100% pennar-Ient disability'

I.

whileernployedasafirefighterbythecityofLosAngelesfrornlg6gtoMayl,200T,applicant

sustained a cumulative trauma injury to his heart, back, neck,left knee, right knee, hearing loss and hiatal

and inguinal hemias, resulting in a2011 award of 96Yo pemranent disability'

In2[ll,applicantwasdiagnosedandtreatedforprostatecancer,andfiledanewcumulative

trauma claim for his prostate cancer, incontinence and sexuar dysfunction, with a date of injury of

october 7,20|2,This claim resulted in an award of l2ohpermanent disability.

The parties stipulated that gg% of the prior award related to regions of the body described in

Labor code section 4664(c)(1)(G), while ltts l}%perrnanent disability awarded for the subsequent injoty

was after application of Labor code section 4664(c)(1xc). The parties stipulated that applicant's

subsequent injury Whole Person Impairment, prior to adjustment' was 36Yo' and after adjustment was

rated at 5l% permanent disability. Further, the parties stipulated that though applicant,s period of

injurious exposure ended on his retirement on May l,2OO7, his date of knowledge of the subsequent

cumulative trauma was October 7,2012'

At trial on January 12,2016, SIBTF claimed applicant did not sustain a "subsequent" injury

because both injuries had the same last day of injurious exposure, while applicant claimed his date of

irjury for the subsequent inju.y was based upon the later concurrence of his knowledge and disability as

pled in ADJgl7l432. Defendant further contended that applicant did not meet the threshold requirement

that the subsequent injury resurt in 3*%permanent disability, based upon the l2Yo permanent disability

awarded in that case. Applicant argued that the 36% WPI was sufficient to meet the threshold'

In finding applicant entitled to SIBTF benefits, the wcJ reried upon applicant's 36% wPI rating

to find he met the 31%permanent disability threshold, noting that his permanent disability award was

capped at 12oh due to the limitations on compensable permanent disability pursuant to Labor Code

section a66a(cXlXG). "Because of statutory limitations on compensable permanent disability purstlant to

L.c' $4564(c)(1)(G), applicant,s permanent disability award was limited 12Yo, i,e. 100% tess the intemal

medicine portion of the prior stipulated award that combined to 8870'" (Opinion on Decision ' 
p'2)

EVANOFF,Kenneth 2 I!9
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The wcJ further concluded that though the period of applicant's injurious exPosure for both injuries

was applicant's entire period of employment, his date of injury for the prostate cancer injury was determined

by the concurrence of his 2012 diagnosis and knowledge it was ivork-related, thus qualifoing it as a

subsequent injury for SIBTF benefits'

In determining the combined disability, the wcJ stated in his opinion on Decision:

Basedinpartupontheparties,.stipulations,,a,',d.upol.tqe.undersigne.d,sffi ,13:lili:irt-"-i'r,;tli[:,itx*iti]:$3l':ry,ilriTilYhereir
aairstn .'ni'6]fr iil.r^illicJntiustaile-4 prior ais-auitity of 96Yo, and upon

trre.*oeJlp*;;-;irf,6 o.E.u. specialisi (rateJ)., it is found.th$ thp deqee

"f 
p"I;;;; iirr6liii;;**d.uv .m:. combination of both the pSror

aisaHliii*J tfi;#qo.ni intuitriat injury's disability. is,s{eater than

that which would ture r"soltidfrom the suibsequent industrial injury alone,

i. e. 9 }Yo Permanent disabilitY'

T.

The sIBTF provides benefits to injured workers who establish that 
.at 

the time of an industrial

injury, they suffered from permanent partial disability from a prior injury'

Labor Code section4T5t provides as follows:

*If an employee who is permanently .partially disabled receives a

.*Ur"qu*t-ro*p"nruble injury resulting in additional permanent partial

oisuuiiitv so thaithe degree lf bisauitlty caused by the combination of both

aisauiiities is greater than that which would have resulted from the

,uur"lu.nt i"jdy alone, and the combined effect of the last injury and the

pr.rio"r-oir"iuility or impairm:lt- is a.qelmanent disability equal to 70

p"rrrn, o, ,o., of total, ire shall be paid il addition to the compensation

due under this code for the permanent partial disability caused by the last

injury compensation for the remainder of the combined permanent

disability .irting after the last injury as provided in this article; provided,

,rr" .iir,"i i"l ,ri. previous aisatitity or impairment affected a hand, an

a'rm, a foot, a leg, or an eye, and the permanent disability resulting from the

*bd;;; il*y affects tt. opporit. qq corresponding member, and

*"h ;;;.r-an"nt disability, wiren corrsidered alone and without regard

,o, oi-uajust for, the occupation or age of the employee, is equal to 5

p"r."n o, more of total, o;0) the peimanent disability resulting from the

,uur"qu.ri injr.y, when consideied alone and without regard to or

adjustmentfortheoccupationortheageoftheemployee,isequalto35
Percent or more of total'"

while this section does not specify the method for determining the extent of permanent disability

EVANOF'F, Kenneth 1 1,0
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,.caused by the combination of both disabilities," the WCJ concluded that the use of the word

..combination,, requires utilizing the CVC absent a "clear and substantial medical evidence for not doing

so.,, He firrther notes in his Report and Recomnaendation on Petition for Reconsideration that adding

permaneut disabitity could result in unreasonable awards'

Applicant contends that the use of the CVC is not mandated by statute and in the absence of

overlapping or duplicative disabilities in the prior and subsequenf injuries, the method used in Booknut v.

Worlrers' Comp. Appeats. Bd. (1976) 62 Cal.App.3d 214 141 Cal.Comp.Cases 595, 6031, which

combined the disabilities by adding them rather than use the Multiple Disabilities Table.

b Bookout, the court held that when determining whether the injured worker met the 35%

disability threshold for SIF benefits, the fact that he had overlapping disabilities from his prior non-

industrial heart condition and his subsequent industrial injury to his back, would not preclude a

determination of the extent of the disability from the subsequent injury alone'

The WCJ had determined that the injured worker did not meet the 35% disability threshold, on

appeal, the court reversed, determining that the WCJ miscalculated his permanent disability when

separately determining applicant's overall disability for purposes of calculating his normal benefits,

before addressing his entitlement to SIF benefits. According to the court, the WCJ found applicant had an

overall disability of 77%, based upon a 65% rxing for the back which included an overlapiing

preclusion against hcavy work due to applicant's non'industrial heart condition, to which he added 12%

from a non-overlapping restriction against excessive emotional stress, For the injured workers' normal

benefits, the court found the WCJ correctly determined defendant was liable for only 30-5% permanent

disability, after deduction from the 77% overall disability of the 34.5% disability &om the overlapping

factors of disability precluding heavy work and the l2Yo disability from the restriction against excessive

emotional stress from the prior non-industrial heart condition.

However, when determining the injured worker's entitiement to SIF benefit, the court found his

combined disability after the subsequent i.rju.y was TTYo,while the disability atfiibuted to the subsequent

injury alone was 65yo, after adjustment for age and occupation. The injured worker was held to be

entitled to an award of 46.5% disability benefits from SIF,. after deducting the 3a.5% disability awarded

liIEVANOFF, Kenneth
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against the defendant emPloYer'

Just as the court in Bookoutadded the non-overlapping disabilities together to reach a combined

77vo pemane.nt disabiiity, applicant here is entitled to use the same method, but is limited to an overall

| 00a/o permanent disability rating'

Accordingly, as we find applicant is entitled to a combined perrnanent disability rating of !00o/o'

we will grant applicant,s Petition for Reconsideration, rescind the Findings of Fact and Award, and

return this matter to the trial level to issue a new final award'

For the foregoing reasons,

IT IS ORDERED that the March 17, 2016 Petition for Reconsideration be, and hereby is,

GRA.NTED.

rr IS FURTHER ORDERED that applicanr is entitled to a combined permanent disability

rating of 100%.

t:?
EVANOFF' Kenneth
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IT IS FITRTHER ORDERED that, as our Decision After Reconsideration' the Findings of Fact

and Award, issued February 22,2016,is RESCIITIDED and the matter shall be RETURNED to the trial

level for issuance of a new Findings and Award consistent with this opinion'

WORKERS' COMPENSATION APPEALS BOARI)

I CONCUR,

k. 14.4+',a"'

OffiUTY RICHARD L. NEWMAN

DATEDANDFILEDATSANFRANCISCO,CALIFoRNIA

APR 2 5 2016

SERVICE MADE ON THE ABOVE DATE ON TIIE PERSONS LISTED BELOW AT THEIR

ADDRESSES SHOWN ON THE CI]RRENT OFFICIAL ADDRESS RECORD'

KENNETH EVAI\OFF
in*is uARENsTETN wICKE SITERwIN & LEE

SIBTF
nin, brncE oF THE DIREcToR LEGAL IINIT

anY ATToRNEY, cITY oF Los ANGELES 
4P

SV/pc

*9

FRANK M. BRASS

EVANOFF, Kenneth
Ij3
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Woru<rns' CottcgxsATroN Arpru,s Bomo

SrArs oF CALTToRNIA

Case No. ADJ9150217
(Van Nuys District Ofliee)RAFFI KHANDIKIAN'

Applicant,

YS.

CITY OF LOS ANGELES; permissibly selt-
insu"ed; SUBSEQUENT INJIruES BENEFTIS
TRUST FUND,

OPINION AND ORDER
GRANTING PETITION FOR

RECONSIDERATION
AND DECISION AFTER

RECONSIDERATION

Detendanfr.

Applicant, Raffi ltrandikian, seeks reconsideration of the Findings and Order, issued

March 27,2015, in which a workers'compensation administrative lawjudge (WCJ) found applicant does

not meet the requirement for Subsequent Injuries Benefis Trust Fwrd (SIBTF) liability contained in

Labor Code section 4751that his subsequent industrial irjury warrants a permanent disability rating of

35o/o or more before adjustnent for age and occupation. The WCJ concluded that the 30% Whole Person

Impairment (WpD foqnd by the Agreed Medical Examiner was not subject to adjustnnent for diminished

future eaming capacity (DFEC), when considering whether the 35% disabiliB threshold requirernent was

met.

Applicant contests the WCJ's conclusion that the rating of the subsequent injury for determining

SIBTF liability should be based on the WPI rating without adjustment for DFEC. Applicant argues that

his permanent disability resulting from his subsequent rnjury wu 42o/o, prior to adustncent for

occupation and age, and thus met the 35% tbreshold'

SIBTF has frled an Answer to applicant's Petition and the WCJ has prepared a Report and

Recommendation on petition for Reconsideration recommending that applicant's Petition be denied.

For the reasons set forth below, we will grant reconsideration to find applicant has met the

threshold requirement for SIBTF benefits and will amend the Findings and Order to award SIBTF

benefits.

1;1
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I.

While employed as a police officer by the City of Los Angeles Applicant sustained five

industrial injuries to multiple parts of his body between 1994 and 2013. The first three injuries occuned

between 1994 and 1999, resulting in 57% permanent disability based upon the Multiple Disabilities

Table using the prior permanent disability rating schedule. He then sustained a 2012 injury to his neck

which resulted in a stipulated award of S2o/opermanent disability. The fifth and "subsequent" injury for

SIBTF purposes was a sumutative tauma injury in the form of hypertensive heart disease over the period

of his employment ending September 4,2ol3.The Agreed Medical Examiner found the injury resulted in

WPI of 30%, which nted 42Yoafter adjusffirent for the DFEC modifier'

The WCJ concluded ttrat the value for the subsequent injury for determination of lvhether

applicant qualifies for SIBTF benefits is the WPI rating before any adjustnrents, including applicant's

DFEC. The wcJ stated in his opinion on Decision that applicant's DFEC should not be considered

because it is not a "medical condition'"

il.

The legal requirements for SIBTF liability is governed by Labor Code section 4751, which provides

as follows: .,If an employee who is. permanenflV .Rartially {isatrca receives a

subsequent ,o*p.nru-bL i":rry resulting ii additional permanent p-artial

aiJ-fiii y J" tili'rdA;greiti.iisauilit-y.6aused pl ttr9 co'inuination of both

il;;bliili.;-ii-grelter-ttan that whiih would-have resulted from the

;ffiffi; i"i,riry aon , *a tn. combined effect of the last injury ga B:
;;;;il;-eiiluilitv oi i'mpairment is a permanent disabilitv equal tD .70
il;;#;r-in:rI-a"r tot"t,ir .nal be paid in addition to the co-mpensation

il.;;;; ii,ir ."a-.-ioittt p.t 6ent partial-disability qa,se! by the last

t"i;;;;nsation for the remainder of the combined permanent

iffifiry l-I;tirg'rfrrr thr tu"1i4yv as orovided in this article; provided,

tlil;iiii; i;, th? P;;;;*;i*uititv oi impairme".t,S""t"S a-hand' an

ir-, u foot,Li.g, oi* rV", *a the t'ermaneirt disability ret"t!ry-I_1*^t:
#;"d# iljrry .ff..fs qr: oppoiite and. conesponding member, and

such latter o.r**"rrliOiiuUif ity, irh* considered alone and witlrout rggarl

il.;ffiilffi;;t iil;tr,. o"r.id"tion or age of the.emplovee, is equal to 5

;;;;;;ri'-rlt"t"i, o16i the permanent disability resulting {om the

ffi;;;'uJni1;-iuv, 
-*r,in 

cbirsidered alone and wlthout .regard.to 9I
ilil;H# f;ffJ o..upution or the age of the employee, is equal to 35

peicent or more of total."

llt
KIIANDIKIAN' Rafli 1:5
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Hannasummarizes the elements necessary to establish SIBTF liability as follows:

"The statutory requiremenls-for a recovery fi'op 4f Subsequent Injuries

Benefits tnrsi Fun:d are as follows: [footnote omittedJ

,,(1) The combined disability gf lllt preexising^aisaui-titr and the 9it.9lti?
frbm the subsequent industrial injury must be 70 percent or more; [tootnote
omittedl

..(2) The combined disability of the two injuries must be greater than that

oiit. disability from the sulisequent injury alone; and

"(3) One of the following conditions must be met:

,,(a) The previous disability.or impairment must have qffected a hTd, leg,

"ini, 
footi or eye; the disaUility fi6m the subsequent injury.must affect the

"ppi,rit" 
'and' 

corresponding membe4 .and -th9 disability, from tng

.,16r.ou.nt industial iccident, when considered alone and without rgear{

i" 
"r 

iOirJt r.nt for the employee's age or occupation, must be equal to 5

percentbr more of the total; or

..(b) The pennanent disability resulting from the subsequent industial
irliri*-irt In considered alone and without regar$ to or adjustment fol *.te

.rirft'oyr.', age or occupation must be equal to 35 percent or more of the

totit. 6oonrote omittedl

..There are no requirements as to the origin of the-preexisting disability; it

ra*i:l*l,l#a,*'f T#'i:S:'*&",Y#:t,fii):,':r**fr 'frI"i;;it ,"4 Workers' Compensation,Zd Ed', section 8'09[1])

The applicable condition here is that "...the permanent disability resulting from the subsequent

injnry, when considered alone and without regard to or adiustment for the occupation or the age of the

employee,is equal to 35 percent or more of total." (Italics added.) The extent of applicant's permanent

disability from his subsequent cumulative tauma injury in the form of hypertensive heart disease would

meet that requirement only if the modifi.er for DFEC is considered. We are persuaded that the DFEC

modifier must be factored in when determining the rating of the subsequent injury before adjustment for

occupation and age.

The Schedule for Rating permanent Disabilities Under Provisions of the Labor Code of the State

of Califomia" adopted January 1, 2005 (2005 rating schedule) was adopted to comply with the

requirements of Labor Code section 4660, which had been amended on April 19, 2a04 (Sen. Bill No. 899

QAfJ:.-2OO4Reg. Sess.) to mandate that permanent disability ratings be modified to compensste injured

KIIANDIKIAN' RATII
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workers for their diminished future earning capacity. Under the 2005 rating schedule, a standard whole

person impairment is adjusted for an injured worker's diminished future earning capacity as well as for

his or her age and occupation at the time of the injury. Although comprehensive changes to the system

for determining permanent disability in California were enacted by amendments to section 4660 and

other statutes as part of SB 899, the Legislature made no changes to section 4751. Thus, although section

4751 continues to require that a worker's 'subsequent' industrial injury cause permanent partial disability

of at least 35% before adjustnent for age and occupation, there is no statutory provision precluding a

DFEC adjustnent under the 2005 rating schedule in determining whether the subsequent industrial injury

caused permanent disability of at least 35yo for the purpose of determining SIBTF eligibility, There is no

appellate authority which has decided the issue of whe&er the requirement that the subsequent industrial

injury cause permanent partial disability of at least 35% without adjustnent for age and occupation must

be met before the DFEC adjustment is calculated'

The plain and unambiguous language of section 475l,however, excludes only adjustnent for age

and occupation. The statute was not modified by the Legislatue when SB 899 was enacted or later. The

Legislature could have easily modified section 475l toprovide that the 35% threshold for SIBTF liability

must be met based on whole person impairments before any adjustments are made, but did not do so'

Additionally, since a Wpl determination does not consider work disablement, and only considers

the impact of an injury on activities of daily living, for the permanort disability determination in section

4751 to be relevant to work disablement, a diminished futtue earing capacity adjustment must be

included. Since the Legislature did not amend section 4751 to require an SIBTF applicant to show that

his or her industial injury caused permanent disability of at least 35% before a DFEC adjustnent, we

can only conclude that determining whether the 35% threshold is met ater a DFEC adjustment is proper'

Even assuming that section 4751 is somehow ambiguous despite the clear language of the statute,

moreover, Labor code secti on 3202 requires that the interpretation that extends benefits to injured

workers be adopted. pursuant to Labor code section32}2,workers' compensation laws shall be liberally

constnred with the purpose of extending their benefits for the protection of persons injured in the course

of their employment, and where such laws are susceptible of an interpretation either beneficial or

'l rrrli IKIIANDIKIAN, Rafli
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detimental to injured workers or an ambiguity appears, the laws must be construed favorably to injured

workers. (Granado v.yy'orkers' Comp. Appeals Bd. (1968) 69 Cal. 2d 399 [33 Cal. Comp. Cases 647,

6531(pebworth v. Workzrs' Comp. Appeals Bd. QOO4) 116 Cal.App.4th 912 [69 Cal. Comp. Cases 199,

2011.)

SIBTF argues that section 4751 mandates that there can be no adjustnrent of the WPI rating of the

subsequent injgry prior to determination of SIBTF eligibility. However this mischaracterizes the statutory

language. Section 4751 does not state that the rating must be before any adjustment. It only mandates that

the permanent disability rating must be considered'\pithout regard to ot adjustrnent for the occupation or

the age of the employee." We cannot place additional limitations or requirements by imputing legislative

intent to exclude more than the specified adjusUnents for age and occupation.

Thus, the permanent disability caused by applicant's subsequent, industrial injury before

adjustment for age and occupation was properly calculated to be 42%o. Therefore, applicant has met the

requirement for SIBTF liability that his indusrial injury has caused permanent disability of 35% or more

before adjustment for age and occupation'

Therefore, we shall find applicant has met the eligibility requirement for SIBTF benefits and will

amend the final determination accordingly'

llt

ill
ilt
ill
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ilt
lll
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For the foregoing reasons,

IT IS ORIIERED that the April 16, 2015 Petition

GRANTED, and as our Decision After Reconsideration, the

AMENDED as follows:

FINDINGS OF'FACT

Appticant Raffi Khandikian qualifies for benefits from the Subsequent Injuries Benefits Trust

Fund, pursuant to Labor Code sectio n475l,as his subsequent injury meets the 35% threshold.

ill
llt
nl
ilt
lil
lil
lll
llt
llt

ill
lll
ilt
lll
ill

lll

for Reconsideration be, and hereby is,

March 27, 2015 Findings and Order is

/il
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ORDER

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the matter be RETURNED to the trial level for calculation of

applicant's Subsequent Injuries Benefits Trust Fund benefits.

I CONCUR,

DEPLIIY BICK UETNIoH

DATEDANDFILEDATSAIYFRANCISCO,CALIFORNIA

JUll 1 5 2015

SERVICE MADE ON TI{E ABOVE DATE ON TIIE PERSONS LISTED BELOW

IOONTSSES SHOW}i ON TIIE CURRENT OFFICIAL ADDRESS RECORD'

RAFFI KIIANDIKIAI\I
LEWIS MARENSTEIN WICKE SHERWIN & LEE

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR. LEGAL UNIT

sYkry ry

AT THEIR

WORKERS' COMPENSATION APPEALS BOARI)

MARGUERJTE SWEENEY

ffiI DISSENT (See attachcd Dissenting Opinion),

DEIDRA E. LOWE

27
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DISSENTING OPINION

I dissent. I would affirm the wcJ's finding that applicant has not met the threshold requirement

that his subsequent industial injury is equal to 35% or more of his total permanent disability, as the

determination of the extent of the subsequent injury should not include an adjustment for applioant's

diminished future earinq capacity. I concur with SIBTF that the determination of the extent of applicant's

subsequent injury for purposes of determining entitlement to SIBTF benefits, should be based upon

applicant,s medical condition alone, and should exclude adjustnents for diminished future earing

capacity as well as age and occupation. Without this adjustment being factored into the determination of

the permanent disability caused by applicant's subsequent injury, applicant would not be eligible for

SIBTF benefits.

Labor Code section 4751 requires that "the permanent disability resulting from.the subsequent

industrial inj,ry, when considered alone and without regard to or adjustnent for the occupation and age

of the employee, is equal to 35 percent or more of the total.' @mphasis added.) This language requires

that adjustments of permanent disability be excluded'

The determination of permanent disability starts with the calculation of whole Person

Impairment, which is a medical determination based upon the deleterious effects of the industrial injury'

The court in Milpitas lJni/ied School Distict v. Workers' Comp. Appeals. Bd. (Gruman) (2010) 187

Cal.App.4th g0g, g19 [7s cal.Comp.Cases 837], discussed the determination of pennanent disability

following sB ggg, noting that it is based on the impairment caused by the physical injury, "expressed as

a percentage reflecting the ,severity of the medical condition and the degree to which the impairment

decreases an individual,s ability to perform common activities of daily living (ADL), excluding work'"

(75 cal.comp.cases at g46, emphasis in original.) This determination of the degree of disability is

reached prior to any adjustrnent for diminished futue earning capacity, occupation and age'

When making a determination of the extent of disability caused by a subsequent injury, section

4751 requires that the medical determination is to be "considered alone," without any adjustments for

non-medical factors, which would exclude diminished futrne earning capacity as a factor'

il/
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I note, additionally, that an Appeals Board panel decision which addressed the issue raised here,

Malen v. Kitchen Works (2011) 201I Cal.Wrk.Comp. P.D. LEXIS 84, approved the determination that

when calculating the permanent disability from a subsequent injury, the industial disability must be

sonsidered before adjustment for diminished future eaming capacity. I would apply that reasoning in the

instant case to preclude an adjustment for diminished funre earing capacity when determining whether

applicant's subsequent injury met the 35% threshold requirement for eligibility for SIBTF benefits.

WORKERS' COMPENSATION APPEALS BOARI)

DATED AND FILED AT SAN FRANCISCO' CALIFORNIA

JUN t 5 201$

SER\rICE MAI)E ON THE ABOVE DATE ON THE PERSONS LISTED BELOW AT THEIR

ADDRESSES SHOWN ON THE CURRENT OTFICIAL ADDRESS RECORD,

RAFF'I KHANDIKIAN
LEWIS MARENSTEIN WICKE SHERWIN & LEE
OFFICE OT THE DIRECTOR. LEGAL UNIT

sv/sry /5,
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